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1

Introduction

1.1

The Site Allocations Document
The Three Rivers Core Strategy was adopted in October 2011 and sets out the vision and
objectives for the spatial development of the area. The Site Allocations Document identifies
sites throughout Three Rivers for development up to 2026 to support the delivery of the
Core Strategy and the Community Strategy.

1.2

Purpose of this statement
This statement has been published in support of the Site Allocations Proposed Submission
Document (November 2012) in line with Regulation 19 of the Town and Country Planning
(Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012. It sets out how consultation has informed the
development of the plan.
This statement is split into parts reflecting the different stages of consultation that have
taken place to inform the Site Allocations document, some of which have been consulted on
as part of the Core Strategy. These consultation exercises, and other ongoing engagement
with stakeholders meet the requirements of Regulation 18 of the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012.
For each of the following consultation stages, this document sets out:
• which bodies and persons have been invited to make representations on the plan,
• how those bodies and persons were invited to make such representations,
• a summary of the main issues raised by those representations, and
• how those main issues have been addressed in the plan.
Stage in Site Allocations Document
Core Strategy Issues and Options
Core Strategy Supplemental Issues
and Options
Core Strategy Preferred Options
Core Strategy Further Preferred
Options
Site Allocations Issues and Options
Site
Allocations
Pre-Submission
Preferred Options
South Oxhey Initiative The Future of
South Oxhey
Site
Allocations
Pre-Submission
Preferred Options Additional Sites

1

Consultation Period
16 June – 31 July 2006
20 July – 28 September 2007
16 February – 30 March 2009
9 November 2009 – 15 January 2010
12 November 2010 - 14 January 2011
23 January – 5 March 2012
27 April 2012 - 8 June 2012
13 July – 24 August 2012

1.3

Statement of Community Involvement
All stages of consultation on Site Allocations document have been carried out in
accordance with the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement which was adopted in
2006. This document sets out how the community and other stakeholders will be engaged
in the process of preparing local plan documents and in the consideration of planning
applications. The Statement of Community Involvement can be viewed on the Council’s
web site at
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/StatementofCommunityInvolvement .

1.4

Sustainability Appraisal
At each stage of the Site Allocations document, a sustainability appraisal was carried out
identifying the potential impacts of proposals in terms of economic, social and
environmental terms. The appraisals were also consulted upon together with the emerging
Site Allocations at the appropriate stages. Recommendations from the appraisals have
informed the Site Allocations document as set out in the publication Sustainability
Appraisal.
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2

Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation

The Issues and Options consultation on the Core Strategy was carried out over a six week
period from 16 June to 31 July 2006 in accordance with Regulation 25 of the Town and
Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations 2004.
It was an invitation to the community to comment on some of the issues to be addressed in
the Core Strategy, to assist us in developing options and later to identify a ‘preferred
option’.
The Issues and Options paper outlined a number of issues for the future planning of Three
Rivers and identified a number of different options accordingly.
The following Key Issues were identified:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overarching Spatial Strategy: balancing homes and jobs and protecting the Green
Belt
Making efficient use of land whilst protecting character
The mix of new housing types and sizes
Affordable Housing
Gypsy and Travellers
Town and Local Shopping Centres
Delivering improved and more integrated transport systems
Increasing opportunities for good health
Protecting and maintaining biodiversity and landscapes
Achieving a measurable reduction of pollution and green house gas emissions
Holistic approach to waste management
Facilitating the provision of services and infrastructure
Reduce crime rates and fear of crime
Conservation and Heritage
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The Issues and Options were influenced by the comments made in the consultation on the
Community Strategy in 2006. The Community Strategy is available to view on the Council’s
web site at http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/LocalStrategicPartnership .

2.1

Who was invited to be involved in the plan preparation at the Issues and
Options stage?
The types of consultees listed below were invited to make comments on the Issues and
Options document. A list of consultees is shown in Appendix 1.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.2

Statutory Bodies and Groups
General Public
Amenity Groups
Residential Groups
Business Groups
Hard to Reach Groups
Local Strategic Partnership

How were they invited to be involved in the plan preparation?
The Council carried out extensive (Regulation 25) consultation with the community on the
Issues and Option Paper, using the techniques set out in the adopted Statement of
Community Involvement. Throughout the Spring and Summer of 2006, the following
consultation was undertaken:
•

Documentation was made available for public inspection at Three Rivers House
and all public libraries and at a range of leisure, community and health facilities
within the district

•

All documents were made available on the Council’s web site

•

An exhibition was displayed within the front entrance lobby at Three Rivers
House

•

Statutory consultees and other interested parties taken from the LDF
consultation database were sent letters, consultation document, questionnaire
and a pre-paid envelope

•

A public notice advertising the consultation and how documents could be viewed
was placed in the Watford Observer newspaper.

•

A centre-page pull out and questionnaire in the Summer edition of the Three
Rivers Times was delivered to every household in the district

•

Presentations were given to Area Forums, the Equalities Forum, the
Environmental Forum, the Youth Council, the Pensioner Forum and the
Rickmansworth Residents Association
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2.3

•

Briefings were given to Council Members and senior officers and all staff were
consulted

•

Meetings were held with key stakeholders such as the Local Strategic
Partnership and the Environment Agency

•

Coverage was also given in press releases in the Watford Observer and an
interview with Mercury Radio

What were the main issues raised?
In total, 523 responses were returned in the form of questionnaires and letters. Many
comments were also made verbally at the various forums attended and other stakeholder
meetings.
A summary of the responses received together with more detailed comments are available
on our website at www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/CoreStrategy (Planning Your
Future: Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper – Report of Public Consultation
(November 2006) and are reproduced at Appendix 2.
While the consultation was based around a series of key issues and options. A brief
summary of the main issues raised in response to the consultation is provided below.
Key Issue 1: Overarching Spatial Strategy; Balancing homes and jobs and protecting
the green belt
• General support for continuing to direct new development within the existing built up
settlements and away from green field and green belt land
• Recognition that surplus employment land could be used if necessary, at least in
part, for housing
Key Issue 2: Making efficient use of land whilst protecting character
• Strong support for new housing development to respect character of the
surrounding area; more in favour of assessing developments on their merits than
setting specific density standards for particular locations
Key Issue 3 Housing Needs; the mix of new housing types and sizes
• Strong support for a full range of housing to be provided to meet identified needs;
this includes providing a range of dwelling sizes and dwelling types including
specialist housing for elderly and those with mobility disabilities
Key Issue 4: Affordable Housing
• General support for the need to increase the amount of affordable housing that can
be secured through new development by increasing the proportion of affordable
housing required and requiring it from more (smaller) sites
• Particular support for allocating sites wholly or mostly for affordable housing and
permitting small scale housing schemes in rural areas to meet local need
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Key Issue 5: Gypsy and Traveller Needs
• Recognition that additional provision in the district is needed to meet gypsy and
traveller needs but more in favour of dealing with planning applications for gypsy
sites on ad hoc basis rather than allocating new sites or extension to existing sites
(reactive rather than proactive)
Key Issue 6: Towns and Local Shopping Centres
• Support for continuing to guide retail development within existing shopping areas
subject to it being appropriate to the character and function of those areas, although
mixed views about the flexibility of shops to be able to change between retail and
non-retail uses
Key Issue 7: Delivering improved and more integrated transport systems
• General support to maintain the existing parking standards for new development
which are based on how accessible the location is to public transport and services
• Strong support to deliver improved and more integrated transport systems
particularly by promoting alternative modes of transport to the car
Key Issue 8: Increasing opportunities for good health through improved sport,
leisure and open space and better access to facilities
• General support for LDF to plan for additional space and/or improvements where
deficiencies in the District have been identified (though recent Open Space and
Recreation Study)
• Strong support for continuing to require new residential development to contribute
towards the provision of sports facilities, amenity and children’s playspace both
directly on site and through commuted payments
Key Issue 9: Protect important wildlife sites and species and maintain the distinctive
landscape character of the district through the protection and management of the
landscape
• Strong support towards protecting important wildlife sites and species and
landscape but also to enhance where possible
Key Issue 10: Achieving a measurable reduction of pollution and green house gas
emissions
• General support for development to be ‘sustainable’ in terms of energy efficiency,
water conservation and waste management and recycling
• Strong support for new policy on requiring all new major developments to provide at
least 20% of their energy requirements through renewable energy sources
Key Issue 11: A holistic approach to waste management
• Strong support for new development to use recycled or reclaimed materials as part
of new development
• Strong support for new developments to provide recycling facilities on site such as
composters and bottle banks
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Key Issue 12: Facilitating the provision of services and infrastructure to meet the
needs to existing and new development
• Many general comments received expressing concern about the state of existing
infrastructure and services (schools, health facilities, transportation, policing, utilities
etc.) and their ability to meet demands of new development
Key Issue 13: Reduce crime rates and fear of crime
• General support for all options for reducing crime through initiatives such as local
recruitment and training policies with major employers and the provision of youth
facilities as part of new development and especially through the design of new
development (‘Safer by Design’)
Key Issue 14 Conservation and heritage
• Strong support for the protection and enhancement of all aspects of the historic
environment included listed and locally listed buildings and the character of
conservation areas.
• The need to protect areas of archaeological importance also identified.

2.4

How have the main issues raised been addressed?
The Council noted the responses received for each Key Issue. These were used to help
shape the emerging Core Strategy, particularly in relation to the Spatial Strategy and Core
Policy areas.
The main issues raised were in relation to the existing and future provision of infrastructure
and services with comments of concern relating to the state of existing infrastructure and
services (schools, health facilities, transportation, policing, utilities etc.) and their ability to
meet the demands of new development.
In response to this, a series of meetings were set up with the main infrastructure providers
to seek to identify existing deficiencies in education, health and other services and in
infrastructure such as transportation and public utilities such as water, and how these
deficiencies may be addressed. The notes from these informal meetings are detailed in
Appendix 3.
The responses to the Core Strategy: Issues and Options consultation also identified that
more work was needed to develop the ‘evidence base’ in order to further enhance our
understanding of the needs of the area. Several research documents were therefore
produced in order to inform the content of the Core Strategy including:
•
•
•
•

Retail Capacity Study (2006)
Housing Market Needs Background Paper (2006)
Transport Background Paper (2007)
Access to Services and Infrastructure Background Paper (2007).
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3

Core Strategy Supplemental Issues and Options Consultation

Following the consultation undertaken in 2006, a number of changes took place at national
and regional levels that affected the Core Strategy. These included the publication of new
national planning guidance, the advancement of the Regional Spatial Strategy for the East
of England and further monitoring of the housing supply situation.
Publication of Planning Policy Statement on Housing (PPS 3) (December 2006)
This government policy note advised local planning authorities that they needed to deliver a
continuous supply of housing for at least 15 years. It also included details about what type
of sites should be identified. This all had implications for the supply of new housing land for
Three Rivers.
Review of the Regional Spatial Strategy (Government Proposed Changes, December
2006)
The East of England Plan provides strategic guidance to councils on the preparation of
local planning policies. The Proposed Changes document was a response to the report of
an Independent Panel into the examination of the original draft East of England Plan in
June 2006. It represented one of the latter stages of the Plan's progress towards adoption
scheduled for 2008. The Proposed Changes document was of relevance to Three Rivers in
the following key aspects:
•

The proposed housing distribution for Three Rivers for the period 2001 to 2021 was
increased to 4000 dwellings. This represented a significant increase (11%) over the
3,600 dwellings identified in the original draft Plan. Also the Government now
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regarded these distributions 'as minimum targets to be achieved rather than ceilings
which should not be exceeded'.
•

In terms of distribution of jobs growth, Three Rivers forms part of the 'London Arc'
area, which also includes Watford, Hertsmere, Broxbourne, St. Albans and Welwyn
Hatfield districts. These councils will collectively need to allocate sufficient land to
meet growth in jobs in the order of 50,000 over the Plan period (this figure was not
broken down into district allocations)

•

Neighbouring Watford was identified as an additional Key Centre for Development
and Change because of its role as a regional retail centre and transport node. There
was an expectation that the 'greater Watford area' which includes Three Rivers
District, would support Watford as a Centre through additional housing and
employment generating activity.

Discussions with the Government Office (GO East)
In the light of experience gained from the first two authorities undergoing 'examination' of
the soundness of their Development Plan Documents under the new system in 2006, the
Council agreed with GO East that it would undertake further Issues and Options
consultation on the Core Strategy. This would ensure that the document contained the
correct level of detail to enable an Inspector to find the document acceptable or 'sound'
when it came to the examination process.
It was, therefore, necessary to consult further on issues that were not previously covered
and to consult in more detail on the most pressing challenges facing the District.
The Core Strategy: Supplemental Issues and Options document was produced to take
account of the above issues and covered three main strands:
•
•
•

Broad locations for new housing, employment and retail development (Spatial
Options)
Policies to control development (Generic Development Control Policies)
Delivery of development (Implementation and Monitoring Framework)

The Supplemental Issues and Options paper outlined the following issues for the future
planning of Three Rivers and identified a number of options accordingly.
The following key issues were identified:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional Housing Development
Spatial Strategy and Broad Locations for Additional
Development
Spatial Strategy and Broad Locations for Development
Spatial Strategy and Broad Locations for Retail Development
Strategic Transport Issues
Generic Development Control Policies
Implementation and Monitoring Strategy
9

Housing

3.1

Who was invited to be involved in the plan preparation at the Supplemental
Issues and Options stage?
The same types of consultees as those invited under the previous Issues and Options
consultation were invited to make comments on the Supplemental Issues and Options
document. A list of consultees is shown in Appendix 1.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2

Statutory Bodies and Groups
General Public
Amenity Groups
Residential Groups
Business Groups
Hard to Reach Groups
Local Strategic Partnership

How were they invited to be involved in the plan preparation?
Consultation on the Core Strategy: Supplemental Issues and Options Paper followed the
procedures contained in the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement as well as
being carried out in accordance with the Regulation 25 of the Town and Country Planning
(Local Development) (England) Regulations 2004.
Public consultation took place over a 10 week period between 20 July and 28 September
2007. This included:

•

•

Writing to a range of statutory and non - statutory consultees

•

Writing to over 600 people on the LDF database including those who expressed
an interest at the previous consultation stages

•

Documentation was made available for public inspection at Three Rivers House
and all public libraries and at a range of leisure, community and health facilities
within the district

•

An exhibition was displayed within the front entrance lobby at Three Rivers
House

•

Meetings were held with stakeholders including the Local Strategic Partnership
and the HARI Partnership

•

An LDF Focus Group made up of local residents was set up (Notes of this
meeting are available in Appendix 5)
A public notice advertising the consultation and how documents could be viewed
was placed in the Watford Observer newspaper and press releases were
issued.
10

3.3

What were the main issues raised?
In total 405 responses were returned in the form of questionnaires and letters from a range
of people including statutory bodies, individual residents, parish councils, service providers,
developers and land owners. On this occasion, respondents were also able to respond by
electronic means through the website and specialist consultation software (CAPS
Uniform/Public Access).
A summary of the responses received together with the more detailed comments made are
available on our website at www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/CoreStrategy
(Planning Your Future Core Strategy: Supplemental Issues and Options Consultation). The
responses are also summarised in Appendix 4.
A brief summary of the issues raised in response to the consultation is provided below.
Issue: Additional Housing Development
•

•

•

•

The responses indicated strong support (three quarters in favour) for the Council’s
proposed approach (to identify new housing sites including those on the edge of the
existing built up area within the Green Belt) to address the shortfall in housing
supply.
This would suggest that respondents accept the fact that the Council has no real
choice but to explore locations outside of the existing urban area for new housing
development in order to meet future housing needs.
The overwhelming majority agreed with the criteria used to assess the broad areas
for housing growth including planning constraints and accessibility to key local
facilities.
The majority of respondents indicated that environmental quality, congestion,
parking, protection of Green Belt, capacity of schools, access to nurseries and
protection of wildlife habitats and biodiversity should also be used for assessing the
broad areas for additional housing growth.

Issue: Spatial Strategy and Broad Locations for Additional Housing Development
Eight Broad Housing Locations were put forward for consideration:
• South East Abbots Langley
• West of South Oxhey
• South East Croxley Green
• East Kings Langley
• North East Maple Cross
• North Croxley Green
• East Carpenders Park
• East of Abbots Langley
•

From those ranking the areas within areas of high/medium priority (levels 1-4),
South-East Abbots Langley (Leavesden Park) scored the highest, with the West of
South Oxhey (Little Furze School) and East Kings Langley (Employment Area) also
scoring at the upper end of the priority rankings.
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•

•

•

It was also clear that the north Croxley Green area was the lowest priority with
majority of respondents objecting to development in this area. The responses for the
East of Abbots Langley area (Woodside) and to a lesser extent the North East
Croxley Green (Croxley Business Park) are also skewed towards the lower
rankings.
For the remaining areas, the picture was more mixed. The responses for the North
East Maple Cross area (Maple Lodge) peak in the middle ranking areas, indicating a
fairly neutral response, neither strongly for or against.
For the East Carpenders Park area (nursery), the responses are skewed slightly
towards the higher to medium end, suggesting more in favour than against this site.

On the basis of the all the responses and rankings, it was possible to give an overall priority
ranking for the areas.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
•

•

Area
South East Abbots Langley (Leavesden Park)
West of South Oxhey (Little Furze)
East Kings Langley (Employment Area)
East Carpenders Park (Nursery)
North East Maple Cross (Maple Lodge)
South East Croxley Green (Croxley Business Park)
East of Abbots Langley (Woodside)
North Croxley Green

The responses indicated a mixture of locations to be considered for broad housing
locations, though Chorleywood, Moor Park, Loudwater, South Oxhey received most
suggestions.
This would suggest that respondents support the principle of considering other
areas of the district for housing to ensure a balance across the district.

Issue: Spatial Strategy and Broad Locations for Employment
The consultation listed the following as the main employment areas in the District:
• Croxley/Tolpits Area
• East of Kings Langley
• Leavesden
• Maple Cross
• South Oxhey
• Rickmansworth Town Centre
•
•
•
•

The responses indicated strong support (90% in favour) with the Council’s proposal
to release parts of the District’s employment areas for other uses.
This would suggest that respondents support the principle of introducing more
mixed use developments to balance the demand for homes and jobs in the district
The responses indicated support for release of between one third and one half of
land within each of the three employment areas.
Responses indicate a higher proportion of land should be released at Leavesden
Park (average 45.9%)
12

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The responses indicated strong support for release of employment areas for
residential and community uses.
The responses indicated support for the Maple Lodge Site to be planned as an
extension of the Maple Cross employment area, although this is not totally clear-cut.
This would suggest that respondents accept the potential for this area to
complement existing office provision at Maple Cross.
The responses indicated strongest support for employment land at Maple Cross to
be office or light industrial land use (combined 77.3%).
The responses indicated support for releasing land at East Carpenders Park
employment area for other uses.
The responses indicated the strongest support (two thirds in favour) of release of
the East Carpenders Park employment area for residential uses.
The responses indicated support (two thirds in favour) in favour of retaining existing
office space in Rickmansworth Town Centre.
Of the minority not favouring the retention of office space in Rickmansworth Town
Centre (Q14), most of these support residential use as an alternative.

Issue: Spatial Strategy and Broad Locations for Retail Development
• The responses were quite mixed, with the most support for Option C (additional
retail provision to be located in all five key centres), or option D (additional retail
provision to be located in one or two key centres only), accounting for two thirds of
the responses in total.
• The responses indicated the strongest support for Abbots Langley, Rickmansworth
and South Oxhey as centres to be considered for retail growth if one or two centres
only as a focus for retail growth was the preferred approach
Issue: Strategic Transport Issues
• The responses indicated that the majority of respondents agree with the both the
policy measures (e.g. reduce congestion, increase non car modes of travel) and
physical measures (e.g. implementing the Croxley Rail Link, promoting cycling,
controlled parking) put forward to improve the transport network in the district.
• The responses on this expanded upon the measures already put forward in the
consultation document and indicated high support for improving the public transport
network in the district, including implementation of the Croxley Rail Link. There was
also support for highway improvement measures and increased parking provision in
the district.
Issue: Generic Development Control Policies
• The responses indicated strong support with the Council’s proposed Generic
Development Control Policies to be used as a basis for assessing planning
applications.
• A range of more specific issues are put forward for consideration in addition to those
set out in the consultation document with education, transport and healthcare
considerations being the most popular.
• A small number of responses put forward, a range of issues that should not be
included in DC Policies including gypsy and traveller provision and replacement
dwellings in the Green Belt.
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Issue: Implementation and Monitoring Strategy
• The responses clearly supported the range of policy issues listed in the consultation
document that should be taken forward as planning obligations in the LDF
• The response indicated that planning obligations for healthcare, open spaces and
recreation, sustainable transport, education, affordable housing and nature
conservation are the areas that respondents would like to see prioritised.
• The responses indicated that a discretionary approach is the preferred approach to
securing planning obligations over a standard charge by a ratio of about 2:1.
• The responses indicated that respondents were strongly in agreement with the
proposed actions as part of developing an Implementation and Monitoring Strategy.

3.4

How have the main issues raised been addressed?
The Council noted the responses received for each Key Issue. These were used to help
shape the emerging Core Strategy.
The main issues raised were the criteria for assessing areas for additional housing growth
and the policy topic areas and associated criteria to be covered by Development Control
Policies.
The criteria for assessing housing locations were further developed to reflect the
suggestions put forward as part of the Preferred Options Document. In total, 48 criteria
were developed and used to inform consideration of potential housing sites for allocation.
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4

Core Strategy Preferred Options Consultation

The Core Strategy Preferred Options document built on and refined the earlier Issues and
Options documents and focused on key decisions for the Core Strategy.
In the summer of 2008, the Government changed the process for preparing Local
Development Frameworks and so the Core Strategy Preferred Options document was
prepared under the Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England)
(Amendment) Regulations 2008. The Preferred Options consultation was carried out over a
six week period between 16 February and 30 March 2009.
The document was supported by several background studies, collectively known as the
‘evidence base’. It also reflected the community’s aspirations and priorities as set out in
documents such as the Three Rivers Community Strategy.
The ‘Preferred Options’ document was made up of the following parts:


Spatial Vision and Strategy: setting out the long-term vision to 2021 and where
development in Three Rivers should be located. This took into account the
special characteristics and requirements of the District’s towns and villages. This
included consultation on five large and 35 small housing sites



Core Policies: setting out key policies, the key focus of which is to ensure that
all new development will be sustainable, particularly in the use of natural
resources and impact on the environment. These included policies on:
 Overarching Policy on Sustainable Development
 Housing Supply
 Housing Mix and Density
 Affordable Housing
15








4.1

Gypsy and Traveller Provision
Employment and Economic Development
Town Centres and Shopping
Transport
Infrastructure and Planning Obligations

Development Policies: setting out detailed policies and standards to enable
us to deal with planning applications for development in the future which
included policies on:
 Green Belt
 Biodiversity, Trees and Woodlands
 Landscape Character
 Open Space, Sport and Recreation Facilities
 Children’s Play Space
 Community, Leisure and Cultural Facilities
 Design of Development
 Flood Risk and Water Resources
 Carbon Emissions and Renewable Energy
 Renewable Energy Developments
 Waste Management
 Historic Environment
 Contamination and Pollution
 Parking.

Who was invited to be involved in the plan preparation at the Preferred
Options stage?
The same types of consultees listed below were invited to make comments on the
Preferred Options document. (Appendix 1)







4.2

General Public
Amenity Groups
Residential Groups
Business Groups
Hard to Reach Groups
Local Strategic Partnership

How were they invited to be involved in the plan preparation?
Consultation on the Core Strategy Preferred Options document followed the procedures set
out in the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement and in line with the Regulation 25
of the Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) (Amendment)
Regulations 2008.
The public consultation was undertaken over a six week period between 16 February and
30 March 2009. This included:
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•

Documentation made available for public inspection at Three Rivers House and
all public libraries and at a range of leisure, community and health facilities
within the District

•

All documents were made available on the Council’s web site

•

An exhibition was displayed within the front entrance lobby at Three Rivers
House and at Abbots Langley Library throughout the consultation period

•

Statutory consultees and other interested parties taken from the LDF
consultation database were sent letters, consultation document, questionnaire
and a pre-paid envelope

•

A centre-page pull out and questionnaire in the Spring edition of the Three
Rivers Times which was delivered to every household and business in the
District

•

Presentations were given to Area Forums, the Environmental Forum, and the
Pensioner Forum

•

Briefings were given to Council Members and senior officers and all staff were
consulted

•

Meeting with the Local Development Framework Focus Group (Appendix 5)

•

A public notice advertising the consultation and how documents could be viewed
was placed in the Watford Observer newspaper.

•

Coverage was also given in press releases in the Watford Observer

A number of exhibition events were also held throughout the District where residents and
other interested parties were invited to talk to officers about the consultation. Details of
these were also published in the Three Rivers Times and on the Council’s web site.
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4.3

What were the main issues raised?
In total, there were over 600 responses returned in the form of questionnaires and letters
from a range of people, including statutory bodies, individual residents, parish councils,
service providers, developers and land owners.
A summary of the responses received together with the more detailed comments made are
available on our website at www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/CoreStrategy (Core
Strategy Preferred Options Report of Public Consultation) and are set out at Appendix 6.
A summary of the main issues raised by responses are set out below.
Spatial Vision and Strategic Objectives
• Overall support for the Vision and Objectives, though some concern that they are
not locally distinctive enough and could be enhanced by including more detailed
information, including some from the place-shaping policies chapter.
Spatial Strategy
• Generally there was support for using brownfield land first, and strong objection to
any plans to build on the green belt. Preservation of green belt was highlighted by
many respondents as a key priority. Development should be spread evenly across
the District, rather than be concentrated in one or two areas.
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Place Shaping Policies: Development in the Principal Town (Rickmansworth)
• Overall support for the policy approach.
Place Shaping Policies: Development in the Key Centres (South Oxhey, Croxley
Green, Abbots Langley, Chorleywood)
• General support for the policy, and in particular for proposals for regeneration,
although comments that there was an unfair proportion of development focused on
the Abbots Langley area.
Place Shaping Policies: Development in the Secondary Centres (Kings Langley,
Carpenders Park, Eastbury, Maple Cross, Moor Park),
• Concern over high percentage of development to be in secondary centres.
Place Shaping Policies: Development in Villages (Bedmond, Sarratt)
• Overall support for the approach.
Core Policy: Sustainable Development
• General support for the approach, with particular support for tackling climate change
and requiring development to incorporate renewable technology, while
acknowledging the need to improve the sustainability of existing housing stock.
Some concern at including targets that exceed national/ regional targets.
Core Policy: Housing Supply
• General support for the sequential approach proposed and the use of brownfield
sites as a priority, but objection to any development taking place on green belt.
Bringing empty homes back into use should contribute to supply.
Core Policy: Housing Mix and Density
• General support, particularly for considering provision of older persons
accommodation, but some concerns that 30dph is too high. Need for a range of
house sizes, including larger family homes highlighted.
Core Policy: Affordable Housing
• Overall support for provision of affordable housing, and particularly for family
housing, although 45% considered too high a percentage by some respondents; the
national average should not be exceeded. Concern that affordable housing provided
should be for genuinely local people, and should not be concentrated in one area, or
sites with 100% affordable housing to avoid creation of ghettos. It should also be
located close to infrastructure, raising issues about rural exception sites. It should
also reflect the character of the surrounding area.
Core Policy: Gypsy and Traveller Provision
• Support for approach, and comments that there is no need/ demand for sites in the
area
Core Policy: Employment and Economic Development
• Overall support, acknowledging the need to provide local jobs for people to increase
sustainability but concern that there are already empty offices available within the
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•

District, and that current economic conditions make it unlikely that new jobs will be
created. Also highlighted that housing proposals will lead to loss of employment
sites, inconsistent with the proposals for employment. Large sites should be mixed
use developments and proposals should not mean more development of green belt/
greenfield sites.
A particular need for local jobs in South Oxhey/ Carpenders Park area was
identified, and concern that insufficient infrastructure to support further employment
development in Maple Cross.

Core Policy: Town Centres and Shopping
• Overall support for approach, though comments that there is no need for any new
shopping facilities, demonstrated by empty premises currently which should be filled
first. If shops are to be created, these should be for local businesses, not national
chains, and should provide a mix of shop types, not just hairdressers/ estate agents
etc.
• Sufficient free parking important to ensure viability of local shops, and Maple Cross
should be considered for shopping facilities
Core Policy: Transport
• General support for approach, particularly for improvements to cycle facilities. Need
for better public transport facilities, and concern about the state of existing roads.
Core Policy: Infrastructure and Planning Obligations
• Support for providing infrastructure proportionate to any growth, but this must be in
place before development begins. All development should contribute to
infrastructure provision, but this should be related to development viability. Concern
that existing infrastructure cannot cope with current population, with particular
concern about school places and the need for a new school(s) in the District.
• Infrastructure should include facilities for children/ young people, and water and
sewerage infrastructure, but questions over whether a new police HQ is actually
required, and at the loss of infrastructure as a result of housing site proposals.
Core Policy: Monitoring and Delivery Framework
• Support for approach, but general concern that the current economic downturn may
affect plans and prevent implementation.
Development Policies: Green Belt
• Objection to any development taking place on green belt. Approach to development
and green belt boundaries to be clarified. Suggestions made of locations for green
belt boundary revision and designation of Major Developed Sites in the Green Belt.
Development Policies: Design of Development
• General support for approach
Development Policies: Carbon Emissions and Renewable Energy
• General support for responding to climate change, but approach should consider the
viability of development, and requirements should not prevent sites coming forwards
because of excessive requirements.
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While these were the main issues raised in response to the key areas of the document, the
majority of responses received were detailed comments in relation to the 40 housing sites
that were included in the document. In addition, a number of additional sites were put
forward for consideration.

4.4

How have the main issues raised been addressed?
The Government Office advised the Council that, in order to comply with national and
regional planning policy, we must identify sufficient housing for a 15-year period from the
adoption of the document. This meant that we needed to plan up to 2026 and so a Further
Preferred Options document was produced. (See related section).
Concern was also expressed that the Spatial Vision and Objectives were not locally
distinctive. To address this, the Spatial Vision and Objectives section of the Core Strategy
has been expanded and enhanced to include locally distinctive details.
There was also concern that there was an unfair proportion of development focussed on the
Abbots Langley Area and in the Secondary Centres generally. An approximate percentage
of the District’s housing requirements has been set out in the Place Shaping Policies of the
Core Strategy and has been based on the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
Update (2010) and other evidence.
Comments on the housing sites were reviewed and informed decisions on the sites to be
taken forward to the next stage and the additional sites put forward were considered by the
Council and some were included for the next stage of consultation.
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5

Core Strategy Further Preferred Options Consultation

To ensure a 15 year supply of housing land, the Core Strategy Further Preferred Options
document built on and refined the housing sites identified in the Core Strategy Preferred
Options document.
The Further Preferred Options document focused on two specific areas of housing supply
and housing sites.
It included additional potential housing sites and numbers to cover the period up to 2026. It
showed details of housing sites as follows:
• Original ‘preferred options’ sites to be retained
• Original ‘preferred options’ sites to be removed
• Original ‘preferred options’ sites to be amended
• New sites that have been put forward by landowners/developers.

5.1

Who was invited to be involved in the plan preparation at the Further
Preferred Options stage?
The same types of consultees listed below were invited to make comments on the
Preferred Options document. (Appendix 1)







5.2

General Public
Amenity Groups
Residential Groups
Business Groups
Hard to Reach Groups
Local Strategic Partnership

How were they invited to be involved in the plan preparation?
The Council carried out extensive consultation with the community on the Further Preferred
Options document following the procedures set out in the Council’s Statement of
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Community Involvement and in line with the Town and Country Planning (Local
Development) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2009.
The consultation took place over a ten week period between 9 November 2009 and 15
January 2010. This included:
•

Writing to a range of statutory and non-statutory consultees

•

Writing to over 1,300 people on the LDF database including those who expressed
an interest at the previous consultation stages

•

A centre page pull-out and questionnaire in the Autumn/Winter edition of the Three
Rivers Times delivered to all households and businesses in the District

•

All information was available on the Council’s website

•

Documentation was made available for public inspection at Three Rivers House and
all public libraries and at a range of leisure, community and health facilities within
the District

•

An exhibition was displayed within the front entrance lobby at Three Rivers House,
Abbots Langley Library, Croxley Green Library and Oxhey Library for the whole of
the consultation period

•

A public notice advertising the consultation and how documents could be viewed
was placed in the Watford Observer newspaper on 6 November 2009

•

There were press releases and coverage in local magazines including My Abbots,
My Croxley, My Garston, My Rickmansworth, Rickmansworth and Community
Times, The Villager and Chorleywood Parish Council magazine

•

Local Residents’ Associations and Parish Councils assisted in promoting the
consultation through their websites

•

Presentations were given to Local Area Forums, to the Environmental Forum and
the Pensioner Forum

•

Briefings were given to Council Members and senior officers, and all staff were
notified of the consultation

•

A3 posters of the programme of events were put in all the Council’s public display
boards around the District

•

A cross-boundary meeting was held with representatives of neighbouring
authorities.
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5.3

What were the main issues raised?
We received just fewer than 1,900 responses to the consultation in the form of
questionnaires and letters from a range of people, including statutory bodies, parish
councils, service providers, developers and landowners. The majority of responses came
from residents in the Croxley Green area.
The headline results of the consultation are available in Appendix 7, and more detailed
comments are available at the Core Strategy Further Preferred Options Report of Public
Consultation on the Council’s website at
www.threerivers.gov.uk/default.aspx/web/CoreStrategy.
The main issues raised were in respect of the specific housing sites that were put forward in
the consultation. There was broad support from those that responded for the majority of the
sites. The two exceptions to this were in relation to the Killingdown Farm site, Croxley
Green (9% in favour, 91% against) and Fairways Farm/Penfold Golf Course, Garston (47%
in favour, 53% against).

5.4

How have the main issues raised been addressed?
In response to the concerns raised in the consultation, the Executive Committee resolved
that:
In the case of the Fairways Farm/Penfold Golf Course (indicative capacity of 300
dwellings), that this site be excluded from further consideration and not be taken forward as
part of the Site Allocations document.
In the case of the Killingdown Farm site, the larger site (indicative capacity of 160 dwellings)
not be taken forward but that the original smaller site (indicative capacity of 30 dwellings)
centred around the existing farm buildings be taken forward as part of the Site Allocations
document.
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6

Site Allocations Issues and Options Consultation

While specific housing sites had been subject to consultation as part of the Core Strategy,
following the decision to split the Core Strategy into three separate documents (covering
the Core Strategy, Site Allocations and Development Management Policies), further issues
and options consultation was carried out on non-housing site allocations.
The Issues and Options document considered some of the key issues and options for the
development of sites in the District and sought comments on potential sites for secondary
schools, employment, retail, open spaces and cemeteries.
The sites included in this document were preliminary options and not all the sites would
necessarily be identified in the final document. However this initial stage and public
consultation would inform a set of Preferred Options which can be taken forward following
further public consultation.
The site options contained within this document were identified through a variety of sources
as follows:
•
•
•

6.1

Sites previously submitted to the Council
Sites proposed within other LDF documents
A review of land allocations within the adopted Three Rivers Local Plan.

Who was invited to be involved in the plan preparation at the Site Allocations
Issues and Options stage?
The same types of consultees listed below were invited to make comments on the
Preferred Options document. (Appendix 1)







General Public
Amenity Groups
Residential Groups
Business Groups
Hard to Reach Groups
Local Strategic Partnership
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6.2

How were they invited to be involved in the plan preparation?
The Council carried out extensive consultation with the community on the Site Allocations
Issues and Options document following the procedures set out in the Council’s Statement
of Community Involvement and in line with the Town and Country Planning (Local
Development) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2009.
The consultation took place over a ten week period between 12 November 2010 and 14
January 2011. This included:
•

Writing to a range of statutory and non - statutory consultees

•

Writing to over 2,500 people on the LDF database including those who
expressed an interest at the previous consultation stages

•

Documentation was made available for public inspection at Three Rivers House
and all public libraries and at a range of leisure, community and health facilities
within the district

•

All information was available on the Council’s website

•

An exhibition was displayed within the front entrance lobby at Three Rivers
House for the whole of the consultation period and displays were also available
at Abbots Langley Parish Council’s Offices, Croxley Green Library and
Rickmansworth Library for several weeks of the consultation period

•

A public notice advertising the consultation and how documents could be viewed
was placed in the Watford Observer newspaper on 12 November 2010

•

There were press releases and coverage in local magazines including My
Abbots, My Croxley, My Garston, My Kings, My Rickmansworth, My Watford,
Rickmansworth and Chorleywood Community Times and Chorleywood Parish
Council magazine

•

A full page advert for the consultation in the Autumn/Winter edition of the Three
Rivers Times which was delivered to every household and business in the
District

•

Presentations were given to the Croxley Green and Watford Rural Local Area
Forum Area Forums

•

13 consultation events were held across the District

•

All Primary and Secondary schools in the District were asked to help advertise
the consultation through Parent Mail/newsletters and web sites
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•

Briefings were given to Council Members and senior officers and all staff were
consulted
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6.3

What were the main issues raised?
The
Results
of
the
consultation
are
available
on
our
website
at
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/SiteAllocationsDevelopmentPlanDocument
and the headline results are included at Appendix 8.
In total, there were over 2,100 responses returned in the form of questionnaires and letters
from a range of people, including statutory bodies, individual residents, parish councils,
service providers, developers and land owners.
The majority of responses received were in relation to the five potential secondary school
sites that were included in the document. The main issues raised in relation to the
secondary school sites were the effects on local roads and congestion, building on the
Green Belt, the loss of agricultural land, flooding and the visual impact of development.
Comments were also received proposing amendments to the boundaries of some site
allocations and suggesting some additional sites for allocation.

6.4

How have the main issues raised been addressed?
Comments on the secondary school sites were passed to the County Council and informed
further technical work, including on farm viability. In addition comments received objecting
to two of the potential secondary school sites in Croxley Green informed their removal as
potential allocations by the Council.
Comments on the detailed boundaries were assessed and proposed allocations amended
to take account of these comments where they were justified.
The additional sites suggested for allocation were reviewed and the Council agreed to take
many of them forward for consultation as potential allocations.
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7

Site Allocations Pre-Submission (Preferred Options) Consultation

The Site Allocations Preferred Options document built on previous public consultation on
housing sites through the Core Strategy Preferred Options and Further Preferred Options
and on sites for secondary schools, employment, retail and open space consulted on
through the Site Allocations Issues and Options.
The Preferred Options document sought views on sites that the Council considered to have
potential to meet needs for a range of uses including housing, employment, education,
shopping, leisure and open spaces. It also included a parameters plan for the South Oxhey
area to complement work on the South Oxhey Initiative (a project to support regeneration of
South Oxhey).

7.1

Who was invited to be involved in the plan preparation at the Site Allocations
Preferred Options stage?
The same types of consultees listed below were invited to make comments on the PreSubmission document. (Appendix 1)
•
•
•
•
•
•

7.2

General Public
Amenity Groups
Residential Groups
Business Groups
Hard to Reach Groups
Local Strategic Partnership

How were they invited to be involved in the plan preparation?
The consultation on the Site Allocations Pre-Submission (Preferred Options) document
followed the procedures set out in the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement and
in line with the Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) (Amendment)
Regulations 2008.
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The public consultation was undertaken over a six week period between 23 January and 5
March 2012. This included:
•

Writing to a range of statutory and non-statutory consultees

•

Writing to over 4,150 people on the LDF database including those who
expressed an interest at the previous consultation stages

•

Documentation was made available for public inspection at Three Rivers House
and all public libraries and at a range of leisure, community and health facilities
within the district

•

All information was available on the Council’s website

•

Information about the consultation was made available on several Parish
Council and Residents Associations’ websites

•

Information about the consultation was shared through the Council’s Facebook
page and Planning newsletter

•

An exhibition was displayed within the front entrance lobby at Three Rivers
House for the whole of the consultation period

•

A public notice advertising the consultation and how documents could be viewed
was placed in the Watford Observer newspaper on 20 January 2012

•

Nine exhibition events were held at locations throughout the District at libraries
and community/village halls where residents and other interested parties were
invited to talk to officers about the consultation and these were advertised in the
local press

•

Presentations were given to some Local Area Forums and Parish Council
meetings

•

Notices advertising the consultation and consultation events were placed in local
magazines including My Abbots, My Chorleywood, My Croxley, My Garston, My
Kings, My Rickmansworth, My Watford, The Villager and Sarratt Spotlight.

•

Briefings were given to Council Members and senior officers and all staff were
consulted
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7.3

What were the main issues raised and how have these been addressed?
The
results
of
the
consultation
are
available
on
our
website
at
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/SiteAllocationsDevelopmentPlanDocument
and the headline results are included at Appendix 9.
In total, there were nearly 900 responses returned in the form of questionnaires and letters
from a range of people, including statutory bodies, individual residents, parish councils,
service providers, developers and land owners.
The majority of responses received were in relation to the three potential secondary school
sites and detailed comments on the potential housing sites.
The main issues raised in relation to the secondary school sites were the effects on local
roads and congestion, building on the Green Belt, the need for school places in the area,
the loss of farmland and impacts on residential amenity.
The main issues raised in relation to the potential housing sites was the impact of new
housing development on already struggling infrastructure, the impact on roads and
congestion, and concern about building on green space and/or Green Belt.
Comments and how these have been considered are summarised below.
Site
Comments
Housing
Site Policy must consider/improve
Allocations Policy
infrastructure before new homes
are built

Response
Core Strategy policy CP8
requires development to take
account
of
impacts
on
infrastructure and to make
adequate
provision
for
infrastructure
Development should not take As set out in the Core Strategy,
place on Green Belt
it is not possible to meet the
District’s needs for development
without Green Belt land.
H(1) Land West of Part of site is a wildlife site
Council has removed site as a
Bluebell
Drive,
housing allocation.
Bedmond
Green Belt with no defensible
boundaries
Traffic and speeding problems
on Toms Lane
Landowner confirms site is
available and deliverable, but
should be phased for earlier
development
H(2) Adjacent 65 Landowner confirms site is
Toms Lane, Kings available and deliverable, but
Langley
should be phased for earlier
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Noted.
However
Council
removed site as an allocation in
response to Green Belt and
traffic impacts.
Noted. Core Strategy policy
CP2 sets out the phasing
strategy for housing sites, and

Site

Comments
development

Objection
to
development

Green

Belt

Traffic issues on Toms Lane

H(3) Three Acres, Landowner confirms site is
Toms Lane
available and deliverable, but
should be phased for earlier
development

Traffic issues on Toms Lane

H(4) West of 10 Landowner confirms site is
Toms Lane, Kings available and deliverable, but
Langley
should be phased for earlier
development
Green Belt with no defensible
boundaries

Response
although site is previously
developed it is in the Green Belt
so is phased for development
after available urban previously
developed sites.
As set out in the Core Strategy,
it is not possible to meet needs
for development without Green
Belt land.
Highways have not objected to
the allocation and detailed
access arrangements would be
considered through the planning
application process.
Noted. Core Strategy policy
CP2 sets out the phasing
strategy for housing sites, and
although site is previously
developed it is in the Green Belt
so is phased for development
after available urban previously
developed sites.
Highways have not objected to
the allocation and detailed
access arrangements would be
considered through the planning
application process.
Noted.
However
Council
removed site as an allocation in
response to Green Belt and
traffic impacts.
Council has removed site as a
housing allocation.

Open, highly visible land
Traffic and speeding problems
on Toms Lane
H(5) Kings Langley Area includes area of wildlife Text added to highlight this and
Employment Area
site
the need for measures to avoid
adverse impact and ecological
survey.
Objection to loss of Primrose Text added to clarify playing
Hill playing fields
fields would need to be retained
or replaced with at least
equivalent facilities.
Objection to inclusion of flood Modelling carried out to update
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Site

Comments
zone 3b in allocation

H(6) Mansion House Objection
to
Green
Belt
Farm
Equestrian development
Centre,
Abbots
Langley
Proposed capacity too high
H(7) Pin Wei, 35 Proposed capacity too high
High Street, Abbots given conservation area
Langley

H(8)
Leavesden Site detached from
Pumping
Station, settlements
Abbots Langley
Limited access to site

existing

H(10)
Leavesden Site
already
has
outline
Aerodrome, Abbots permission, may be double
Langley
counting
Objection
to
Green
Belt
development

Response
flood zone information and site
boundary adjusted to take this
into account.
As set out in the Core Strategy,
it is not possible to meet needs
for development without Green
Belt land.
Site capacity has been reduced.
Capacities are indicative and
impact of development on
conservation area would be
assessed through planning
application process.
Noted.
However
site
is
previously developed.
Highways have not objected to
the allocation and detailed
access arrangements would be
considered through the planning
application process.
Text added to paragraph 4.5 to
clarify that site is not double
counted.
As set out in the Core Strategy,
it is not possible to meet needs
for development without Green
Belt land.
Phasing updated to 2016-2026

H(11)
Hill
Farm Site will not be delivered before
Industrial
Estate, 2015
Leavesden
H(12) Langleybury Should be for educational use
Although site is no longer in
House/School,
HCC
ownership
it
was
Langleybury
considered as a potential
secondary school site, however
it was rejected as unsuitable.
Housing in open countryside Site boundary refined so that
would
be
detrimental
to allocation is on the site of
openness and visual amenity
existing development which
would enhance site.
Objection
to
Green
Belt As set out in the Core Strategy,
development
it is not possible to meet needs
for development without Green
Belt land.
Objection to inclusion of flood Site boundary adjusted and no
zone 3b in allocation
longer includes any identified
flood zone.
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Site
Comments
H(13) Royal British Proposed capacity too
Legion, Sarratt
given conservation area

high

H(14) 33 Baldwins Site
no
longer
available
Lane, Croxley Green because of CPO for Croxley
Rail Link

Proposed capacity too high

H(15)
Killingdown Objection
to
Farm
Buildings, development
Croxley Green

Green

Belt

Congestion on local roads

H(16) 50-52 New
Road,
Croxley
Green
H(17) Former Yorke
Road
School,
Croxley Green
H(18)
Croxley
Station Car Park and
Timber
Yard,
Croxley Green
H(19)
Branksome
Lodge, Loudwater

Service
retained

station

should

Should only be for conversion

be

Response
Capacities are indicative and
impact of development on
conservation area would be
assessed through planning
application process.
Majority of site only required
during construction of Croxley
Rail Link and will be available
for development once this is
complete. Therefore phasing
adjusted to 2016-2020.
Site capacity reduced to take
account of Croxley Rail Link
reducing developable area.
As set out in the Core Strategy,
it is not possible to meet needs
for development without Green
Belt land.
Highways have not objected to
the allocation and detailed
access arrangements would be
considered through the planning
application process.
Allocation is long-term and site
may become available in future.
Allocation sets out that site is
identified for conversion.

Station car parking must be Text added to allocation to
retained
highlight
requirement
for
adequate parking provision.
Objection
to
development

Green

Belt As set out in the Core Strategy,
it is not possible to meet needs
for development without Green
Belt land.
Will lead to more traffic on Highways have not objected to
Loudwater Lane and access the allocation and detailed
dangerous
access arrangements would be
considered through the planning
application process.
Impact on wildlife
HBRC advise there are unlikely
to be ecological constraints.
H(23) Long Island Proposed capacity too high
Capacities are indicative and
Exchange,
detailed impact of development
Rickmansworth
on area would be assessed
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Site

Comments

H(26)
Langwood Objection to inclusion of flood
House,
zone 3b in allocation
Rickmansworth
Loss of office space

H(27) Gas Works, Site not deliverable
Salters
Close,
Rickmansworth
Objection to inclusion of flood
zone 3b in allocation
H(28) Bridge Motors, Objection to inclusion of flood
Church Street
zone 3b in allocation
Proposed capacity too high
H(29)
Depot, Objection to inclusion of flood
Harefield
Road, zone 3b in allocation
Rickmansworth
H(30)
Depot, Objection to inclusion of flood
Stockers
Farm zone 3b in allocation
Road,
Landowner confirms site is
Rickmansworth
available and deliverable, but
should be phased for earlier
development

Area includes area of wildlife
site

H(31)
South
Tolpits Lane

of Objection to inclusion of flood
zone 3b in allocation
Area includes area of wildlife
site

Landowner confirms site is
available and deliverable, but
should be phased for earlier
development
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Response
through planning application
process.
Site boundary adjusted to
exclude flood zone 3b.
Noted. Core Strategy proposes
a balance between homes and
jobs and needs for both will be
kept under review.
Landowner
has
confirmed
support for allocation of site and
that it is deliverable.
Site boundary adjusted to
exclude flood zone 3b.
Site boundary adjusted to
exclude flood zone 3b.
Site capacity has been reduced.
Site boundary adjusted to
exclude flood zone 3b.
Site boundary adjusted to
exclude flood zone 3b.
Noted. Core Strategy policy
CP2 sets out the phasing
strategy for housing sites, and
although site is previously
developed it is in the Green Belt
so is phased for development
after available urban previously
developed sites.
Text added to highlight this and
the need for measures to avoid
adverse impact and ecological
survey.
Site boundary adjusted to
exclude flood zone 3b.
Text added to highlight this and
the need for measures to avoid
adverse impact and ecological
survey.
Noted. Core Strategy policy
CP2 sets out the phasing
strategy for housing sites, and
as site is in the Green Belt it is
phased for development after
available urban and previously
developed sites.

Site
Comments
H(36) Little Furze Area adjacent to wildlife site
School,
South
Oxhey

H(37) South of St
Josephs,
South
Oxhey
H(39) South Oxhey
Town Centre
H(41)
Land
at
Heysham
Drive,
South Oxhey

E(d)
Park
Gain

Carpenders
West/Delta

E(e)
Maple
Cross/Maple Lodge
SA3 Education Site
Allocations policy

S(d) Croxley Green
– Land North East of
Baldwins Lane

Response
Text added to highlight this and
the need for measures to avoid
adverse impact and ecological
survey.
Object to loss of school facility
Site is surplus to primary school
requirements and has been
considered for secondary school
but unsuitable.
Object to loss of playing field
Council has removed site as a
Site may be required for school housing allocation.
expansion
Specific
sites
should
be Specific sites have been
identified
defined.
Area adjacent to wildlife site
Text added to highlight this and
the need for measures to avoid
adverse impact and ecological
survey.
Object to loss of playing field
Site is not in use as a playing
field
Should be kept as employment
Area
for
removal
from
employment
is
not
in
employment use and has
permission for housing.
Space needed for new school
Planning brief to be prepared for
sustainable planning of site.
Need for schools caused by Noted. However there is an
closing schools and building identified need that the Council
houses
need to plan for.
Admissions policies should be This is beyond the remit of the
changed so more places for planning system.
local children
Enough schools in Croxley Noted. However there is an
Green already
identified need for additional
school places that the Council
need to plan for and following a
thorough site search there are
very limited sites to meet this
need, this is the only site in the
east of the District.
Congestion on local roads
Planning application would be
accompanied by a detailed
traffic and transport assessment
and mitigation measures where
necessary.
Site not large enough
Landowner and HCC advise
that site could accommodate a
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Site

Comments
School should be
End/Maple Cross
Objection
to
development

S(b) Mill End/Maple
Cross – Froghall
Farm and adjoining
land

in

Green

Mill

Belt

Separation of playing fields from
school site
Objection to development on
flood zone

Objection
to
development

Green

Belt

Congestion on local roads

S(a) Mill End/Maple Objection
to
Green
Belt
Cross – Land East development
of A405/North of
A412
Objection to loss of farmland

Loss of wildlife habitat

Congestion on local roads

P(a)
Site is not deliverable as not
Ashfields/Aerodrome available
Way, Leavesden
GB(1) Leavesden
Green Belt boundary does not
recognise current and future
role of site
GB(2)
Heysham Would harm Green Belt
Drive, South Oxhey
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Response
secondary school.
Two sites are to be allocated,
and sites are also identified in
Mill End and Maple Cross.
As set out in the Core Strategy,
it is not possible to meet needs
for development without Green
Belt land.
Noted. However this would not
prevent development.
Site boundary amended to take
account of flood risk. Proposals
would need to be accompanied
by flood risk assessment.
As set out in the Core Strategy,
it is not possible to meet needs
for development without Green
Belt land.
Planning application would be
accompanied by detailed traffic
and transport assessment and
mitigation measures where
necessary.
As set out in the Core Strategy,
it is not possible to meet needs
for development without Green
Belt land.
Noted. Site is the County
Council’s preferred site in the
west of the District.
Noted. HBRC advise limited
ecological impact given arable
nature of land.
Planning application would be
accompanied by a detailed
traffic and transport assessment
and mitigation measures where
necessary.
Council has removed site as an
education allocation.
Boundary amended to exclude
developed studio buildings from
Green belt.
Site no longer proposed for
removal from Green Belt.
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South Oxhey Initiative The Future of South Oxhey Consultation

In January 2012, the Council decided to modernise South Oxhey through redevelopment of
the Precinct and surrounding area. To provide further guidance for future redevelopment,
the Council carried out additional consultation in the South Oxhey area on masterplans for
the future. This built on previous consultation on the Site Allocations and community
consultation carried out as part of the South Oxhey Initiative to ask for views on plans for
the redevelopment of the town centre.

8.1

Who was invited to be involved in the plan preparation at the South Oxhey
Initiative The Future of South Oxhey stage?
The same types of consultees listed below were invited to make comments on the South
Oxhey Initiative The Future of South Oxhey document. (Appendix 1)
•
•
•
•
•
•

8.2

General Public
Amenity Groups
Residential Groups
Business Groups
Hard to Reach Groups
Local Strategic Partnership

How were they invited to be involved in the plan preparation?
The consultation on the South Oxhey Initiative The Future of South Oxhey document
followed the procedures set out in the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement and
in line with the Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations
2012.
The public consultation was undertaken over a six week period between 27 April and 8
June 2012. This included:
•

Writing to a range of statutory and non-statutory consultees
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8.3

•

Delivering copies of the consultation document to all households and
businesses in the Watford Rural parish area

•

Documentation was made available for public inspection at Three Rivers House
and all public libraries

•

All information was available on the Council’s website

•

Information about the consultation was shared through the Council’s Facebook
page and Planning newsletter

•

Two exhibition events were held at the Parish Council offices where residents
and other interested parties were invited to talk to officers about the consultation
and these were advertised in the local press and in the consultation material
distributed to all households and businesses in the area

•

A public notice advertising the consultation, how documents could be viewed
and the consultation events was placed in the Watford Observer newspaper on
27 April 2012

•

A presentation was given at the Watford Rural Parish Council meeting on 9 May

•

Notices advertising the consultation and consultation events were placed on
local notice boards and in the library in South Oxhey

What were the main issues raised and how have these been addressed?
The
results
of
the
consultation
are
available
on
our
website
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/South-Oxhey-Initiative-ConsultationResults and the headline results are included at Appendix 10.

at

Formal responses to the consultation were received from 125 individuals/organisations
including local residents and businesses, statutory consultees and service providers.
Overall, we received more comments generally supporting redevelopment than against,
however a number of concerns were raised. The main issues raised and how these have
been considered are summarised below.
Issue
Retail

Comments
Some support for a larger
supermarket so people do not
have to travel to Watford
Concern about the loss of
existing shops
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Response
Support noted.

Shopkeepers will have the
option of renting new premises
in the precinct.

Issue

Library
Employment area

Housing

Parking

Education

Design
Transport

Comments
Response
Suggestion of key uses to be A good mix of units is to be
provided
provided. This will be addressed
through detailed design and
following additional consultation.
Concern about demolition of Library is now likely to remain as
newly built/refurbished library
existing.
Objections to employment area A priority for the area set out in
as a result of impact on the Core Strategy is to improve
residents
of
Prestwick access to employment in South
Road/Woodhall Lane
Oxhey, therefore space for
employment
is
seen
as
important.
The
planning
application
process
would
ensure that proposals do not
have an unacceptable adverse
impact on residents.
Objection to more housing in The Core Strategy identifies the
South Oxhey as would lead to need for new housing in the
overpopulation/pressure
on District and identifies South
infrastructure
Oxhey as a location for new
housing. Core Strategy policy
CP8 requires development to
make appropriate provision for
infrastructure.
Objection to Heysham Drive As set out in the Core Strategy,
housing site, in particular as it is not possible to meet needs
Green Belt and used for grazing for development without Green
Belt land. Grazing land is not a
designation that would prevent
development.
Concern that there is not enough Noted. Development would have
parking provision shown on to meet parking standards which
plans
would ensure an appropriate
level of parking is provided.
Parking should be free to Noted.
support shops
Need to make provision for Core Strategy policy CP8
education
requires development to make
appropriate
provision
for
infrastructure.
Development should not exceed Noted.
4 storeys
Concern that protected link to Link was an aspiration but has
station is not appropriate
been removed from plan.
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9

Site Allocations Pre-Submission (Preferred Options) Additional
Sites Consultation

Following consideration of responses to the Site Allocations Preferred Options, the Council
considered that there may be merit in allocating some of the additional sites that were put
forward in consultation responses.
The Site Allocations Preferred Options Additional Sites consultation was therefore a
focused consultation only on these additional sites and sought views on one additional
housing site, four additional sites to be designated as open spaces and one proposed
change to the Green Belt.

9.1

Who was invited to be involved in the plan preparation at the Site Allocations
Preferred Options Additional Sites stage?
The same types of consultees listed below were invited to make comments on the Site
Allocations Preferred Options Additional Sites document (Appendix 1)
•
•
•
•
•
•

9.2

General Public
Amenity Groups
Residential Groups
Business Groups
Hard to Reach Groups
Local Strategic Partnership

How were they invited to be involved in the plan preparation?
The consultation on the Site Allocations Preferred Options Additional Sites document
followed the procedures set out in the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement and
in line with the Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations
2012.
The public consultation was undertaken over a six week period between 13 July and 24
August 2012. This included:
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9.3

•

Writing to a range of statutory and non-statutory consultees

•

Writing to over 4,150 people on the LDF database including those who
expressed an interest at the previous consultation stages

•

Writing to all addresses within 100m of the affected sites

•

Documentation was made available for public inspection at Three Rivers House
and all public libraries within the district

•

All information was available on the Council’s website

•

A public notice advertising the consultation and how documents could be viewed
was placed in the Watford Observer newspaper on 13 July 2012

What were the main issues raised and how have these been addressed?
The
results
of
the
consultation
are
available
on
our
website
at
http://www.threerivers.gov.uk/Default.aspx/Web/SiteAllocationsDevelopmentPlanDocument
and are included at Appendix 11.
31 responses were returned in the form of questionnaires and letters from a range of
people, including statutory bodies, individual residents, parish councils, service providers,
developers and land owners.
The main issues raised and how these have been considered are summarised below.
Site
AH(1)
Land
Opposite
Alpine
Press,
Kings
Langley
AOS(a) South Way
Playing
Fields,
Abbots Langley
AOS(b) The Green,
Croxley Green
AOS(c)
Wood,
Cross

Harrocks
Chandlers

AOS(d) Hill Farm

Comments
Response
Objection to development of Council has removed site as a
narrow Green Belt of particular housing allocation.
importance
Site includes part of a wildlife
area (Bothy Chalk Mine), should
consider impacts of designation
on this
Site includes part of a wildlife
area, should consider impacts of
designation on this.
Site includes part of a wildlife
area and we should consider
impacts of designation on this
and on Whippendell Woods
SSSI
Objections from the landowner
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Noted. Site is in use as open
space but is not currently
designated.
Noted. Site is in use
space but is not
designated.
Noted. Site is in use
space but is not
designated.

Site

boundary

as open
currently
as open
currently

amended

to

Site
Avenue,
Leavesden

AGB(1) Leavesden

Comments
Response
that designation is impractical exclude access to garages.
because the site crosses into
Watford and because the area
includes the access to garages,
and because site proposed for
development.
Objection to loss of Green Belt.
Development has already taken
place.
Objection from landowner that Boundary amended to take
amendment does not go far account of aerial photo showing
enough
to
ensure
future hardstanding at north of site.
development needs are not
compromised, and boundary not
defensible
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APPENDIX 1
Consultation List

(The general public have not been included on this list but is

available on request)
Statutory Consultation Bodies
Abbots Langley Parish Council
BAA Gatwick
BAA Heathrow
BAA Stanstead
Bovingdon Parish Council
British Gas Transco
British Telecommunications PLC
Buckinghamshire County Council
Chalfont St Giles Parish Council
Chalfont St Peter Parish Council
Chenies Parish Council
Chiltern District Council
Chipperfield Parish Council
Chorleywood Parish Council
Croxley Green Parish Council
Dacorum Borough Council
Denham Parish Council
East Of England Development Agency
East Of England LGA
East Of England Strategic Health Authority
EDS Energy
English Heritage
Environment Agency
Flaunden Parish Council
Gerrards Cross Parish Council
Greater London Authority
Hertfordshire Constabulary
Hertfordshire County Council
Hertfordshire County Council
Hertfordshire County Council, Corporate
Services
Hertfordshire Highways
Hertfordshire Police Authority
Hertsmere Borough Council
Highways Agency

Homes And Communities Agency
Hutchinson 3G UK Ltd
Kings Langley Parish Council
London Borough Of Harrow
London Borough Of Hillingdon
London Luton Airport
Metropolitan Police Service
MMO2
Mobile Operators Association
Nash Mills Parish Council
National Grid
Natural England
Network Rail
NHS Hertfordshire
O2 (UK) Ltd
Orange
PHA Communication Ltd
Planning Inspectorate
Sarratt Parish Council
Secretary Of State For Transport
South Bucks District Council
St Albans City And District Council
St Michael Parish Council
St Stephen Parish Council
Strategic Rail Authority
Thames Valley Police
Thames Water Utilities Ltd
T-Mobile (UK) Ltd
Veolia Water
Veolia Water
Virgin Mobile
Vodafone Ltd
Watford Borough Council
Watford Rural Parish Council

Non-Statutory Consultees
Abbeyfield
Adlington Planning Team
Adrienne Hill Ltd
AJ Ferryman And Associates
Aldwyck Housing Group

Alexander Associates
Andrew Lashley Design Ltd
Architects Corporation
Architectural, Planning And Environment (APE)
Baker Commercial
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Banner Homes Group
Banner Homes Ltd
Barclays Bank Plc
Bellway Homes Ltd (North London)
Bidwells
Bigwood Chartered Surveyors
Bluebird Care
Boyer Planning
BRE
Brian Barber Associates
British Waterways
Brown Associates
Cannon Morgan And Rheinberg Partnership
Capita Symonds
Carpenders Park Residents Association
CGMS
Chandlers Cross Residents Association
Chess Structural Consultants
Chilterns Conservation Board Office
Chorleywood And District Residents Association
Circle Housing Group
Clovercourt Homes Ltd
Colliers CRE
Complex Development Projects Ltd
Consensus Planning
Countryside Management Service
CPRE Hertfordshire
Croxley Green Road Safety Committee
Defence Infrastructure Organisation
Derek Kent And Associates
DLA Town Planning Ltd
DPDS Consulting Group
DPP
Drivers Jonas Deloitte
DTZ
EPS Real Estate
Fairview New Homes
FJ Thompson And Co
Friends Of Chorleywood House Estate
Friends Of Croxley Common Moor
Friends, Families And Travellers And Traveller
Law Reform
Fulmer Developments Limited
Fusion Online Ltd
Fusion Residential
Gade Investments Ltd
Galliard Homes Limited
GE Pottle And Co
Genesis Housing Group
Gladman Developments
Green Initiatives
Griffiths Environmental Planning
Groundwork Thames Valley
Gypsy Lane Residents' Group
Hallam Land Management Ltd
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Heaton Planning
Heronsgate Residents Association
Hertfordshire Biological Records Centre
Hertfordshire County Council Historic
Environment Unit
Hertfordshire LEP
Hertfordshire Local Access Forum
Hertfordshire Property
Hertfordshire Prosperity Limited
Herts And Middlesex Wildlife Trust
Herts Chamber Of Commerce
Herts Constabulary Crime Prevention Design
Service
High Speed 2 (HS2) Limited
Hightown Praetorian & Churches HA
Home Plans
Howard Sharp And Partners
Howarth Homes PLC
Iceni Projects Limited
Imagination Technologies
Inland Homes
Irish Travellers Movement In Britain
Jane Duncan Architects
JB Planning Associates
Jehovah's Witnesses London Edgware
Congregation
John Beyer And Associates
John Heyer Paper
Kebbell Country Homes
Kebbell Homes
Keep Croxley 'Green' Group
Kennet Properties
L&Q
Land And Partners Ltd
Leukaemia Research Fund
Little Green Residents Association
London Borough Of Brent
Loudwater Estate Company
Loudwater Residents Association
Malcolm Scott Consultants
Maplecross Properties Ltd
McCarthy And Stone Retirement Lifestyles Ltd
MEPC
Metropolis Planning And Design
Metropolitan Housing Trust
Mouchel
Nathaniel Lichfield And Partners
National Grid Network Strategy
National Grid Property Holdings Ltd And
National Grid Gas
National Travellers Action Group
Network Housing Group
North Hertfordshire Homes
Northern Trust
Octagon Developments Ltd

Open Spaces Society
Origin Housing
Oxhey Hall Residents Association
Paradigm
Pegasus Planning Group
PFG Design Ltd
PHD Chartered Town Planners
Planning Consultants Ltd
Planning Perspectives LLP
Planning Potential
PPML Consulting
Ralph Trustees Ltd
Ramblers Association
Rectory Homes Ltd
Renewable Energy Systems
Rickmansworth Area CTC
Ridgebrae Ltd
Ridgepoint Homes
Rousebarn Investment Co Ltd
Royal British Legion Sarratt
Ryans Construction Development And
Maintenance
Sanctuary Housing
Savills
Saxton Design
Seabrook Architects
Smiths Gore
South West Herts Constituency Labour Party
Sport England
St Joseph's RC Primary School
St Paul's CE Primary School
Stevenage Borough Council
Stoneheads
Taylor Wimpey
Tempietto Limited
Tesco Stores Ltd
TfL Property Development
Thames Water Property Services
The Land Office
The National Federation Of Gypsy Liaison
Groups
The National Trust
The Ramblers Hertfordshire And North
Middlesex Area
The Showmans Guild Of Great Britain
The Theatres Trust
The Wellcome Trust
Thomas Pocklington Trust
Three Rivers CAB
Three Villages Children's Centre
Thrive Homes
Transport For London
Traveller Law Reform Project
Vision21
W E Black Ltd
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Wakelin Associates Ltd
Warner Bros. Studios Leavesden
Watford Community Housing Trust
Watford Friends Of The Earth
WD3 School Action Group
West Herts Golf Club
Western Range Ltd
WM. Morrison Supermarkets PLC
Yeoman Homes Ltd
Action On Disability
Affinity Sutton
Aitchison Rafferty
Andrew Martin Associates
Anthony J Blyth And Co
BAA Airports
Balneaves Chadwick Associates Ltd
Barton Willmore
Bellway Homes
Berkeley Group
Bricket Wood Residents' Association
Bridge Motors
British Horse Society
Broxbourne Borough Council
CABE
CAMRA Limited
Canon House Properties Ltd
Canvas Architects
CBI East Of England
Centre For Voluntary Services
Charles Planning Associates Limited
Counter And King Architects
Crown Golf
David Ames Associates
Derek F Shaw Associates
Dev Plan UK
Development Land And Planning Consultants
Limited
Dialogue Communicating Planning
Drivers Jonas And Co
East Herts District Council
East Of England Learning And Skills Council
Elizabeth Lawrence Limited
Environment Agency
Freeth Meluish
Furtherfield Residents Association
George Wimpy South Midlands Ltd
George Wimpy Strategic Land Limited
GL Hearn
Hertfordshire County Council Gypsy Section
HARI Partnership
Hertfordshire Constabulary Western Area
Home Builders Federation
Home Care Building And Construction
Home Group
HTA Architects

HTA Planning
Indigo Planning
JONES DAY
Kebbell Group
Kingswood Design Ltd
Laing Homes North Thames
Lawn Tennis Association
LEVVEL
Little Green Junior School
Littledene Design
Martineau
Merchant Taylors Company
Merchant Taylors' School
Michael Dolan Associates
Michael Hirst Consultants
Michael Shanly
Middlesex And Herts
Ministry Of Justice Custodial Property
Nett Assets
New Gospel Halls Trust
North Hertfordshire District Council
Parmiter's School
Places For People
Planware
Preston Bennett
Quattro UK Ltd

Redrow Homes (Eastern) Limited
Rickmansworth And District Resident's
Association
Royal British Legion
Royal Masonic School For Girls
RPS
RSPB
Ryans Design And Build Ltd
Scandia-Hus Limited
Simpson McHugh
Stewart Ross Associates
TEC Architecture Limited
TFL Group Property And Facilities
The British Wind Energy Association
The Croxley Green Residents Association
The Gypsy Council
The New Gospel Hall Trust
The Planning Bureau Limited
The Woodland Trust
Total Design
Vincent And Gorbing
Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council
White Young Green Planning
Your Architect LLP
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APPENDIX 2
Planning Your Future: Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper Report of Public Consultation (November 2006)
‘Planning Your Future’
Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation (Spring/Summer 2006)
Key Issue 1: Overarching Spatial Strategy; balancing homes and jobs and protecting
the green belt
Options
1a) Provide required of new homes within existing policy
Framework
1b) If required new homes cannot be delivered through Option
1a), allocate sites on surplus employment land
1c) If required homes cannot be delivered through Option 1a),
promote mixed-uses development on surplus employment
land so that an element of employment land is retained

Numbers
supporting
270
206
222

Summary of Responses
• General support for continuing to direct new development within the existing built up
settlements and away from green field and green belt land
• Recognition that surplus employment land could be used if necessary, at least in
part, for housing
Detailed Comments
• Mixed use development supported and any new higher density residential
development should be designed to a high standard (Ref: B)
• A combination of all three options is likely to be needed and a significant proportion
of existing employment land in the Kings Langley area should be retained (Ref:D)
• All three options are supported as they all seek to prevent development on green
belt land (Ref: E)
• The current policy framework is objected to and land other than within the existing
built-up area with good access to services should also be considered for
development, whilst protecting employment land (Ref: G)
• Urban capacity and landscape should be assessed. Housing growth should be
directed to the settlements with some 9000 to 11000 population (Ref G)
• Protection of Green Belt is crucial both in its role as a green ‘lung’ and constraining
further development within an ‘arid’ region (Ref: H) in order to safeguard precious
underground water supplies from over-extraction and to safeguard agricultural land
in order to produce locally grown food (Ref: I)
• The LDF strategy will need to take into account the East of England Regional
Economic Strategy with its vision for the region as a leading economy with high and
growing levels of wealth, increasing levels of economic participation and inclusion
and sustainable and dynamic rural economies; this includes making provision for
businesses (particularly based in science, technology, research and innovation)
through the supply of high quality business premises in sustainable locations (Ref:
M)
• Option 1b) is seen as the most appropriate strategy taking into account government
policy and the identified oversupply of offices in the area; in this regard a specific
employment site is put forward for redesignation from employment to residential
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•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

use- the site owned by Standard Life is in the Croxley Business Park and borders
Watford Borough Council (Ref: O)
Option 1c) is supported particularly in respect of larger sites in the Green Belt such
as Leavesden where mixed uses can be positively promoted in a sustainable
manner particularly to reduce commuting; this could be achieved at Leavesden by
reducing the amount of speculative B1 floorspace and creating a mixed use
development including employment, film industry and possibly residential uses.
(Ref: T)
Options 1b) and 1c) are supported but the Council should also be flexible in its
approach to windfall development in town centres or existing residential locations in
order to reduce pressure on greenfield or countryside locations for development.
(Ref: Q)
Support is given for a policy of urban concentration with the proviso that identified
sites within settlements respect local character, biodiversity interest and access to
greenspace (Ref: S)
Impact on local character should be identified by means of a Landscape Character
Assessment (Ref: S and Ref: U)
Any additional greenfield development that is required should be considered on the
basis of what form of development is needed to sustain the countryside as well as
where is should go (Ref S).
Landscapes of the highest quality such as the Chilterns AONB should be protected
from inappropriate development that is potentially damaging (ref: S)
Support is given to Option 1a) but there is a recognition that there may not be
sufficient urban sites available to meet the regional housing allocation; the shortfall
in urban capacity could be met by Options 1b) and 1c) depending on the mix and
type of sites that are available. (Ref U).
The location of new housing should be subject to a sequential test for flood risk,
avoiding high risk flood zone areas- the test can be undertaken as part of a
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA), which should consider groundwater and
surface water flooding as well as fluvial flooding (Ref W)
Agree with principle of development of previously developed land but
overdevelopment can cause problems; for example overspill parking from Darvell’s
yard in Chorleywood (Ref: X)
The principle of residential development on employment land (Option 1b) is
supported and established by means of the Junction Park/Carlsberg Tetley site in
Hunton Bridge and recent appeal decision. This site should be allocated for a mixed
use scheme but with a predominantly residential use (Ref AA)
The location of new housing in the main urban area is supported but smaller
settlements also need to growth to support the local communities; a balance is
therefore needed in the distribution of housing (Ref: BA)
Support for re-use of surplus employment sites for housing subject to qualitative and
quantitative assessment but no need for mixed development on every site unless
adequate market demand in the locality (Ref: BA)
The options put forward are too rigid and all possible sites, including those in the
Green Belt, should be examined sequentially (Ref: JA). A review of Green Belt
boundaries is required to identify sustainable locations for development, particularly
for schemes which can deliver substantial amounts of affordable housing, over and
above levels normally sought (Ref: BA).
Should the Maple Lodge site, Maple Cross not come forward for employment use
the Council should be aware that part of the site may be suitable for residential
development (ref: CA)
Option 1c) is supported in accordance with the emerging East of England Plan
which promotes mixed use development. The release of Green belt land to
accommodate the proposed increase in regional housing allocation from 3600 to
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•

•

4000 dwellings would not be supported by the East of England Regional Assembly
(Ref: GA)
There should not be a blanket policy of concentrating all new development on
previously developed land (PDL) in order to protect the Green Belt as some sites on
PDL can be of higher value for biodiversity and should be retained; it is important to
assess sites against biodiversity and environmental asset information before making
planning decisions
The principle of mixed-use development should extend further; for example large
retail development should include a residential element (Ref: J)

Key Issue 2: Making efficient use of land whilst protecting character
Options

Numbers
supporting
2a) Require housing development to make full and effective use of 319
land having regard to the character of the surrounding area
2b) Require housing to meet specific density guidelines set on a 134
settlement by settlement basis
2c)
Require housing development to meet specific density 140
guidelines based on accessibility

Summary of Responses
• Strong support for new housing development to respect character of the
surrounding area; more in favour of assessing developments on their merits than
setting specific density standards for particular locations
Detailed Comments
• Well designed higher density flatted development with access to open space can be
more attractive than smaller houses with inadequate gardens (Ref: B)
• Density should be commensurate with special character of each of the settlements
(Ref: C) and surrounding character of each development (Ref: X)
• Density is too crude a measure; a better approach is one that relates to overall
design (Ref E)
• Density ranges should no be overly restrictive so as to impede the best use of land
(Ref: G)
• High rise flats can be obtrusive and detract from the quality of life of nearby
dwellings (Ref: H)
• It is important that dwellings have access to open space both for amenity and for
growing food (ref: I)
• Higher density should not always equate to flatted development; terraced housing
can achieve comparable densities (Ref: J)
• The joint urban capacity study for Three Rivers, Dacorum and Watford shows that
Three Rivers has fewer potential sites and it is therefore critical that full use is made
of existing potential sites (Ref: T)
• Whilst density guidelines can provide some certainty to developers local areas vary
dramatically and the most important issue is the need for high quality design rather
than following a strict density policy (ref: Q)
• The role of new development in enhancing the landscape through its design and
setting and in improving access to the countryside needs to be considered; this is
particularly so in the case of development on the rural-urban fringe through sensitive
design, scale, form and use of materials (Ref: S)
• In line with emerging government advice (draft PPS 3), indicative density ranges
should be applied (option 2b) rather than an open ended approach (Option 2a) in
order to maximise the efficient use of land; Options 2b) and 2c) could also be used
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•

•

•

•

•

in tandem whereby accessibility mapping can assist in identifying an appropriate
density within the given range (Ref: U)
Increased site densities where there is potential is supported particularly on sites
with good accessibility to public transport or local facilities and on previously
developed or redundant land (Ref: AA and Ref: BA)
A flexible approach is needed whereby higher densities can be achieved through
good design, mix of house types and size, additional height of buildings, reduced
parking and amenity space provision (Ref: BA)
Appropriate density standards need to be set at the local level but reflecting national
policy with regard to a minimum density of 30 dwellings per hectare across the
board (Ref: GA)
The flexibility of Option 2a) is supported as new development needs to be related to
its local environment and a wide range of other policy considerations such as
provision of green space and biodiversity issues as well as accessibility issues (Ref:
HA)
Infill development by speculators should be discouraged; if a property is pulled down
it should be replaced by similar size and type replacement

Key Issue 3 Housing Needs
Options
3a) Require a range of types and sizes of homes to be
provided to meet identified needs.
3b) Require a range of types and sizes of homes to be
provided on housing developments of a certain size to
meet identified needs.

Numbers
supporting
347
136

Summary of Responses
• Strong support for a full range of housing to be provided to meet identified needs;
this includes providing a range of dwelling sizes and dwelling types including
specialist housing for elderly and those with mobility disabilities
Detailed Comments
• Important for the overall aspirations for the mix of housing to be included in policy
documents but development responds to the market and hence prescriptive types
and sizes should not apply to all sites (Ref: G and Q)
• Most infill houses are overly priced and too large, this is a variance with the current
need for affordable housing units at lower prices for first buyers. High rise flat units
can be obtrusive and detract from quality of life of adjacent dwellings.(Ref H)
• Could people who do not own cars live together in a cul de sac, each home would
need a place for bicycles.(Ref I)
• Strict policies regarding the type of housing delivered are not appropriate and may
stop the delivery of new development (Ref Q)
• Considered that Local Planning Authorities should not have significant influence on
this issue, and should not be in a position to impose a level of restriction on housing
developments (Ref AA)
Key Issue 4: Affordable Housing
Options
4a) Seek the provision of affordable housing on all
developments of 10 or more dwellings or more or on sites
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Numbers
supporting
169

of half a hectare or more
4b) Seek the provision of affordable housing on all developments of
10 or more or on sites of half a hectare or more and increase the
element of affordable housing sought from 30% to 40%.
4c) Allocate some residential sites wholly or mostly for affordable
housing
4d)
Permit small scale affordable housing schemes within the
village core areas of Bedmond and Sarratt on the basis of
demonstrable local need
4e)
Permit the redevelopment of non-residential sites wholly or
mostly for affordable housing

178

218
204

89

Summary of Responses
• General support for the need to increase the amount of affordable housing that can
be secured through new development by increasing the proportion of affordable
housing required and requiring it from more (smaller) sites
• Particular support for allocating sites wholly or mostly for affordable housing and
permitting small scale housing schemes in rural areas to meet local need
Detailed Comments
• Provision of affordable housing must be treated as a priority (Ref: B) particularly in
the South west Herts area where small affordable units are needed (Ref: H) as
opposed to executive houses (Ref: X)
• Options 4c) and 4e) could lead to socially segregated concentrations based on
income particularly on large sites; mixed developments are likely to be more socially
desirable and practical (Ref: C, Ref:J, Ref: T, Ref: U, Ref: X)
• It is not appropriate to adopt a blanket policy as in Option 4e); Local Development
Documents should identify what employment land should be retained and what land
can be released (Ref:T)
• Preferable to have no threshold to avoid developments being adjusted in size in
order to avoid the need to provide affordable housing (Ref:C); all development
should include some form of affordable housing (Ref: X)
• The threshold of 10 units in Options 4a) and 4b) is below the basic threshold of 15
set out in draft government guidance (PPS 3) (Ref: E) but aspirations for lower
thresholds and higher percentages are generally consistent with the draft East of
England Regional Spatial Strategy (GA)
• The shortfall of affordable housing should be met on undeveloped and market sites;
the threshold and percentage of affordable housing on market sites will depend on
local circumstances, the wider context and individual solutions (Ref: G and Ref: T)
and flexibility is needed to enable each case to be treated on its merits and
negotiations to take place, taking into account an up to date Housing needs
Assessment (Ref: AA)
• The supply of high quality and affordable housing is important in promoting
sustainable development, urban renaissance and rural vitality (Ref:M)
• Increased requirements and for affordable housing lower thresholds will impact
significantly on the viability of many schemes and lead to fewer sites coming forward
(Ref: AA), particularly through windfall sites; existing thresholds should be retained
(Ref: Q)
• Option 4d) is supported but often ‘rural exception sites’ need to be developed in
partnership with some market housing to make them viable (Ref: Q)
• Forms of tenure such as shared ownership should be considered as a means of
affordability (Ref: X)
• The lowering of affordable housing thresholds will only make a marginal difference
to increasing supply of affordable housing; a step change can be achieved by
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relaxing policy on some sites that would not otherwise have been released to come
forward, but only where a substantial amount of affordable housing over and above
current proportions can be secured (Ref: BA)
Key Issue 5: Gypsy and Traveller Needs
Options

Numbers
supporting
176

5a) Make additional provision in the district for gypsy and
traveller pitches focusing on the extension of existing sites
and/or the development of new sites
5b) Determine any application for gypsy sites on the basis of 295
meeting a range of criteria relating to the site, access to services
and impact on residential amenities and the environment

Summary of Responses
• Recognition that additional provision in the district is needed to meet gypsy and
traveller needs but more in favour of dealing with planning applications for gypsy
sites on ad hoc basis rather than allocating new sites or extension to existing sites
(reactive rather than proactive)
Detailed Comments
• Support is given to the consistent approach taken by the south-west Herts
authorities on this issue in their Issues and Options papers (Ref: E)
• As part of the identified need, careful strategic planning and community consultation
will be required (Ref: G)
• Like everyone else, gypsies have human rights and councils should not adopt a
‘NIMBY’ attitude towards site provision; gypsies can add to the social fabric and
quality of life within suburban areas; however some anti-social behaviour associated
with gypsies will need to be carefully managed and enforced (Ref: H)
• The extent of Three Rivers’ role in meeting identified future need should be informed
by both the nature of the need and the ongoing study into potential site locations
and will need to be progressed through cross-authority commitment (Ref: U)
• The East of England Regional Assembly is commissioning research to as part of a
single issue review of the Regional Spatial Strategy to identify pitch numbers for the
region and for individual authorities and/or sub-regions; part of the process will be to
review existing needs assessments to test consistency, robustness and
interrelationships and to develop technical work that will need to be taken into
account to inform decision making on pitch numbers (Ref:U)
• In advance of the regional policy context for gypsy and traveller provision the East of
England Regional Assembly support proactive policies to deliver sites where
information on needs is available (Option 5a) (Ref: GA)
Key Issue 6: Towns and Local Shopping Centres
Options
6a) Encourage retail development within existing shopping
areas, if appropriate to the character and function of these
centres
6b) Greater protection of town and local shopping centres
6c) Let local demand decide the mix of uses within town
centres and shopping centres
6d) Plan for any additional retail floorspace that is identified to
meet need
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Numbers
supporting
305

134
154
67

Summary of Responses
• Support for continuing to guide retail development within existing shopping areas
subject to it being appropriate to the character and function of those areas, although
mixed views about the flexibility of shops to be able to change between retail and
non-retail uses
Detailed Comments
• As internet and catalogue shopping on the increase only essential new shopping
development should be considered. (Ref B).
• The encouragement of retail development within existing shopping areas would help
avoid the creation of vacant units or developments overpowering local amenities. (Ref
C).
• The primary purpose of town and local centres should remain retail. The retail
assessment and further consultation should identify existing provision, catchment areas
and under provision. (Ref G).
• We have enough supermarkets, the heart of towns and villages in SW Herts are being
ripped out by the spread of huge supermarkets. (Ref H).
• Town and local shopping centres should be vibrant, clean, no empty shops and the
minimum of traffic. (Ref I)
• To prevent the development of clone towns, the Local Authority might support small
distinctive traders i.e. through business rate concessions or rent subsidies through
planning policies. (Ref J).
• Retail development in the appropriate location can add to facilities available to the local
community and reduce the need to travel. (Ref T).
Key Issue 7: Delivering improved and more integrated transport systems
Options
7a) Maintain existing car parking standards for new
development.
7b) Review parking standards for new developments.
7c) Review the car parking zones which determine how much
parking should be provided as part of new development
7d) Effectively promote alternative modes of transport and
integration of systems
7e) Require all new developments, regardless of size, to b
be located in accessible locations

Numbers
supporting
211
79
122
254
116

Summary of Responses
• General support to maintain the existing parking standards for new development
which are based on how accessible the location is to public transport and services
• Strong support to deliver improved and more integrated transport systems
particularly by promoting alternative modes of transport to the car
Detailed Comments
• Less regulation of parking in places like Chorleywood, encourage people to come in
and shop, make it easier for residents.,
• Provision of bike facilities supported including possibly free bike servicing? (Ref B)
• Unless a development is situated within walking distance of public transport, car
numbers will be commensurate with household size, therefore if there is not enough
garage space or off street parking this will result in on road parking. (Ref C)
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Parking and trip generation should be area and site specific, however there should
be embargos on sites that perform poorly on accessibility (Ref G)
Car parking is a problem, severe restrictions and opportunistic parking inside roads
in Croxley Green and elsewhere should be applied. (Ref H)
Somehow reduce the number of cars and vans on the roads (Ref I)
Support option 7b, but any review should only be to reduce parking provision. (Ref
J)
Parking standards would most effectively and efficiently be addressed within either
the detailed development policies DPD or alternatively within SPD. Standards
should be consistent with those set out in PPG13. (Ref R)
Parking standards should be applied flexibly, particularly on larger sites which offer
the ability to tailor made parking solutions based on the needs of component parts
of the development and interaction between them (Ref T)
Option 7(e) - would be useful to define the term "frequent bus routes" (Ref U)
S106 monies should be spent in parish and not outside area, the lack of parking in
new developments is presently one of the biggest problems (Ref X)
A flexible approach is required to car parking standards to allow reduced provision
where developers can demonstrate market demand. Rigid parking standards will not
achieve a significant reduction in car use and do not encourage alternative modes of
travel. Failure to make improvements to public transport provision undermines
policies to reduce car use. There will be circumstances where it is appropriate to
develop sites even though they may not be in the most accessible location. We
therefore do not support the blanket approach of issue 7e (Ref BA)
The options are broadly consistent with the objectives of the Regional Transport
Strategy- In taking this issue forward the Council should ensure it has regard in
particular to policies SS16, T2, T13 and T16 draft EoE Plan; the strengthening the
policy approach towards promotion of public transport and reducing the need to
travel is recommended (Ref GA)
Requests that cycle routes be included in the core strategy including proposal maps.
Suggests a hierarchy of road users to be included. Requests before and after
assessments on all developments on the changes to the levels of services to
cyclists, and requests 20mph limits in residential areas (Ref IA)
Safer routes to schools supported including walking buses
Accessibility is important but should not prevent the development of sites which are
suitable in all other aspects (Ref JA)
On road parking causes much obstruction to vision and traffic flow so why can a
garage be replaced by house extension when little or no parking space exists on the
house land
Free parking should be maintained for shoppers in town and local centres but
curtailed in out of town developments

NB. A number of transport related comments are also picked up under Issue 12- services
and infrastructure provision
Key Issue 8: Increasing opportunities for good health through improved sport,
leisure and open space and better access to facilities
Options
8a) Seek to implement fully the actions identified as part of the
open space and recreation study.
8b) Require housing developers to contribute towards the
provision of sports facilities, amenity and children’s play
space
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Numbers
supporting
201
398

Summary of Responses
• General support for LDF to plan for additional space and/or improvements where
deficiencies in the District have been identified (though recent Open Space and
Recreation Study)
• Strong support for continuing to require new residential development to contribute
towards the provision of sports facilities, amenity and children’s playspace both
directly on site and through commuted payments
Detailed Comments
• Subsidise sport facilities e.g. sports teams especially for children
• The principle of open space, sport and recreation provision and/or contributions is well
established, this should be on an area and site specific basis.
• Residential developers should contribute to amenities, they earn huge amounts and at
least 10% should enhance adjacent area.
• Cemeteries including green burials should not destroy old pastures or ancient
woodland, nearly all UK’s flowering meadows have been lost, we must keep all that
remain.
• A new section should be created for Arts, Culture and Tourism. This will allow
consideration to be given to present and future cultural facilities for drama, music, arts
development and theatre including at Watersmeet Theatre in Rickmansworth and The
Centre, South Oxhey; the provision and protection of cultural facilities should be
included as a Key Issue.
• Recommends changes to wording of both options to include "to improve the quantity
and quality of natural and semi natural greenspace"
• CTC have devised a cyclist training scheme which could be used; there is a lack of
cycle training in secondary schools in the district and developers should contribute
through section 106 agreements (Ref: IA)
• The lack of sports facilities is a major concern and travel to them causes traffic.
• Request for public open space (Romilly Drive Park) to be allocated for football clubs
exclusive use (Ref: KA)
Key Issue 9: Protect important wildlife sites and species and maintain the distinctive
landscape character of the district through the protection and management of the
landscape
Options
9a) Protect important wildlife sites and species and maintain
the distinctive landscape character of the district through
the protection and management of the landscape

Numbers
supporting
460

Summary of Responses
• Strong support towards protecting important wildlife sites and species and
landscape but also to enhance where possible
Detailed Comments
• Support given, but should promote the improvement of wildlife sites. Maintenance
and preservation of established areas of tranquillity is essential and Chiltern AONB
should be explicitly acknowledged with appropriate protection policies (Ref C)
• Objectives should also refer to enhancement of biodiversity and landscapes. PPS3
for e.g. points to enhancement of biodiversity, not simply maintenance/retention of
what there is (Ref E)
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Support option 9a, but policy should assist the provision of wildlife corridors as set
out in the recommendations of the Hertfordshire Biodiversity Program (Ref F)
Support the principle of option 9a, but recommend that assessment of biodiversity
and landscapes should be undertaken to ensure that decisions are evidence based
(Ref G)
Support option 9a as SW Herts is a wonderful disparate area of wildlife sites and
landscape character, more SSSIs should be created along the lines of Croxley
Common Moor and Stockers Lake. (Ref H)
Option 9a supported as it is important to protect and enhance the region’s
landscapes and environmental assets (Ref M)
Batchworth Heath has been missed off the list of Local Nature Reserves - only six
are listed. Suggest alternate wording for 4th paragraph "distinctive mix of rural and
urban areas, with wildlife habitats including woodland, grassland and wetland within
a range of land form and use from farmland to commons and parkland (Ref U)
Reference should be made to the Landscape Character Assessment of the District
and the role it can play in informing planning or land management decisions (Ref U)
Support option 9a and also encourage inclusion of the following - provide buffer
zones to water courses, native planting, bird/bat boxes in buildings, SUDS, restore
natural river banks, deculvert rivers, green roofs (Ref W)
Disappointed only one option and suggest several options and policies should be
included (Ref HA)
Far more attention should be paid by TRDC and developers to wildlife and
biodiversity issues

Key Issue 10: Achieving a measurable reduction of pollution and green house gas
emissions
Options
10a) New development will be required to be designed and
built sustainably, to ensure that greenhouse gas
emissions are minimised
10b) All new major developments required to ensure that at
least 20% of their energy requirements are met on site
through renewable energy sources

Numbers
supporting
299

368

Summary of Responses
• General support for development to be ‘sustainable’ in terms of energy efficiency,
water conservation and waste management and recycling
• Strong support for new policy on requiring all new major developments to provide at
least 20% of their energy requirements through renewable energy sources
Detailed Comments
• Air quality within the District is variable, every effort should be made to maintain high air
quality and further development of the M25 should be opposed. Energy audits of
completed developments should be made to ensure compliance with 10b. (Ref C)
• Targets for renewable energy use may best be determined through the current county
wide discussion. Any figure chosen (suggested 20% on major developments) will be
arbitrary, but the consistent Hertfordshire approach may be of mutual benefit and
certainly easier for developers to understand. (Ref E)
• Construction must include a high level of thermal insulation, this is the easiest way to
reduce energy requirements which in turn reduces greenhouse gas emissions. (Ref F)
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Potential pollution sources should be closely controlled because of the inherent conflict
between environmental protection and development, a region wide target for
renewables should be introduced. (Ref G)
Why restrict (b) to major developments, why can’t every new building include some
renewable energy feature. (Ref J)
Increase in housing will mean more sludge to be treated; Thames Water may have to
invest in suitable technologies. (Ref N)
Option 10b) is considered to be onerous as it is not always possible to provide such
facilities in new development; the figure of 20% also appears to be far in excess of any
other such proposals in other Authorities emerging LDF and the inclusion of such
figures within new planning documents is yet to be fully endorsed by government- there
needs to be an element of flexibility and any such policy should be criteria based to
ensure that it can be applied appropriately. (Ref R)
Option 10b) should be expressed as a maximum and not a minimum. 20% is very
challenging and setting a minimum isn't realistic in the light of current building
regulations and technology available- 20% is unrealistic. (Ref T)
The County is supportive of the approach which seeks to ensure all new development
should meet the 20% of its energy requirements from renewable sources, however this
might best be phrased as an objective the achievement of which would need to be
demonstrated on a site by site basis - The Building Futures Programme provides
information which could be integrated into the LDF. (Ref U)
Support fact that council has developed its own guide covering best practice and would
very much like to be involved in this and would support the guidance being taken
forward as part of the LDF process. (Ref W)
Energy efficiency should be paramount for new development. Option 10b)- should apply
to ALL developments not just major ones. (Ref X)
Renewable energy schemes and Section 106 agreements will make some schemes
unviable, should be considered on a site by site basis. (Ref AA)
Option 10a is considered too vague and not achievable on some sites; 10% is a good
starting point. (Ref BA)
Fully support the inclusion of a core policy along the lines of options 10b. The following
wording is highlighted as an example of how this may be translated into a policy: ‘All
non-residential or mixed use developments (new build, conversion, or renovation)
above a threshold of 1,000m2 will be expected to provide at least 20% of their energy
requirements from onsite renewable energy generation. All residential developments
(new build, conversion, or renovation) of 10 or more units will be expected to provide at
least 20% of their energy requirements from onsite renewable energy generation.’ (Ref
EA)
All major developments should be required to install greywater recycling/reuse
schemes.
Help and subsidies should be given for installing solar powered heating and micro
generation.
Relaxing policy on appearance and character of buildings to allow for more energy
efficient designs, sympathetic appearance is a luxury which must come second to
energy efficiency in the future.

Key Issue 11: A holistic approach to waste management
Options
11a) All new developments will be required to use an element
of recycled or reclaimed materials as part of construction
11b) All new developments will be required to provide facilities
on site to allow the recovery and recycling of materials
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Numbers
supporting
331
401

wherever possible
Summary of Responses
• Strong support for new development to use recycled or reclaimed materials as part
of new development
• Strong support for new developments to provide recycling facilities on site such as
composters and bottle banks
Detailed Comments
• Support option 11b and add that there must be scope for recycling of office waste
e.g. brochures (Ref B)
• This is a blunt policy that should be more general and be region-wide (Ref G)
• Suggest that given the huge energy input of new building, conversion should be
preferred to development, unless the latter is more energy efficient on cradle to
grave assessment (Ref J)
• Options 11a and 11b are supported as requiring use of recycled materials would
help stimulate the markets and drive the recycling industry (Ref N)
• Object to options 11a and 11b as setting a percentage for recycled content of new
development is not always achievable or viable in every new development,
particularly small schemes- some flexibility is required as the need for such facilities
will vary by area (Ref R and BA)
• Consideration will also need to be given to whether including such facilities as part
of any new developments could result in the potential impact on existing or
proposed neighbouring residential properties by way of noise and disturbance (Ref
R)
• Support for Options 11a and 11b but recognition that larger sites lend themselves
more easily to sustainable construction methods (Ref T)
• Options 11a and 11b are consistent with policy ENV10 draft EoE Plan. In taking this
issue forward, would expect to see a hybrid of the options (Ref GA)
• Option 11a supported, use of sustainable materials in development, including
recycled materials, should be encouraged
• The Chorleywood recycling site 2 miles from anywhere, why not put it in the Ferry
car park, make district easier to live in, work in and shop in, cut council tax
• General support for existing Council recycling services but request for their
expansion
• Government needs to direct manufactures and supermarkets to use less, or
biodegradable packaging
• The provision of waste bins and their maintenance as part of development needs to
be better considered
Key Issue 12: Facilitating the provision of services and infrastructure to meet the
needs to existing and new development, to include schools, health facilities
Options

Numbers
supporting

No specific Options were put forward for consultation as the Issue
will need further investigation with key infrastructure and service n/a
providers.
The public were nevertheless asked for their comments on this issue
in terms of both existing experience and future requirements.

Summary of responses
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Many general comments received expressing concern about the state of existing
infrastructure and services (schools, health facilities, transportation, policing, utilities
etc.) and their ability to meet demands of new development

Detailed Comments
Bus services
• Bus services poor in some areas are poor e.g. within parts of Chorleywood (bottom
of Dog Kennel lane), Eastbury, Croxley Green (Byewaters estate), Oxhey Hall,
Maple Cross, Rickmansworth (upper Cedars estate)
• Poor access between principal town of Rickmansworth and surrounding areas of
Sarratt, Abbots Langley and South Oxhey
• Poor access between outlying parts of the district and Watford General Hospital
• Need more, smaller ‘hopper’ type buses
• Difficult to get information about bus routes; no active promotion of services
• Need to improve community transport
• Need to increase availability of buses in evening and weekends particularly for
children and elderly who do not have access to cars
• Better coordinated provision particularly along main corridors between uses needed
(Ref: X)
Road infrastructure
• Rush hour traffic/school run is terrible in some parts e.g. in Croxley Green
• Need to work with rail operators to reduce cost of parking at stations for commuters
• Need better traffic management schemes (but not just humps)
• Need safer cycling routes and other cycling-friendly infrastructure and training to
help children and young people access schools and other services (Ref:IA)
• Transport Impact Assessments submitted by developers on major schemes need to
make greater reference to cycle design standards (Ref:IA)
• Need Croxley Rail Link sooner rather later
Leisure services
• Need a swimming pool in Abbots Langley/Bedmond area
• A leisure centre needed closer to centre of Rickmansworth (William Penn not easily
accessible)
• Need more facilities for teenagers e.g. by providing a youth club in Chorleywood
• Lack of play areas in the Northwood/Moor Park area
• Existing children’s play areas not being looked after and being taken over by
abusive teenagers
• Must be adequate amenity land to meet the need for play areas and sports facilities
(Ref: D)
• King George v playing fields in Mill End should not be taken for a leisure centre, a
travesty if this were to happen.
Fire service
• Concern about proposed closure of fire stations and other cuts in service
Health facilities
• More and better health facilities such as GPs needed and availability increased
outside 9-5
• more mobile health facilities needed (Ref B)
• Closure of Popes Rd clinic has reduced access to child health service and loss of
toddler group in Abbots Langley
• Difficult access to hospitals such as Watford General Hospital (Ref: X) and parking
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Need to develop a health tariff system for new development to improve community
healthcare by way of financial payment or land for facilities
Provision of primary care is crucial as is mental care (Ref: H)

Education
• Local primary schools are over subscribed; e.g. in Chorleywood
• Many schools are admitting pupils from outside district and consequently local
children have to travel further e.g. children are being transported from Carpenders
Park to Borehamwood
• Shortage of secondary school places particularly in west Rickmansworth
• College provision inadequate; uncertainty over future of West Herts college and
existing courses do not meet demand
• The provision of green spaces with biodiversity interest should also be considered
as an educational opportunity and mechanisms should be in place to secure these
and other biodiversity gains (Ref:HA)
Police service
• Problems of accessing police outside 9-5; for e.g. in South Oxhey
• Need village ‘bobbies’ back
• More police needed in Maple Cross, Mill end and Chorleywood; they need to be
more visible and more efficient
• More CCTV needed e.g. in Chorleywood which can be secured through section 106
agreements
Utilities Infrastructure
• Particular concern about lack of water supply (Ref: D) and impact of new houses on
supply and sewerage system
• Development will need to include adequate water supply and sewerage
infrastructure (Ref: W) and this will need to be phased in (over 3-5 years) in order to
allow sufficient lead-in time for infrastructure to respond to new development (Ref:
N)
• Number of new houses should be limited as there are now restrictions on water use,
this can only get worse if even more people come into the area.
• The pressure of new development on existing water supplies must be a high priority
when granting planning permission.
• Future building plans will need to have water shortage in mind; it is appalling that
water companies are still losing water from leaking pipes.
• Local authorities should ensure that delivery of housing and other strategic regional
requirements are is not compromised by unrealistic expectations about the future
availability of infrastructure; a suggested policy is recommended for the Core
Strategy (Ref: N)
• Local authorities should also take into account any land that may be required by
utility infrastructure providers (Ref: N)
• Existing and new developments should incorporate water efficiency measures (grey
water and rainwater recycling) and Sustainable Urban Drainage schemes (SUDs) to
deal with surface water run-off
• Infrastructure must be adequate for existing as well as new development (Ref: D)
• A clear and flexible telecommunications policy should be introduced in the LDF to
take into account both the need for expansion of apparatus and the need to
minimise the environmental effects (Ref: Z)
General
• Houses should not be built until facilities and services are in place
• Issue of providing staff for services, need more key worker housing locally
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The development of an Infrastructure policy is highly desired (Ref: C)
Local area audits of services and infrastructure can contribute to the strategic
picture and hence enable a holistic approach (Ref: G)
The Council should include in its Section 106 requirements an obligation towards
improving NHS infrastructure by means of a financial payment based on an agreed
tariff or by obliging land to be made available for community health facilities (Ref: K)
Development Plans should contain guidance on community facilities and
infrastructure requirements including the need for new prison developments, which
should be identified through the prison system; whilst there are no specific
proposals for new prison development in the district a criteria based policy should
be developed to deal with any future proposals (Ref: L)
The redevelopment of major sites such as Leavesden can bring opportunities for
joint ventures with the landowner, PCT and education authority to provide social
facilities in areas of need, beyond the normal S.106 provisions (Ref: T)
When considering policies, Government advice states that planning obligations
should not be utilised to address existing shortfalls but should be linked to impacts
related to developments (Ref: Q)
A development led approach to infrastructure provision is supported, though realistic
costs of provision are required; an element of flexibility and prioritisation is required
in deciding which services and infrastructure should be funded (Ref: BA)
The responsibility for obtaining planning gain such as for cycling infrastructure
needs to be clarified between districts and the County Council so that more can be
obtained (Ref: IA)
The provision of childcare and fire hydrants also needs to be considered as part of
development contributions (Ref: LA)
Support to retain existing libraries

Key Issue 13: Reduce crime rates and fear of crime through good design, increased
police resources and improved access to training facilities provided by the Learning
and Skills Council and other agencies
Options
13a) Promote ‘safer by design’ development and seek
contributions from developers towards police
infrastructure and services
13b) Seek local recruitment and training policies with major
employers coming into the District.
13c) Seek the provision of youth facilities as part of new
development.

Numbers
supporting
340

251
286

Summary of Responses
• General support for all options for reducing crime through initiatives such as local
recruitment and training policies with major employers and the provision of youth
facilities as part of new development and especially through the design of new
development (‘Safer by Design’)
Detailed comments
• More services needed for young people together with the development of a
community focus needed to reduce crime
• Provision of evening and weekend activities and schemes for 11 to 16 year olds
who are non achievers at school, i.e. alternative challenges/opportunities.
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Improving services generally could help undermine crime by providing
alternatives/opportunities to replace anti social behaviour arising from unchallenging
places to go and nothing better to do
Council must be pro active in penalising parents of nuisance youths who live in
Council housing; providing social facilities on it's own is not enough.
High priority should be given providing better social facilities for young people hence
reducing behaviour at source
Get rid of prisons to resolve crime - stop young people from becoming criminals by
providing youth facilities
The provision of diverse facilities for young people can be a major factor in diverting
many of them from crime and misbehaviour. An important contribution to this can be
the provision of "Outreach Workers".
Safer by design accreditation should be encouraged (Ref: G)
Public service subsidy is a difficult area to justify particularly if there is no evidence
that development will increase crime and disorder; the provision of youth facilities
should form part of the wider community considerations.(Ref G)
Youth crime is a major problem, suggest mosquito devices and CCTV and robust
policing (Ref H)
No "Cold Callers" would reduce crime in residential areas (Ref I)
There may be locations or larger schemes that justify provision of the items
identified by questions 13a, 13b and 13c, though this will not be appropriate in all
cases (Ref BA)

Comments relating to policing infrastructure are also picked up in Issue 12- Access to
services and infrastructure
Key Issue 14 Conservation and heritage
Options
14a) Protect and enhance the historic environment by resisting
the loss of important buildings and ensuring that the new
development respects the character of the historic
environment

Numbers
supporting
465

Summary of Responses
• Strong support for the protection and enhancement of all aspects of the historic
environment included listed and locally listed buildings and the character of
conservation areas.
• The need to protect areas of archaeological importance also identified.
Detailed Comments
• Option 14a supported; there is insufficient knowledge by the public of the extent of
Three Rivers’ historic environment and conservation areas, public awareness
should be increased and the public encouraged to support and protect heritage - the
Environmental Forum could be utilised through its member organisations. (Ref C)
• Support for option 14a and add that Croxley Green Barn should be taken over from
Joan of Arc school and run by TRDC (Ref H)
• Support option 14a, but reference should also be made of archaeological remains,
as well as important buildings; it would also be prudent to mention that Three Rivers
has over 300 extant archaeological sites of national and local importance in addition
to the 3 scheduled monuments (Ref U)
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Support the protection and enhancement of the historic environment; loss of
important buildings should be assessed on the condition and contribution the
building makes to the area (Ref AA)
Is it too late to implement Option 14a) ?
Support option 14a as in the past Abbots Langley has lost many of its historic
houses
Support option 14a as should prevent existing dwellings which add to the diversity
and character of an area being demolished for luxury apartment developmentsCharacter is easily lost and individual interesting buildings cannot be replaced
Support option 14a as in the past old buildings have been allowed to deteriorate

Vision and Objectives
Vision:
In essence, future development in Three Rivers must secure balanced development for
homes and jobs which safeguards the environment, maintains the green belt, secures
good services, and facilities for all and achieves a sustainable transport system.
Objectives:
• To balance the need for homes and jobs by providing sufficient land to meet a range
of local housing needs and to maintain a prosperous local economy
• To increase levels of affordable housing in the District
• To make efficient use of previously developed land and to fully protect the Green
Belt and open countryside
• To deliver improved and more integrated transport systems and to reduce the need
to travel by locating development in accessible locations
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

To maintain the vitality and viability of town and local shopping centres
To protect and maintain biodiversity and landscapes
To achieve a measurable reduction of pollution and greenhouse gas emissions
through sustainable design of development
To facilitate the provision of services and infrastructure to meet the needs of existing
and new development, to include schools, health facilities (working with the Primary
Care Trust), the emergency services, and transport
To reduce crime rates and fear of crime through good design, increased police
resources and improved access to training facilities provided by the Learning and
Skills Council and other agencies
To increase opportunities for good health through improved sport, leisure and open
space and better access to facilities
To achieve a holistic approach to waste management by minimising waste and
optimising recycling opportunities
To protect and enhance the historic environment

Summary of Responses
• Relatively few comments were received specifically on the Vision and Objectives
partly because they are all embodied within the key Issues and Options themselves.
• General support for Vision and objectives, but some changes/additions requested
(see below)
Detailed comments
• The vision is supported but the statement should be more positive and make
provision to improve the environment not just to safeguard it. (Ref W)
• Vision supported but should be worded "safeguard and enhance the environment
and biodiversity” (Ref HA)
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The Core Strategy should set out a clear vision for development up to 2021, not
simply identifying constraints, but rather setting out a framework for development
including identification of social and physical infrastructure requirements that are to
be delivered (Ref BA)
Support for vision and objectives, but the Green Belt should be reviewed as there it
may cover parcels of land which would be better developed to meet housing and
other needs (Ref JA)
Water and water management should feature more greatly in terms of flood risk,
water quality, water resources, groundwater and effect on wildlife (Ref: W)
Objectives should aim for housing development with complementary development of
employment opportunities and service provision.
Suggest rewording of the objective "To deliver a sustainable and more integrated
transport system…” to "To achieve a measurable reduction of pollution and green
house gas emissions through sustainable design of development and by achieving a
sustainable transport system".

Comments on other Issues
• Development control policies should be kept to a minimum and do not need to
repeat regional and national policies (Ref: BA)
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APPENDIX 3
Infrastructure Provider Meetings 2007
Hertfordshire Highways Notes of Infrastructure Provider Meeting held at Three
Rivers District Council, Rickmansworth on 31 January 2007

Attendees:

Claire May
Joanna Bowyer
Vetti Vettivelu
Ian Hyde

Three Rivers District Council, Planning Policy
Three Rivers District Council, Planning Policy
Hertfordshire County Council, Highways
Hertfordshire County Council, Highways

In East Herts, where development is for 100+ dwellings, there is a requirement for a full
transport assessment. Where development is for less than 100 dwellings, a s106
agreement is required to address transport issues.
In Watford, there is a standard charge per dwelling (depending on size) secured through a
unilateral undertaking: £500 for a 1 or 2 bed dwelling. As Watford has better accessibility, in
Three Rivers, contributions would be greater.
In North Herts, the LDF includes a policy for standard charges as a result of the cumulative
impact of multiple small developments.
Contributions go towards sustainable transport measures.
On larger sites where a Transport Assessment is carried out, this will identify areas in need
of spending on transport. Where no Transport Assessment has been carried out, there is
negotiation and money may contribute to a variety of sustainable transport initiatives
including bus services, traffic calming and highway improvements.
The South West Herts Transportation Study only covers Rickmansworth and Chorleywood
in Three Rivers.
Known issues in Three Rivers are town centre traffic management. Could use developer
contributions towards a study to assess problems and develop a scheme to respond to
these.
Potential development schemes:
• Up to 300 units require a single point of access only;
• More than 300 units still only require a single point of access, but must be wider.
On smaller sites, issues of design geometry, site access, etc. are most important.
Traffic generation is reasonably small on developments of less than 100 units.

Three Valleys Water

Notes of Infrastructure Provider Meeting held at Three
Rivers District Council, Rickmansworth on 14 February 2007
Attendees:

Claire May
Joanna Bowyer
James Owen

Three Rivers District Council, Planning Policy
Three Rivers District Council, Planning Policy
Three Valleys Water
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70% of water in Three Rivers is provided from bore holes, and 30% from surface water.
Water supply is planned for 25 years, though large development occurring quickly may
mean supply is not sufficiently prepared.
Developments of 50-100+ dwellings lead to main trunk issues and require significant
infrastructure works.
Population figures are more important to water provision than dwelling numbers.
Greenfield sites are easier for water provision in practical terms, although brownfield sites
are preferred.
Avoid building on flood plains, Environment Agency will have an objection as well.
Sustainable development is encouraged, and Three Valleys Water would like to see
requirement in Core Strategy for development to meet standards such as BREEAM
Ecohomes.
Three Valleys Water have no fundamental objection to sites, but require early warning and
phasing of development to ensure they are able to meet demand for water from new
development.

EDF Energy Notes of Infrastructure Provider Meeting held at Three Rivers District
Council, Rickmansworth on 19 February 2007
Attendees:

Claire May
Joanna Bowyer
Ian Robertson

Three Rivers District Council, Planning Policy
Three Rivers District Council, Planning Policy
EDF Energy

National grid points are at:
• Watford South
• Bushey Mill
• Elstree Grid
Primary substations are at:
• Holywell
• Hatch End
• Westbury
• Grove Mill
• Rickmansworth Grid
• Abbots Central
New dwellings require 1-1.5kva/dwelling, though for all electric flats it may be 10kva,
therefore electricity requirement depends on the type of dwelling.
Up to about 6 dwellings requires no extension of the local network, 50+ dwellings may
require a new substation.
Current works to Rickmansworth Gris Station and Hatch End. Grove Mill and Abbots
Central are reasonably up to capacity.
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A primary substation may require 40x40m of land, and will have a visual impact. It could be
a requirement at a major high tech development, for example at Leavesden.
4000 dwellings from 2001-2021 shouldn’t be a problem so long as development is phased
and not all in the same place. The problem comes from major development on a
neighbourhood scale.
There should be energy conservation measures in place to reduce the energy demand of
new development.
HMS Warrior and Leavesden Studios seek increased supply.
Southern Electric are providers to west of Maple Cross.

Hertfordshire County Council

Notes of Infrastructure Provider Meeting held
at Three Rivers District Council, Rickmansworth on 21 February 2007
Attendees:

Claire May
Joanna Bowyer
Jacqueline Nixon

Three Rivers District Council, Planning Policy
Three Rivers District Council, Planning Policy
Hertfordshire County Council, Planning Obligations

Cover libraries, childcare, youth services, adult care services, education, fire and rescue.
Education
Primary Schools
• 1000 dwellings could produce a requirement for a new 1fe primary school, though there
may be potential for expansion of existing schools, it would depend on location.
• In Croxley Green, the OMT development will use up surplus places. Malvern Way JMI
and Little Green primary currently have mobile classrooms. As part of additional
development in Croxley, HCC would seek contributions to make mobiles permanent.
• In Rickmansworth, town centre schools are mostly at capacity, some surplus mainly at
Maple Cross.
• South Oxhey has some surplus therefore capacity to cope with small scale
development.
• At Abbots Langley, one school has asked to have published admittance figures
reduced, therefore some potential for increased capacity as required by development.
• All St Albans primary schools are oversubscribed, and having to allocate children out.
Secondary Schools
• All oversubscribed. The only secondary space is at Westfield (school oversubscribed
but space in current year 7). Capacity at Francis Combe (traditionally less popular and
large learning difficulties base therefore a lower league table position). Some capacity
at Bushey schools, but distances involved would require additional contribution for
transport. Secondary schools have scope for extension so not likely to be a new
secondary school development.
The timing and location of any development is important. Dwelling size and tenure is also
important as affordable housing and larger dwellings tend to lead to increased children
numbers.
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Normally contributions are based on standard charges, but very large development may
require additional.
Libraries
South Oxhey library requires radical refurbishment.
Developer contributions used for refurbishment and facilities, money also goes towards
mobile libraries.
Childcare
South Oxhey and Eastbury are deprived in terms of childcare facilities. South Oxhey may
look at some provision, depending on the scale of development.
Six children’s centres are planned for Three Rivers. Two are planned to be up and running
by 2008 and the remaining four by 2010.
Generally, increase in population requires additional early years provision.
Adult Care Services
HCC seek contributions on sites of 100+ dwellings. Discussions are held with housing as to
whether provision taken from affordable housing element or additional.
Fire Service
Standard requirement for fire hydrant provision at development.
Youth Service
Contributions towards informal education, youth centres, outreach work etc.

Primary Care Trust

Notes of Infrastructure Provider Meeting held at Three
Rivers District Council, Rickmansworth on 28 February 2007
Attendees:

Claire May
Joanna Bowyer
Peter Wright

Three Rivers District Council, Planning Policy
Three Rivers District Council, Planning Policy
West Hertfordshire Primary Care Trust

No new hospitals planned for the area, and no significant new investment planned for area.
GP services are generally well covered, uptake of GP pathfinder service in South Oxhey
has been lower than expected.
Possible development of GP services to take on hospital functions under practice based
commissioning where surgeries group together to commission necessary service provision,
though no plans for surgi-centres.
NHS dental services are not a major issue in Three Rivers. If people request an NHS
dentist, they are generally able to get one.
Perceptions of access to services is a major issue for health provision in Three Rivers.
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Leavesden site: increase GP by 2 (at 800 dwellings). Potential for joint services with Three
Rivers to provide on site service, for example in conjunction with community centre.
Up to about 200 dwellings in Abbots Langley would not require additional GP surgeries/
services.
Maple Cross access to services is worse than in other areas. Development at Mill End
would require new facility as Maple Cross and Mill End not coping at present because there
are no services; access is worst and people can least afford it. PCT would like to improve
services in the area.
South Oxhey GP services have spare capacity.
If conversion at Croxley Business Park, New Road surgery has potential for expansion.
Watford Health Campus is the only major investment planned over the foreseeable future.
S106 contributions go towards GPs only, not hospitals.

Thames Water

Notes of Infrastructure Provider Meeting held at Three Rivers
District Council, Rickmansworth on 07 March 2007
Attendees:

Claire May
Three Rivers District Council, Planning Policy
Joanna Bowyer
Three Rivers District Council, Planning Policy
Kandiah Rajaratnam Thames Water

Sewers belong to Thames Water; surface water and foul water.
There are also highway drains and independent drains for private houses.
Thames Water maintain 99% of main sewers and surface water sewers.
Main sewers were installed pre 1900 which means there are now problems with leakage
etc.
No major issues in Three Rivers, though problems from negligence and people throwing
away things they shouldn’t for example cooking fat down drains.
Developers: plans for development go to ‘property developer services’ at Thames Water to
evaluate plans and assess what would be required. Developers generally have their own
contractors to complete the work to standards set by Thames Water.
If there is a possibility of a development site overloading existing sewer provision, possible
to install pump and tank which will hold back sewage and release it after peak hours.
Development may connect to sewers not necessarily nearest to the development site to
ensure the network can cope.
The option taken depends on the costs involved.
Therefore there is no problem with any of the strategic housing locations because there is a
range of options to deal with demand.
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APPENDIX 4
‘Planning Your Future’ Core Strategy: Supplemental Issues and Options
Consultation (Summer/Autumn 2007).
Results of Public Consultation
ADDITIONAL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT (Q.1-6)
Question 1: Do you agree with the Council’s approach in pursuing Option 2 to identify
new housing sites, including those on the edge of the existing built up area within the
Green Belt, to address the shortfall in housing supply identified?
Options
Numbers Supporting
Percentage
Yes
225
75.7
No
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24.2

Responses

297

100

Summary of responses
• The response on this question indicates strong support (three quarters in favour)
with the Council’s proposed approach (Option 2) to address the shortfall in housing
supply.
• This would suggest that respondents accept the fact that the Council has no real
choice but to explore locations outside of the existing urban area for new housing
development in order to meet future housing needs.
Detailed comments
Respondent
Code

Summary of comments

SCO/0017/00003
(HCC Corporate
Services)
CU/0193/00003

Agree with Option 2 but there is some scope for combining both Options.

SCO/0002/00003
(East of England
Regional
Assembly)
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways
Agency)
NSI/0063/00002

NSI/0061/00002
SCO/0057/00006
(Natural
England)
00271/000001

NSO/0080/00005
(Home Builders
Federation)

Agree with Option 2; increasing the density of housing on brownfield sites alone can
only be achieved by reducing space per household, leading to slums.
Making provision for additional homes is consistent with emerging East of England Plan
(Policy 1 of proposed Changes)

Difference between the two options on car trips is likely to be small. Accepted that
Option 2 is the most sustainable subject to provision/availability of infrastructure and
services.
Option 2 and associated small scale review of the Green Belt is generally consistent
with emerging and existing regional and national planning policy and is supported. The
case for review should be treated on its merits, sensitive to impacts on each specific
case. Reviews will become increasingly necessary both to ensure the integrity of the
green belt and to ensure that development which takes place is genuinely sustainable.
Development should generally be clustered around transport corridors or at the edge of
urban areas.
Agree that Option 2 is the only realistic route to satisfying housing requirements.
Agree with Option 2 given the potential impacts from Option 1 on the natural heritage in
urban areas. Option 2 supported in principle subject to thorough, objective and
transparent assessment of location options in the Green belt being undertaken.
Disagree with Option 1 as families should have a choice of where they can live; in the
urban, sub-urban or more rural area. The selection of green field sites in Option 2
should only be the last resort as there are associated environmental disbenefits over
brownfield sites.
Need to ensure a range of both brownfield and greenfield sites available to assist with
housing delivery and a range of types and forms of housing are needed to meet the
various needs of the population.
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00331 (LDF
Focus Group)

General principle should be to direct housing towards brownfield land, even if this is in
the Greenbelt.

Question 2: If you do not agree with the Council’s approach
you suggest bearing in mind Government policy?
Other approach
Look at further brownfield opportunities/ higher densities, not
Greenbelt
Object to Government policy for more housing in area and
growth targets
Underused office space/ industrial areas/ space above retail
to be converted
Pursue Option 1
Empty housing stock to be utilised
Combination of Option 1 and Option 2
Additional Greenbelt sites not on edge of urban area
Develop on unused cemeteries/ landfill sites
Address immigration
Responses

to address the housing shortfall, what would
Numbers Supporting

Percentage

23

27.7

16

19.2

15

18.1

11
7
6
2
2
1
83

13.3
8.4
7.2
2.4
2.4
1.2
100

Summary of responses
•

Of the minority from Question 1 who did not agree with pursuing Option 2, the
suggested alternative strategy ranges from objecting to the principle of Government
policy towards housing provision to making more use of brownfield land and existing
land and buildings and increasing densities in the urban area where possible.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code

Summary of comments

NSI/0251/00001
CU/0009/00001
NSI/0146/00001
CU/0061/00002
NSO/0085/00001
(National Grid)
NSI/0204/00001
NSI/0176/00001
CU/0187/00001
CU/0087/00001
CU/0187/00001
NSO/0077
(CPRE
Hertfordshire)
CU/0219/00001

Whichever option is pursued it is important that relevant infrastructure is in place and
existing is not overloaded

SCO/0018/00004
(Abbots Langley
Parish Council)

Options can be combined by increasing density on some existing sites in the urban
area with good transport links and identify new sites; mixed uses should also be
encouraged so that new retail and office units also have a residential element
Densities can be increased by demanding more creative and higher quality solutions
from developers and still provide a range of housing types
The classification of gardens as brownfield development by the Government is
opposed.
We would like to see both options pursued, achieving sustainable increases in density
for already-identified urban areas before relying on green belt releases
Build more new towns/villages e.g. west of Stevenage to reduce pressures on areas
with the M25
Encourage the use of the internet at home for retail and business to change the pattern
of work, shopping and need to travel, and question the need for the proposed housing
in the already crowded south east of England.

Question 3: Do you agree with the criteria used for assessing the broad areas for additional housing
growth?
Options
Numbers supporting
Percentage
Yes
219
79.1
No
58
20.9
Responses
277
100
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Summary of Responses
•

The overwhelming majority agree with the criteria used to assess the broad areas
for housing growth including planning constraints and accessibility to key local
facilities.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
SCO/0017/00003
(HCC Corporate
Services)
SCO/0006/00002
(HCC
Environment)
NSI/0061/00002
CU/0153/00001
00271/00001
CU/0108/00001

NSI/0039/00002
00279/000001
00277/000001
00269/00001
NSI/0263/00001
00271/00001

Summary of comments
Criteria supported provided sustainability and location of Greenfield releases are
sequentially and consistently assessed.
Criteria supported generally. Use of ‘Access to Local facilities’ as one of the criteria is
welcomed, provided greatest weight is given to access by non-car modes.
Additional criterion suggested is the ability to build on existing communities and achieve
greater social cohesion and integration.
Some of the broad areas fall within flood zones; flood risk criterion should be given
significant weight in determining site location. The availability of bus services has an
overwhelming influence within the accessibility criteria; however as well as the
availability of existing services, the potential of services to expand as part of new
housing development also needs to be considered.
Locations should in particular avoid areas of high landscape value
The use of the criteria seems to have led to parts of the district being ignored as
potential housing sites, including the ‘affluent areas’.
Criteria is supported but on occasion is inaccurate or ‘dubious’ (e.g. transport links and
accessibility)
Criteria broadly supported but residents should be asked to assess importance or
‘weights’ to be applied to each one.

Question 4: Should any other criteria be used for assessing the broad areas for additional housing growth?
Other suggested criteria
Numbers
Percentage
supporting
Environmental quality (including noise, air quality, light levels)
42
26.6
Congestion in area/ road capacity/ road safety/ parking
23
14.6
Protection of greenbelt
15
9.5
Capacity of schools/ access to nurseries
14
8.9
Wildlife habitats, SSSIs, LNRs, RIGs, biodiversity value
10
6.3
Transport provision/ capacity/parking provision/access to footpaths
8
5.1
Capacity of healthcare services
6
3.8
Impact on existing residents
6
3.8
Current land value (in terms of amenity/ employment)
4
2.5
Existing dwelling densities in area
3
1.9
Potential for minimising environmental impact and creating
3
1.9
sustainable communities
Proximity to employment opportunities
3
1.9
Proximity to youth and social facilities
3
1.9
Drainage
2
1.3
Floodzones
2
1.3
Landscape quality
2
1.3
Proximity to leisure facilities/ open space
2
1.3
Quality of Life (including social issues and crime)
2
1.3
Site ownership/ availability
2
1.3
Utility provision
2
1.3
Archaeological potential of areas
1
0.6
Contamination and development costs
1
0.6
Potential of sites to achieve affordable housing
1
0.6
Visual impact
1
0.6
Responses
158
100

Detailed comments
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Respondent
Code
NSO/0036/0001
(Quattro UK Ltd)
NSI/0039/00002

SCO/0018/00004
(Abbots Langley
Parish Council)
NSI/0159/00001
NSI/0236/00001
00287/00001
NSI/0061/00002
SCO/0057/00006
(Natural
England)
SCO/0026/00002
(English
Heritage)

NSO/0077
(CPRE
Hertfordshire)

00271/00001
CU/0115/00001
NSI/0260/00001
NSO/0087/00001
(Sport England)
00325/00001
(HARI
Partnership)

Summary of comments
With regard to the Accessibility criteria more emphasis should have been put on access
to, and quality of, rail services. This would have enabled Chorleywood to rise up the
rankings in terms of accessibility and be considered as a housing location.
The criteria should draw upon constraints and opportunities and follow a settlement
hierarchy approach; this should have been used to explore all potential options before
identifying the eight strategic sites.
Not necessarily an additional criteria but the ‘balance’ of residential, employment, retail
and leisure/amenity use needs to considered generally in order to achieve sustainable
development and provide for the needs of a thriving community.
The capacity of services such as health, school and road infrastructure also need to be
considered as part of the accessibility criteria.
Criteria and approach to evaluating alternative locations supported but reference to
‘planning constraints’ and impacts on policy objectives from locational choices need to
be explored in more detail. This should be done using more detailed GIS based
analyses combining habitats, flood risk, landscape character, access to public open
space, services and utilities before firm decisions on preferred options take place.
Historic designation and wider historic character should also be taken into account
together with potential archaeological sensitivity. The County Archaeologist and County
Historic Environment Record should be consulted.

We agree with the criteria used, but weightings could have been attached to some of
them in order to give a more qualitative assessment. The Green Belt criterion, in
particular, should have been weighted to reflect the contribution each area makes
towards the purposes of including land in green belts given in PPG2 paragraph 1.5.
Where an identified area in the Green Belt contains previously-developed land or a
major developed site in the Green Belt, this would partially offset the value of the area
as green belt.
Potential of area for renewable energy generation should also be taken into account.
Break down of age groups on a parish basis (demographics)
Sport England Planning for Sport website should be used to assess sports facility
provision and demand in the area, and masterplanning major new developments in
order to promote sport and active recreation principles.
Proximity to existing housing stock under either RSL or LA ownership. Consideration of
location of other services for residents with special needs, relative to existing provision
and population.

Housing Location

Broad

Question 5: Which Options should be taken forward as broad housing locations? List in priority order.
Options
Priority Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1.
South East Abbots
143
39
24
11
10
5
3
Langley
2.
West of South
24
47
46
62
20
16
10
Oxhey
3.
South East Croxley
16
31
28
30
19
56
45
Green
4.
East Kings Langley
21
72
32
49
23
23
12
5.
North East Maple
19
26
30
21
79
17
19
Cross
6.
North Croxley Green
1
3
6
7
9
23
17
7.
East Carpenders
13
15
61
29
31
34
22
Park
8.
East of Abbots
11
8
8
19
27
37
76
Langley
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8
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3
3
2
7
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11
27
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Graphs showing the responses in relation to Question 5, according to ranking of housing
areas
Summary of Responses
•

•

•

•

From those ranking the areas within areas of high/medium priority (levels 1-4), it is
clear that the South-East Abbots Langley (Leavesden Park) scored the highest, with
the West of South Oxhey (Little Furze School) and East Kings Langley (Employment
Area) also scoring at the upper end of the priority rankings.
It is also clear that the north Croxley Green area was the lowest priority with majority
of respondents objecting to development in this area. The responses for the East of
Abbots Langley area (Woodside) and to a lesser extent the North East Croxley
Green (Croxley Business Park) are also skewed towards the lower rankings.
For the remaining areas, the picture is more mixed. The responses for the North
East Maple Cross area (Maple Lodge) peak in the middle ranking areas, indicating a
fairly neutral response, neither strongly for or against.
For the East Carpenders Park area (nursery), the responses are skewed slightly
towards the higher to medium end, suggesting more in favour than against this site.

On the basis of the all the responses and rankings, it is possible to give an overall priority
ranking for the areas- 1=highest, 8=lowest:
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Area
South East Abbots Langley (Leavesden Park)
West of South Oxhey (Little Furze)
East Kings Langley (Employment Area)
East Carpenders Park (Nursery)
North East Maple Cross (Maple Lodge)
South East Croxley Green (Croxley Business Park)
East of Abbots Langley (Woodside)
North Croxley Green
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Detailed comments
Respondent Code
Summary of comments
Option 1: South East Abbots Langley (Leavesden Park)
NSO/0089/00 If site is taken forward need at least one definitive Right of Way across the site roughly
001
west to east to provide much needed walking opportunities, to connect Gypsy Lane with
Leavesden High Road.
NSO/0064/00 As owners of Leavesden Park, MEPC support the identification of site which is already
002
identified in the Local Plan as a ‘Major Developed Site’ in the Green Belt and should
(MEPC)
therefore be given priority over other green belt sites. Sufficient land exist is owned by
MEPC to create a sustainable mixed use development, which can contribute significantly
to the district’s future housing and employment needs, whilst maximising the benefits
associated with the existing activities at Leavesden studios. The land is within a single
ownership, allowing a master plan approach and an immediately deliverable scheme.
Whilst there are known capacity constraints on the road network, it is considered that
these can be overcome by a combination of engineering solutions, policy measures to
minimise traffic generation and the funding of improved public transport services.
SCO/0006/00 There is some concern over the scale of the proposed loss of employment on the site
002
because there may now not be such an oversupply of employment space in the south
(HCC
west Herts area as indicated by the South West Herts Employment Study (January
Environment) 2005). The emerging Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) including additional housing
proposed in Dacorum will lead to additional requirements for employment land in
Dacorum. Leavesden is also a key employment site in Hertfordshire, and the Regional
Economic Strategy (RES) and RSS encourages the retention of regionally strategic,
quality sites that enable balanced jobs and housing growth and the development of a
south west Herts film/media cluster. The existing office vacancies. oversupply situation
may be overcome by marketing the site for smaller office units for which there is more
demand. Clearly there may be scope to release employment land for alternative uses,
particularly as part of mixed use development, but this should be based on up to date
information on demand and supply across the wider south-west Herts area. The
grassland may be of some local value; before any development a survey would be
required to see whether it should be translocated.
SCO/0058/00 The relocation of surplus employment land to housing would accord with national
005
planning guidance (PPS 3). However it is important that employment requirements are
(Highways
not prejudiced by this approach.
Agency)
CU/0061/000 Would enable potential for people to live and work in the local area.
003
Option 2: West of South Oxhey (Little Furze)
NSI/0158/000 Supported but need to respect nature reserve (County Wildlife site) in area.
01
SCO/0006/00
002
(HCC Envt)
NSI/026/0000 Re-instate education site
1
NSO/0087/00 Playing field may need to be retained or replaced if there is an overall shortage of playing
001
fields in the area.
(Sport
England)
SCO/0058/00 This represents a sustainable opportunity for housing growth particularly if it can be
005
brought forward without detriment to surrounding constraints
(Highways
Agency)
CU/0061/000 Need to be aware of flooding along Gosforth Lane. Bus service is now every 15 minutes
003
(not 20) on weekdays.
Option 3: South-East Croxley Green (Croxley Business Park)
NSI/0158/000 Supported but not in floodzone or moorland. Respect wildlife in area.
01
CU/0193/000 Concerns about footpath provision and lack of access to Tolpits Lane.
03
TRC/0002/00 Land should not be released at Croxley Business Park as there have already been
001
substantial developments in the area, and pressure on Croxley Common Moor (a County
wildlife site, a Local Nature Reserve and a SSSI), adjacent to the business park, is
already high.
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Option 4: East Kings Langley (Employment Area)
NSI/0158/000 Avoid development in flood zone. Build new primary school here. Concern about traffic.
01
NSI/0260/000
01
CU/0061/000 Area already has high density of housing. Fields in area provide valuable green space
003
and wildlife.
SCO/0008/00
001
(Dacorum
Borough
Council)
00318/00001
00322/00001

Development in this area is constrained by access to community and educational
facilities; Kings Langley High school is at capacity and further development would
exacerbate the problem. There are no primary schools within walking distance and
additional GPs would be needed.

Road noise would be audible from M1 and M25 which are within 1 mile.
‘Village’ feel of the area has deteriorated in recent years with developments such as the
Ovaltine site, which is poorly designed and has crime problems. The area also contains a
building college and the students drop litter and cause congestion. Further development
will impact upon water, schools and roads in area.
NSI/0038/000 Development in area has already been intense with the Ovaltine site and former Abbots
01
Print works; no infrastructure was included to create a sustainable community such as
public meeting area, café, shopping area and the road system is not coping. Area is
subject to flooding.
00331 (LDF Improvement arising from development would improve the area which is currently scruffy,
Focus Group) has no character and disjointed.
Option 5: North East Maple Cross (Maple Lodge)
NSI/0158/000 Avoid development in floodzone. Preserve wildlife and listed buildings in area.
01
NSI/0251/000
01
CU/0193/000 Area is also accessible to supermarkets in Rickmansworth
03
NSO/0091/00 Thames Water own 22 hectares of land in the area; much of this is previously developed
002
and formerly used for waste related issues. Part of the land is now surplus to operational
(Kennet
requirements and identified as part of Option 5 and as part of designation GB4 in the
Properties)
Local Plan as a potential area of redevelopment. It is considered that the site can make a
valuable contribution to the district’s housing and employment requirements and achieve
valuable local benefits through landscape and open space improvements and
transportation improvements and the provision of community and recreational facilities.
Over half of the site (14 hectares) could be given over to open space for recreation or
ecological purposes and link into the existing network. The development would achieve
high quality and sustainable design, enable integration with Maple Cross and contribute
towards/benefit form local services including schools, healthcare and shops and provide
an element of affordable housing.
In terms of timescale the land is currently available for development by Kennet Properties
(wholly owned subsidiary of Thames Water). Although part of the site is within Flood
Zones 3a/b, these areas will remain open and free from development. There will be an
opportunity to enhance bus provision, improve access to the site from the A412 and
restrict commercial/operational traffic currently using Maple Lodge Close.
Option 6: North Croxley Green
206
Strong opposition to developing this area because:
responses
•
Area has already been overdeveloped with housing (Durrants/IMC); further
were
housing would change the character of the area
received
•
Will lead to detrimental effect on environment, wildlife and ecology, listed
opposing
buildings, trees and quality of life in general
development
•
Will lead to loss of community amenity/recreation land and open space
of this area
(Durrants Playing fields are already going) for walkers, horse riders and cyclists
from local
•
Will lead to loss of high quality agricultural land and unspoiled countryside and
residents and
lead to urban sprawl and pollution
Little Green
•
Will exacerbate existing infrastructure issues in area relation to schools (primary
School.
and secondary) and health care, fire services and water and sewerage
•
Will exacerbate traffic problems (including school traffic) in the area particularly
along The Green and Baldwins Lane and pedestrian safety issues such as at
Little Green School
•
Loss of green belt land, limited opportunity for development of brownfield land in
area
•
Poor access via Little Green Lane and insufficient capacity in local roads such
as Lincoln Drive/Lincoln Way
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•

If development is permitted building work will need to be strictly regulated to
minimise noise during the school day and a security fence put in place to
maintain security of Little Green School.

00280/00001

Support for developing this area (land owner within area) because a new firm defensible
boundary to the Green Belt would be created together with a potential new woodland
amenity area. Development here would be sustainable, provide a good opportunity for
urban expansion and attaining carbon neutrality. Considered that there is scope for more
than 100 dwelling capacity.
Development would also be deliverable.
SCO/0058/00 Provides a relatively unconstrained, accessible and sustainable opportunity for housing
005
development and unlikely to have a detrimental impact on surrounding road network.
(Highways
However, the capacity of the area to accommodate in excess of 100 dwellings is
Agency)
questionable.
Option 7: East Carpenders Park (Nursery)
NSI/0158/000 Supported but not in floodzone
01
CU/0195/000 Any development would need to be supported by schooling and car parking at
04
Carpenders Park station.
NSI/0141/000 Problems of bus provision, traffic capacity and access issues.
02
CU/0061/000 The Hartsbourne stream should be brought to the surface as far as possible to provide
003
amenity and mini flood plain habitat.
CU/0061/000
003

The nearest GP service is in Harrow Way, not in Oxhey Drive. There is also a rail service
(every 20 mins Mon-Sat and 30 mins. Sundays)

Option 8: East of Abbots Langley (Woodside)
NSI/0158/00 Supported but not on agricultural land
001
00322/0000
Other areas should be looked at first as unlike the other areas, this site has never had
1
alternative uses. It is Green Belt (and Greenfield). Concerns about roads in the area
(Woodside Rd, High Elms Lane, Chequers Lane)- which are used as short cuts to
A405,M1,M25 and serve the two main secondary schools in High Elms Lane- concern
about speeding on these roads, no adequate crossing at top of Woodside Road. The
roads in the area are limited by their capacity, width and lighting and will be unlikely to
cope with additional traffic; this will lead to increase congestion and risk of accidents.
There is no mains drainage to the site and will be difficulty in connecting to mains
drainage. It may not be wise to build dwellings next to the Eric Shepherd Unit and Warren
Court which houses men under the Mental Health Act. The area has also been identified
as a potential gypsy site (Scott Wilson consultant report). The green belt status in the
area should be retained.
General
CU/0271/00001
All sites should be take forward; there is no obvious priority
NSO/0034/00001 Phased approach suggested; hold back Options 6 and 7 as a stage 2.
(New Gospel Hall
Trust)
CU/0368/00001
None should be taken forward. Roads, infrastructure and services are over stretched.
00303/00001
00305/00001
NSI/0177/00001
Areas which are closer to employment should be taken forward (Locations 1-6)
NSI/0180/00001
NSI/0139/00002
NSI/0165/00001
NSI/0203/00001
NSI/0210/00001
NSI/0235/00001
NSI/0238/00001
NSI/0243/00001
NSI/0273/00001
NSO/0069/00001
NSI/0251/00001
A number of the areas have environmental constraints; focus should be on brownfield
CU/0061/00002
development
CU/0035/00001
Density of development should be higher particularly on Option 1, 2 and 4 to enable
other Options not to progress.
NSO/0054/00001 As part of any development, opportunities should be taken to take into account,
(British
improve and make better use of the waterspaces and corridors, particularly the
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Waterways)
NSO/0089/00001
(Ramblers
Association)
NSO/0031/00001
(inland
Waterways
Association)
NSO/0068/00001
(Herts
Constabulary
Western Area)

SCO/0023/00004
(Environment
Agency)

SCO/0006/00002
(HCC
Environment)

SCO/0006/00002
(HCC
Environment)

SCO/0058/00005
(Highways
Agency)

NSO/0077
(CPRE
Hertfordshire)

00319/00001

NSO/0078/00001
(Chilterns
Conservation
Board)
TRC/00002/0000
1

Grand Union Canal in relation to Options 2, 3, and 4.

Options centred on Abbots Langley (1,4,8) would place pressure on existing
Neighbourhood Police facility run by the Parish Council. Existing pressure comes
from Ovaltine site where developers failed to implement recommended crime
prevention measures, leading to theft from vehicles. Additional 3-4 constables and 2
PCSOs would be needed with Option 1 accounting for most of the increase. Also
additional or new accommodation to house the Neighbourhood team for Abbots
Langley would be needed- this needs to be considered particularly as part of
development proposals on Option 1.
Options 3,4,5,7 have been identified as having flood risk constraints together with
settlements at Batchworth, Hampermill Wood, Loudwater, Moor Park,
Rickmansworth, Watford North and South and West Hyde. The Council’s Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment will be used to undertake the sequential approach for site
allocations in accordance with PPS25.
The County Council is satisfied with the principle of development at all the broad
housing locations, notwithstanding any required improvements. There is some
concern over passenger transport accessibility in relation to part of the area in Option
1, and it is likely that planning obligations will be necessary to enhance services.
There are bigger concerns about Option 3 because high levels of investment would
be needed to deliver a viable sustainable transport network, particularly in term of
improving services in the area. Once again planning obligations would be needed to
improve services.
The known archaeological information for the eight areas does not represent a
constraint upon development. However all of them do contain archaeological
potential and in accordance with national planning guidance (PPG 16), predetermination archaeological assessments should be carried out if they are formally
adopted as development sites.
In terms of sustainability, growth should be directed to the five principal settlements.
The issue of highway infrastructure capacity and the reduction in demand and use of
the trunk road network for local trips should be regarded as important criteria.
Analysis should focus on both transport sustainability and traffic impact. Although
there is the possibility of some additional demand affecting the trunk road network
from all locations, there is also the potential for cumulative increases in traffic if
various combinations of sites are developed. Sites 1,4 and 5 are most likely to result
in a material increase on the Trunk Road Network as a result of either their potential
site and/or location. A Transport Evaluation/Assessment of the potential impact upon
the strategic network will need to be done prior to the Highways Agency accepting in
principle development allocations. However at this stage there is a preference for
Sites 1,2,6,7 and 8 because they are the most sustainable in terms of size and
accessibility to services.
Taking into account our answer to question 4, we would reluctantly give qualified
acceptance to the following broad locations: 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 (totalling 700-900
dwellings).
We consider the following locations to be both unacceptable for housing
development, being in the Green Belt, and unnecessary because the identified
shortfall of 700-919 dwellings is satisfied by the above locations: 6, 7 and 8.
With regard to Options 1 and 8 (Abbots Langley area), no mention is made of
Leavesden Green and Kingsway schools. No GP surgery in Cobb Green. Transport,
parking, school capacity, drainage, wildlife issues in area.
No objection to any of the areas as none affect the Chilterns AONB or its setting.

Ensure that ecological surveys of green and brownfield sites are carried out.
Brownfield sites may have a high ecological value due to their undisturbed nature
and accessible locations. Ecological surveys should be carried out on sites, prior to
their identification as housing sites.
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Question 6: Are there other areas of the District that should be taken forward as broad housing locations?
Other suggested areas
Numbers supporting
Percentage
Chorleywood
15
16.7
Moor Park
11
12.2
Loudwater
7
7.8
South Oxhey
6
6.7
Maple Cross
5
5.6
Northwood
5
5.6
Rickmansworth
5
5.6
Sarratt
5
5.6
Chandlers Cross
4
4.4
Mill End
4
4.4
West Hyde
4
4.4
Bedmond
3
3.3
East Croxley Green
3
3.3
North of Abbots Langley
3
3.3
Langleybury
2
2.2
North of Leavesden
2
2.2
Tolpits Lane
2
2.2
Batchworth Heath
1
1.1
Heronsgate
1
1.1
North Chorleywood
1
1.1
South of Watford
1
1.1
Responses
90
100

Summary of responses
•

•

The response on this question indicates a mixture of locations to be considered for
broad housing locations, though Chorleywood, Moor Park, Loudwater, South Oxhey
received most suggestions.
This would suggest that respondents support the principle of considering other
areas of the district for housing to ensure a balance across the district.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
NSI/0148/00001,
NSI/0161/00001
CU/0224/00001,
CU/0235/00001,
CU/0316/00001
NSI/0147/00001
NSI/0197/00001
NSI/0232/00001,
CU/0115/00001,
NSI/0195/00001
CU/0115/00001,
NSI/0195/00001,
NSI/0263/00001
CU/0095/00001

Summary of comments
No more housing should be provided.
(West Hyde) area near to employment areas with good bus routes, M25.
Development along main roads to relieve pressure.
Sarratt- has had no new housing.
Loudwater as it is not currently densely populated and development there would not
affect as many people as the other options.
Chorleywood: has good transport links, schools and local shopping, currently small
settlement area.
Moor Park: has good transport links, and currently small settlement area, increase
density to that of Croxley/ Langleys.
Higher ground Green Belt area East of Chandlers Cross. Close to A41 access.

NSI/0194/00001

Rickmansworth is a good hub with direct train links to London.

00305/00001

The Council should investigate the possibility of expanding the smaller, more affluent
settlements of Sarratt, Chandlers Cross, Belsize to avoid the possibility of
exacerbating or creating social problems in South Oxhey, Maple Cross and Croxley
Green. Expanding the smaller settlements would also maintain the viability of existing
and future local services. The Access to services section identifies the lack of
facilities in many of these areas without proposing how overdeveloping existing areas
will assist in redressing this.
Rural areas e.g. Chorleywood and Sarratt, need to be considered seriously as there
is little other available land, they are also areas of demand for affordable housing.

00325/00001
(HARI
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Partnership)
NSI/0072/00001,
NSI/0146/00001
00325/00001
(HARI
Partnership)

NSO/0078/00001
(Chilterns
Conservation
Board)
CU/0281/00001
NSI/0099/00001,
CU/0054/00001
CU/0068/00001
NSO/0034/00001
(New Gospel Hall
Trust)
CU/0193/00003

Priority should be given to developing existing brownfield sites and urban areas
which are close to rail and bus lines; where schooling is not overstretched.
Any areas that can support and sustain development of this nature. Land availability
study and RSL research to add to LA information, future needs of the district as
informed by HMA. Rural areas e.g. Chorleywood and Sarratt, need to be considered
seriously as there is little other available land, they are also areas of demand for
affordable housing.
AONB should not feature as a potential location for growth (housing, employment,
retail) as would fail tests of PPS7.

Land behind Arnett Hills School, wasteland at present.
The Bill Everett site , Watford Hospital and Football ground and Cardiff Road (all in
Watford Borough)
East of Rousebarn Lane, Croxley Green (good communications, low impact on
Green Belt)
Small scale 'filling out' of areas such as Bedmond, Toms Lane, Bucks Hill, Chandlers
Cross etc with a small release of Green Belt land would be better than a few large
scale developments.
Some of the area currently occupied for light industrial use between the old LNW
railway line, the Metropolitan line and Tolpits Lane. The area is gradually becoming
more run down and several units are unoccupied.

Specific Sites Put Forwards
Respondent
Code
NSI/0002/00001,
CU/0314/00001
SCO/0040/00004
(Three Valleys
Water)
00306/00002
00304/00001

00271/00001
NSO/0084/00001
(Ralph Trustees
Ltd)
NSI/0061/00002
SCO/0040/00002
(Three Valleys
Water)
NSI/0063/00002
00272/00001
NSI/0182/00001
withheld
00304/00002
SCO/0017/00003
(HCC Corporate
Services)
NSI/0039/00002
NSO/0004/00001
NSO/0036/00001

Summary of comments
Unused fields located at the Hall Farm. Fields front roads with dwellings opposite so
all services already exist.
Located to the north-east of Abbots Langley adjoining the built up area. The existing
access to the site is from Love Lane off Bedmond Road.
Submit no 44/46 Vivian Gardens WD19 4PG as a potential site for development for
housing.
Site located on the west side of Railway Terrace between Kings Lake to the north
and Masters Yard to the south. The western boundary of the site extends to the
outlet from Kings Lake which is close to the Grand Union Canal.
Griggs Field, Batchworth Heath.
It is considered that Langleybury House and the former Langleybury School site
would be a suitable broad housing location within the District.
Land between South Oxhey and Eastbury (the Roughs).
Three Valleys Water depot site SW of Rickmansworth Town Centre, north side of
Stockers Farm Road.
Land to the north of Bucknalls Lane, Watford which should be released from the
Green Belt.
Located directly on the Bedmond Road and next to Mansion House Farm which was
developed some years ago into a number of separate dwellings.
253 Watford Rd and 33 Baldwins Lane to be designated as a new residential
development site.
North east of Bedmond (majority of site in St Albans).
Land between the southernmost extent of Kings Langley Lake and Masters Yard to
the south (opposite Harthall Lane) should be included within East Kings Langley.
Playing field at Little Green School.

Land East of Kings Langley, South of Toms Lane and North of Abbots Langley Kings
Langley.
Adjacent to the Chapel Way/Bluebell Drive estate, Bedmond which is close to all the
above mentioned facilities.
North Chorleywood – Land to the West of Green Street and South East of Chenies
Road.
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00321/00001

Housing on the Tolpits Lane frontage of Merchant Taylors School site.

00326/00001

Site south of Longmore Close, a small gap between established residential
curtilages, greenbelt boundary should be adjusted to incorporate the site up to the
boundary with the barn so as to align with the boundary around Longmore Close.
Royal Masonic School for Girls, Rickmansworth and Merchant Taylors School,
Northwood to be designated as a ‘Major Developed Site’ within the Greenbelt.

00327/00001,
00321/00001

From a map of the district in Attachment B, it can be seen where the general areas coincide
with the specific sites being put forward and it is therefore possible to identify some general
indicative ‘clusters’ which could be considered as additional or alternative areas for broad
housing development. Whilst these are not definitively defined, they would appear to centre
on the following areas:
•
•
•

North of Abbots Langley/Bedmond area
Chorleywood area
South Oxhey/Northwood/Watford South area

Question 7: Do you agree in principle that parts of the District’s employment areas at Leavesden, Kings
Langley and Croxley Business Park should be released for other uses?
Options
Numbers
Percentage
supporting
Yes
188
90.8
No
Responses

19

9.2

207

100

Summary of responses
•
•

The response on this question indicates strong support (90% in favour) with the
Council’s proposal to release parts of the District’s employment areas.
This would suggest that respondents support the principle of introducing more
mixed use developments to balance the demand for homes and jobs in the district

Detailed comments
Respondent Code
CU/0390/00001
SCO/0003/00003
(East of England
Development
Agency)

NSO/0052/00001
(Hertfordshire
Prosperity)
SCO/0008/00001
(Dacorum Borough
Council)
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

CU/0187/00001,
NSI/0260/00001
SCO/00006/00002
(Hertfordshire

Summary of comments
Land to be released if currently underused/ vacant
Support the Council’s approach to retaining employment land within the district
where the need can be demonstrated. Need to take account of emerging Regional
Economic Strategy and its objectives provision for businesses (particularly based
in science and technology, research and innovation) and maintaining and
improving competitiveness of the London Arc by ensuring its continued
attractiveness as a location for business. Guidance manual on Employment Land
Reviews to be published which should be considered in finalising core strategy.
As the employment sites are of strategic importance, they should be considered in
a wider geographical context.
The update to the SW Herts Employment Study will inform the process of release
of employment land in order to safeguard a sufficient supply of employment land
for future jobs growth in response to revisions to the draft East of England Plan.
Release of some employment land for residential use should satisfy both
residential and employment spatial strategies. Mixed use development would
present significant opportunities for sustainable travel to be encouraged through
site wide Travel Plans.
Release of land requires research into impacts on unemployment levels, and
should be completed in stages.
If employment land is to be released, high levels of investment would be required
in order to deliver a viable sustainable transport network, and planning obligations
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County Council,
Environment
Department),
CU/0193/00003
NSO/0064/00002
(MEPC)
SCO/0002/0003
(East of England
Regional
Assembly)

towards service provision would be necessary.

Release of land at Leavesden would allow more sustainable, mixed use
development to be brought forwards.
Three Rivers is part of the London Arc and intends to provide an additional 4000
jobs, consistent with policy LA1 of the Proposed Changes document.

Question 8: If so, what proportion of land from each Employment Area should be released for other uses?
Options
Average Proportion (Percentage)
Leavesden Park
Croxley Business Park
Kings Langley Employment Area

45.9
32.4
33.5

Summary of responses
•
•

The response on this question indicates support for release of between one third
and one half of land within each of the three employment areas.
Responses indicate a higher proportion of land should be released at Leavesden
Park (average 45.9%)

Detailed comments
Respondent Code
CU/0061/00001,
CU/0390/00001
SCO/0017/00003
(HCC, Environment
Department),
NSO/0064/00002
(MEPC)

Summary of comments
Given the projected oversupply of offices, reasonable to release all sites
(whether constructed or not) which have remained vacant for a specified period.
Area to be released should be based on demand, and should be balanced with
wider proposals for the site to ensure sustainable land use.

Employm
ent Area

Question 9: And if so, what other uses should be provided in the Employment Areas?
Options
Uses
Residential
Live-Work
Other type of Community
units
employment
Use
Leavesden Park
145
57
11
76
Croxley Business
127
53
11
72
Park
Kings Langley
130
57
11
68
Employment Area

Other *
14
12
10

*Others: Leavesden Park Others: education (9 responses), youth centre (1), GP (1), place
of worship (1). Croxley Business Park Others: education (8), youth centre (1), leisure centre
(1). Kings Langley Employment Area Others: education (7), youth centre (1), place of
worship (1).
Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates strong support for release of employment
areas for residential and community uses.

Detailed comments
Respondent Code

Summary of comments
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NSO/0052/00001
(Hertfordshire
Prosperity)
NSO/0064/00002
(MEPC)
NSO/0068/0001
(Hertfordshire
Constabulary)

There may be scope for live-work units, though these can be very hard to
monitor and manage.
Uses should be mixed to enable sustainable development
Leavesden Park suitable for a new police Area HQ with associated custody
suite to serve the Constabulary’s Western Area as area between Watford and
Hemel Hempstead with good access to the primary road network.

Question 10: Should Maple Lodge site be planned as an extension to the Maple Cross employment area?
Options
Numbers
Percentage
supporting
Yes
115
62.2
No
70
37.8
Responses
185
100

Summary of responses
•
•

The response on this question indicates support for the Maple Lodge Site as an
extension of the Maple Cross employment area, although this is not totally clear-cut.
This would suggest that respondents accept the potential for this area to
complement existing office provision at Maple Cross.

Detailed comments
Respondent Code
TRC/0001/00001,
CU/0193/00003,
NSI/0260/00001
CU/0382/00001,
CU/0371/00001
CU/0038/00001,
CU/0061/00002
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

Summary of comments
Land should be developed as strategically placed for transport connections, but
with care because of environmental constraints
Empty office buildings in the district should be used before building new ones.
Building should not encroach on Greenbelt, cause flood risk and the LNR should
be protected.
Although an established employment area, Maple Cross represents a less
sustainable opportunity for further employment than other possible options.
Depending on scale, the expansion of this site will have a direct impact on J17 of
the M25 (~1km from site). Therefore an evaluation of transport implications of
development on this site should be undertaken to provide the necessary evidence
that impacts can be properly managed.

Question 11: If so, what type of employment uses should be planned for the Maple Lodge site?
Options
Numbers
Percentage
supporting
Light industrial
67
41.9
Offices
56
35.0
Warehousing
28
17.5
Other*
9
5.6
Responses
160
100

*Other: retail (2), leisure (2), hotel (2), mixed use (1), live-work (1), education (1).
Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates strongest support for employment land at
Maple Cross to be office or light industrial land use (combined 77.3%).

Detailed comments
Respondent Code
NSO/0052/00001

Summary of comments
Warehousing should be avoided if at all possible. It has a high land take with
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(Hertfordshire
Prosperity)
CU/0115/00001

very few low value jobs.
Hotel as good access to transport and motorway

Question 12: Do you think the East Carpenders Park employment area should be retained as
employment use?
Options
Numbers supporting
Percentage
Yes
63
37.3
No
106
62.7
Responses
169
100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates support for releasing land at the East
Carpenders Park employment area for other uses.

Detailed comments
Respondent Code
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)
SCO/0003/00003
(East of England
Development
Agency)
SCO/0008/00001
(Dacorum Borough
Council)
CU/0373/00001,
CU/0382/00001,
CU/0390/00001
CU/0195/00004

Summary of comments
No concern over area as small site, on the fringe of an existing urban area, next
to a railway station and some distance from the trunk road network.
EEDA supports the Council’s approach to retaining employment land within the
district where the need can be demonstrated.

The site is suitable for residential development as it is close to the railway station
and in a wholly residential area. The flood zone running through the site would
impact an employment area similarly to residential.
Employment use should be retained if the area is in use and in demand.

If housing built at E Carpenders Park, Delta Gain could be used for light
industrial units. If land released, unsuitable for residential but could be suitable
for retail and car parking.

Question 13: If not, what other uses should be planned for this area?
Options
Numbers supporting
Residential
101
Live- Work Units
33
Other*
16
Responses
150

Percentage
67.3
22.0
10.7
100

*Others: community facilities (6), leisure (2), retail (2), youth club (2), car parking (2),
education (1), open space (1).
Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates strongest support (two thirds in favour) of
release of the East Carpenders Park employment area for residential uses.

Detailed comments
Respondent Code
SCO/0017/00003
(Hertfordshire County
Council, Environment
Department)
CU/0009/00002

Summary of comments
The site would clearly lend itself to residential development, though there
may be implications for education provision in the area.

Successful employment should be encouraged to stay.
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Question 14: Do you agree that office space accommodation in Rickmansworth Town Centre should
generally be retained?
Options
Numbers supporting
Percentage
Yes
135
67.2
No
66
32.8
Responses
201
100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates support (two thirds in favour) in favour of
retaining existing office space in Rickmansworth Town Centre.

Detailed comments
Respondent Code
CU/0324/00001,
CU/0281/00001,
CU/0115/00001,
00270/00001
SCO/0003/00003
(East of England
Development
Agency)
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

CU/0382/00001,
CU/0390/00001,
CU/0035/00001,
00276/00001
CU/0193/00003

Summary of comments
Office space should be retained, but should not be increased any further.

EEDA supports the Council’s approach to retaining employment land within the
district where the need can be demonstrated.

Office accommodation in Rickmansworth Town Centre is well located and
accessible by public transport and therefore should be retained. If a site is no
longer commercially viable, then other uses should be sought, such as
residential.
Office space should be retained if in use and in demand only.

Office space to be retained to preserve local facilities, as without offices, the
town would be empty during much of a weekday and cease to be economically
viable as a retail centre.

Question 15: And if not, what other uses would you wish to see in its place?
Options
Numbers supporting
Residential
70
Retail
37
Leisure
25
Other*
2
Responses
134

Percentage
52.2
27.6
18.7
1.5
100

*Others: community (1), office/ residential split (1).
Summary of responses
•

Of the minority not favouring the retention of office space in Rickmansworth Town
Centre (Q14), most of these support residential use as an alternative.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
CU/0272/00001
CU/0281/00001

Summary of comments
Use of land should depend on the location in the town: if on the edge of the centre
residential; if in the centre retail. It would be good to see provision for youth activity.
There are sufficient cafes and estate agents, no more!

Question 16: Which key centre do you prefer as a locational centre for future retail growth?
Options
Numbers supporting
Percentage
Option A- Rickmansworth
25
14.3
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Option B- Rickmansworth and Abbots Langley
Option C- All five key centres
Option D- One or two centres only
Responses

34
60
56
175

19.4
34.3
32.0
100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this question is quite mixed, with the most support for Option C (all
five key centres), or option D (one or two key centres only), accounting for two thirds
of the responses in total.

Detailed comments
Respondent
Code
CU/0369/00001
CU/0371/00001
NSI/0260/00001
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways
Agency)

SCO/0002/00003
(East of England
Regional
Assembly)
CU/0272/00001
CU/0061/00002
CU/0193/00003
00331 (LDF
Focus Group)

Summary of comments
Not convinced of a need for additional retail development

In accordance with PPS6, Rickmansworth should be the focus for retail development
with the adoption of a sequential approach to site selection. Retail development
should also be provided in the remaining four key centres to ensure for the self
sufficiency of those settlements. Nevertheless, the adopted strategy would need to be
carefully conceived to ensure for the continued vitality and viability of all centres in
the District.
Location of retail development is largely a local consideration, although if additional
retail land is required, it should meet the full range of the town centres identified
needs as per policy SS6 of the Proposed Changes document. The use of a recent
Retail capacity study is welcomed in providing the evidence base for future retail
need.
Need to consider retail outside Three Rivers which residents can use
Retail growth should be in locations accessible by non-car modes, and the retention
of free short term parking to overcome the pull of Watford
Problem is the high cost of rents in town centres, therefore difficulty over encouraging
additional retail to locate here where there are already vacant units.

Question 17: With regard to Option D, which centres should be considered
improvement?
Options
Numbers supporting
Abbots Langley
77
South Oxhey
70
Rickmansworth
60
Chorleywood
17
Croxley Green
23
Responses
247

for enlargement and/or
Percentage
31.2
28.3
24.3
6.9
9.3
100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates strongest support for Abbots Langley,
Rickmansworth and South Oxhey as centres to be considered for retail growth if one
or two centres only as a focus for retail growth was the preferred approach

Detailed comments
Respondent Code
00270/00001,
CU/0368/00001
CU/0271/00001

Summary of comments
Improvement of centres only, not enlargement
Area for enlargement should be demand based

Question 18: Do you agree with the measures listed to improve the transport network in the District?
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Options
Yes
No
Total

Numbers supporting
161
29
190

Percentage
84.7
15.3
100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this indicates that the majority of respondents agree with the both
the policy measures (e.g. reduce congestion, increase non car modes of travel) and
physical measures (e.g. implementing the Croxley Rail Link, promoting cycling,
controlled parking) put forward to improve the transport network in the district.

Detailed comments
Respondent Code
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)

Summary of comments
Need to tie in options for growth and any potential dependencies on transport
improvements; further transport assessment would appear necessary in respect of
development locations where significant constraints exist. This should identify the
need or otherwise for any key items of transport infrastructure. Core Strategy
should also set a clear framework for demand management to ensure developers
come forward with measures to minimise traffic generated by development.
Support measures which seek to reduce the need to travel and the transport
intensity of economic activity, and to promote cycling, walking and the use of public
transport as alternatives to the private car. These measures should reduce
transport impacts on the natural environment and human health both directly and

CU/0271/00001
CU/0193/00003

indirectly.
Policy measures all yes except controlled parking. Support cycle strategy; enhance
local shopping areas and highway improvements.
There is no need to extend the Rickmansworth CPZ or carry out a survey before
Waitrose and the new station car park have been opened and impact assessed.

Question 19: Are there any other specific measure needed to improve transportation
address future development pressures?
Measures
Numbers
supporting
Measures to improve/ extend/ reduce cost of public transport
44
network
Increased parking provision/ reduced parking restrictions
11
Highway improvement measures
10
Implementation of Croxley Rail Link
10
Measures to extend/ improve cycle network
8
Increased provision/ reduced cost of parking at stations
5
Encourage walking to school/ walking buses, and pedestrian
4
improvements
Increased parking restrictions
4
Increased provision of cycle facilities
4
Park and ride/ tram system
4
Green Travel Plans
3
Improved cross-district public transport facilities
3
Improved school transport
3
Oppose M25 widening
3
Reduce the need to travel
2
Provision of facilities for disabled people
1
Restrictions on large/ four wheel drive vehicles
1
Responses
120

in the District to
Percentage
36.7
9.2
8.3
8.3
6.7
4.2
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
1.7
0.8
0.8
100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this expands upon the measures already put forward in the
consultation document and indicates high support for improving the public transport
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network in the district, including implementation of the Croxley Rail Link. There is
also support for highway improvement measures and increased parking provision in
the district.
Detailed comments
Respondent Code

Summary of comments

SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)
NSO/0034/00001
(The New Gospel
Hall Trust)

Support recommendations made on page 24 of the SA/SEA that more transport
policy measures directed towards environmental protection would be appropriate.
Focus on traffic management rather than restraints and bans. Look at transport
provision and traffic flow during rush hour and shape public transport provision and
traffic control measures to meet the needs of the workers
Provide more industry in Watford/ Three Rivers areas so that people do not have
to travel as much
A pedestrians' strategy is needed, as walking is a key transport mode which is
neglected more than any other.

NSI/0099/00001
CU/0061/00002
NSI/0212/00001
NSI/0039/00002
SCO/0027/0002
(Network Rail)

00331 (LDF Focus
Group)

Ensure ticket offices are kept open to the public.
The allocation of land for development should consider the accessibility of services
and the ability to access public transport and employment.
Scope of the Croxley Link project yet to be determined, but unlikely to result in the
reopening of Croxley Green Station as rail link severed during construction of the
bypass (some land at Croxley Green Station could therefore become available for
development in future).
Project to extend Bakerloo line northwards to Watford is in the very early stages,
but could result in Carpenders Park linking to the underground network.
The uncertainty over the location of health facilities in the future makes it difficult to
plan around this. Public transport to hospitals is very difficult and parking charges
excessive. Free parking important in encouraging people to use local shops and
retaining vitality and viability (though not totally sustainable.)

Question 20: Do you think the list covers the right issues to be covered under Generic Development
Control policies?
Options
Numbers supporting Percentage
Yes
155
92.3
No
13
7.7
Responses
168
100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this question indicates strong support with the Council’s proposed
Generic Development Control Policies to be used as a basis for assessing planning
applications.

Detailed comments
Respondent Code
NSO/0087/00001
(Sport England)
NSO/0054/00001
(British Waterways)
SCO/0006/00002
(Hertfordshire
County Council)

NSO/0080/00005
(Home Builders
Federation)

SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

Summary of comments
A policy needed to include standards and guidance relating to the provision of
indoor sports facilities as well as outdoor provision.
Policies needed that maintain and improve the canal system.
With reference to sustainable development topics, a policy reference needed to
both the checklist outlined in the SPD and the Building Futures Guide. Need to
have an overarching “making development more sustainable policy” in addition to
more specific policies. Important that thresholds and targets for on-site renewable
energy are proposed by emerging LDDs.
Planning policy should be concerned solely with removing barriers to the siting or
development of new innovations such as wind turbines, CHP plants and other
energy generation equipment. It should not seek to control the power within
dwellings or be concerned with the fabric of the building which is covered by the
Code for Sustainable Homes.
Appropriate to include strategic level DC policies in Core Strategy but more
detailed matters/policies would be more appropriately accommodated within a DC
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SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)
SCO/0006/00002
(Hertfordshire
County Council)

policies document. The proposed transport related policies should also cover
demand management to ensure traffic kept to a minimum, e.g. Travel Plans and
should be addressed through sustainable development and/or communications.
Full account of relevant comments made in the SA/SEA Report on this subject
(Section 6).
Specific reference to the preservation and enhancement of biodiversity needed in
criterion 3 in the Environment and Resource Conservation section.

Question 21: Are there any issues that are missing?
Issues
Education provision
Transport
Healthcare facility provision
Flooding
Parks and open spaces
Biodiversity protection
Water and resource conservation
Affordable housing
Parking
Greenbelt
Leisure and cultural facilities
Noise/ light
Renewable energy/ climate change
Sustainable communities/ community facilities
Crime prevention and community safety
Facilities for older people
Major developed sites in the Greenbelt
Religious/ worship facilities
Trees/ woodlands/ hedgerows
Youth facilities
AONB conservation
Economic viability
Employment land reuse
Gypsy and Traveller provision
Historic environment
Hotels
Landscape character
Retail
Utilities
Responses

Numbers supporting
22
14
10
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
113

Percentage
19.5
12.4
8.8
5.3
5.3
4.4
4.4
3.5
3.5
3.5
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
100

Summary of responses
•

A range of more specific issues are put forward for consideration in addition to those
set out in the consultation document with education, transport and healthcare
considerations being the most popular.

Detailed Comments
Respondent Code
NSI/0197/00001
TRC/0001/00001
NSO/0085/00001
(National Grid
Property Ltd.)
SCO/0017/00003
(Hertfordshire
County Council
Corporate Services)

Summary of comments
Protection and provision of open spaces, parks and children’s play space for
recreation should be included.
Sustainable development should have policies relating to a selection of materials
to reduce energy consumption.
DC Policies should make specific reference to economic viability of development
sites – particularly previously developed or brownfield land where there are higher
costs involved.
Affordable housing policies must take account of need for provision for special
needs; these policies could result in building different formats with particular
locational and support requirements. Should include residential care homes,
nursing homes, extra care housing delivered through socially funded schemes
from the private sector.
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CU/0283/00001
CU/0319/00001
NSO/0078/00001
(Chilterns
Conservation Board)
NSO/0025/00001
(Wm Morrison
Supermarkets Plc.)
NSO/0029/00001
(The Theatres Trust)
NSO/0068/00001
(Hertfordshire
Constabulary)
SCO/0023/00004
(Environment
Agency)
SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)

NSO/0084/00001
(Ralph Trustees
Ltd.)
NSO/0084/00001
(Ralph Trustees
Ltd.)

SCO/0026/00002
(English Heritage)
NSO/0034/00002,
NSO/0055/00001

00325/00001
00331 (LDF Focus
Group)

Specific reference to renewable energy implementation/incorporate solar energy
into buildings.
Provision of worship/religious facilities.
Conservation and enhancement of Chilterns AONB to be included in DC Policy.

Should contain policy outlining the circumstances where alternative uses on
employment sites may be considered appropriate.
DC Policies to provide specific criteria on the provision of adequate cultural
facilities for the community.
Issues of community safety and crime prevention should be added to Design
Section (Suggested policy wording provided).
The Core Strategy should include all of the recommended DC policies within the
emerging Strategic Flood Risk Assessment.
Policy to include the protection of landscape character – in line with PPS7 and
PPS9 (paragraph 7 & 9). The issues identified in the SA/SEA related to resource
use and climate change should be expanded upon in DC Policies. Range of topic
areas put forward for inclusion.
The Grove and Langleybury site be designated as Major Developed Sites within
the emerging DPD and proposals map. That the criterion based policy for major
developed sites in the Green Belt should be carried over into the emerging
generic DC Policies.
Tourism – policies to protect and support tourism related businesses such as
hotels are needed. It should be recognized that it is also appropriate to locate
such uses outside the main urban areas. The growth of established tourism
business in the greenbelt should be supported subject to Greenbelt policies being
satisfied
DC Policies should avoid repeating Government guidance. Policies should be
specific to the distinctive character of the district and founded on the evidence
base for the historic environment.
Concern that no mention of provision for moral and spiritual needs of prospective
population. Projections indicate will need to provide at least 2 new meeting rooms
(churches) within next 5 yrs to meet community needs, and at least 1 to be in 3R.
Many other faith communities with similar needs and should be considered.
Policy on penalties for under-threshold of affordable housing schemes and
schedule of rates.
As energy input is lower for conversion of existing building than for new build,
possibility of including policies in LDF to encourage conversion rather than
demolition.

Question 22: Are there any issues that should not be included?
Issues
Numbers supporting
Gypsy and Traveller provision
2
Replacement of dwellings in the Greenbelt
2
Tourism
1
Sustainable development
1
Mix of housing
1
Utility provision
1
Responses
8

Percentage
25.0
25.0
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5
100

Summary of responses
•

Of the small number of responses on this question, a range of issues that should not
be included in DC Policies were put forward including gypsy and traveller provision
and replacement dwelling sin the Green Belt.

Detailed comments
Respondent Code
NSO/0088/00003
(Fairview
New

Summary of comments
Inappropriate to include policies relating to the mix of housing and that the concept
imposes unjustified level of control on the house building industry. Need an
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Homes)

appropriate level of flexibility for house builders to determine the appropriate
requirements of a site based on market and commercial considerations.
Spatial strategies that ultimately seek to create sustainable communities should not
be worked around corporate business plans.

00305/00001

Question 23: Do you think the range of policy issues listed should be taken forwards as planning obligations
in developing the LDF?
Options
Numbers supporting
Percentage
Yes
143
96.0
No
6
4.0
Responses
149
100

Summary of responses
•

The response on this question clearly supports the range of policy issues listed in
the consultation document that should be taken forward as planning obligations in
the LDF.

Detailed Comments
Respondent
Code
NSO/0087/00001
(Sport England)

NSO/0054/00001
(British
Waterways)
NSO/0068/00001
(Hertfordshire
Constabulary)
NSO/0088/00003
(Fairview New
Homes)
NSO/0061/00002
(R.Bishop and R.
Rayne)

SCO/0027/00001
(Network Rail)

SCO/0057/00006
(Natural
England)
00325/0001
(HARI
Partnership)
SCO/0018/00004
(Abbots Langley
Parish Council)

Summary of comments
Range of policy issues identified supported as provision is made for obligations to be
sought towards open space and recreational facilities. Planning obligations to be
secured towards indoor sports facilities as well as outdoor provision. This would be
justified in order to help address the built facility provision deficiencies identified in the
Councils Open Space Strategy that would be exacerbated by the additional demands of
new development.
Planning obligations to be used for the enhancement and improvement of tow path and
canal and its historic and amenity value.
Should include the implementation of community safety/crime prevention measures
incorporated into developments and/or contributions to community safety/rime reduction
measures. Planning obligations should be guided by the aim of creating sustainable
communities.
The use of planning obligations should comply with Circular 05/2005. It should be made
clear that contributions should be negotiated on a site by site basis and they should not
be used to achieve wider planning objectives that are not necessary to allow consent
to be given for a particular development.
There cannot be grounds for a blanket demand for open space/recreational facilities.
Contributions to education can only be the case where there is a shortage of school
capacity. Where the existing healthcare facilities have capacity there can be no grounds
for assuming S.106 will be supportable. No grounds that PCTs should be funded by
housing development. Sustainable transport – where sites already well accessed by
non car options this should be stated. There should be no blanket demand for
contributions to facilities which are already supporting such sites. Highway contributions
for improvements can only validly be taken where a particular development generates
the need for the works.
Planning contribution section should be strengthened in the preferred options to ensure
Network Rail obtains contributions. Would welcome support of Council to improve
stations and maintain railway network. The Council should pool obligations from
developers in line with Circular 05/2005 to mitigate their impact on the railway. Note
that contributions may be spent out of the area in order to see benefits within the area.
In view of the amount of new build envisaged (4000), there will be some large scale offsite negative effects. Planning contributions should be used to offset these as well as
providing more localized on-site mitigation and compensation.
Advocate the earliest possible involvement of the RSL in negotiating the 106;
negotiations are least painful and quicker where Las publish clear and up-to-date
guidance on their requirements. Also helpful if Las use the 106 to specify that the
affordable units must meet certain standards.
Concerned at the minimal provision of additional infrastructure, resources, facilities and
amenities. Also that local health facilities have been cut and that Abbots Langley Parish
area has already had to cope with far more new housing than anywhere in the District
and the existing infrastructure are unable to sustain further housing development.
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Question 24: Are there any particular obligations you think we should prioritise?
Obligations
Numbers supporting
Healthcare
27
Open space, sport, leisure and recreation
24
Sustainable transport
24
Education
22
Affordable housing
21
Nature conservation and landscaping
17
Highway improvements
11
Environment and resource conservation
6
Youth/ childcare facilities
4
Community facilities/ libraries
2
Fire hydrants
1
Responses
159

Percentage
17.0
15.1
15.1
13.8
13.2
10.7
6.9
3.8
2.5
1.3
0.6
100

Summary of responses
The response on this question indicates that planning obligations for healthcare, open
spaces and recreation, sustainable transport, education, affordable housing and nature
conservation are the areas that respondents would like to see prioritised.
Detailed Comments
Respondent Code
NSI/0141/00001
SCO/0017/00003
(HCC Corporate
Services)
NSO/0087/00001
(Sport England)

SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)

00276/00001
00325/00001 (HARI
Partnership)

NSO/0077 (CPRE
Hertfordshire)

NSO/0085/00001
(National Grid Property
Ltd)

Summary of comments
Environmental issues. Renewable energy and energy conservation in new
housing. Much improved housing design fully to meet modern family life-styles.
To include Youth and Childcare, Libraries and fire hydrants.

Priorities should be informed by robust assessments of existing and future needs
for all of the key infrastructure. In the context of sport and recreation, the
Council’s recent Open Space, Sport and Recreation Facilities Assessment
should be used for informing priorities, for example in addressing deficiencies in
a particular type of facility.
Agree with the point made in the SA/SEA that relative priorities will need to be
adjusted according to the location and characteristics of particular development
proposals. To take an example, planning obligations related to nature
conservation should definitely have much higher priority for development close to
or directly affecting designated wildlife sites than for one which is not.
Protection and controlled use of open spaces, reuse of housing stock that can
be revamped to provide quality affordable housing.
The issue of obligations can cause developments (predominantly affordable) to
become un-viable and there should be some recognition of this either by
introducing relevant obligations or recognising other services provided by RSLs
(if RSL led development) in the area/ district.
We regard it as critical that developers should pay for the infrastructure and
services necessitated by new development, both directly and indirectly. The
existing infrastructure is already stretched to capacity, and the addition of
approximately 4,000 dwellings will put demands on transport, water, education
and health care facilities that must be provided for before the development takes
place.
The priority given to potential planning obligation “heads of terms” should be
guided by the over – arching objectives of the plan. Rather than being prescribed
through policy, planning obligations should have regard to individual site
circumstances (including viability and the abnormal costs inherent in bringing
brownfield land forward) and be based upon robust and transparent
assessments of local need.

Question 25: In securing planning obligations as part of development, do you favour a ‘discretionary’
approach or a ‘standard’ charge approach?
Approach
Numbers supporting
Percentage
Discretionary
126
67.7
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Standard charge
Responses

60
186

32.3
100

Summary of responses
•

The responses indicate that a discretionary approach is the preferred approach to
securing planning obligations over a standard charge by a ratio of about 2:1.

Detailed Comments
Respondent Code
CU/0272/00001
NSO/0085/00001
National
Grid
Property Ltd.)
SCO/00017/00003
(Hertfordshire
County
Council
Corporate Services)
NSO/0087/00001
(Sport England)

NSO/0054/00001
(British Waterways)
NSO/0025/00001
WM.
Morrison
Supermarkets Plc.)
SCO/002/00003
(East of England
Regional Assembly)
NSO/0068/00001
(Hertfordshire
Constabulary)
NSO/0088/00001
(Fairview
New
Homes)
NSO/0080/00005
(Home
Builders
Federation)
SCO/0058/00005
(Highways Agency)

NSI/0061/00002

SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)

Summary of comments
Standard charge approach would ensure all developers consider the implications on
environment.
A standard charge approach could increase certainty for developers and the
Council and obviate the need for protracted negotiations before planning
permissions are released.
For developments up to 300 dwellings a standard charge approach would be
appropriate, for larger developments a discretionary approach would be preferred.
Any further residential development in Three Rivers is likely to put further demand
on primary schools. Generally at secondary level there is some spare capacity
except in the Maple Cross area.
Standard charge approach can offer greater potential for ensuring that all new
developments make appropriate provision for meeting the infrastructure needs that
they create and more likely to secure obligations from small developments which
have a cumulative impact. It also offers advantages in relation to the speed of
securing planning obligations and the certainty for developers.
Prefer discretionary approach in relation to development that affects the use of the
canal system.
Support a flexible approach and would like to see delivery of planning obligations
through the use of negotiated agreement for all sites regardless of size and nature.
EERA’s consistent position has been that Local Authorities should seek to gain
funding to help delivery of infrastructure. The mechanisms for this are a local
matter.
The Constabulary supports the use of the standard charge as increased pressure
on local services will arise from the cumulative effect of small to medium scale
developments which could otherwise slip through the net if dealt with on a
discretionary basis.
Support a discretionary site by site approach whereby each development is treated
on its merits taking into account site characteristics and constraints.
Some HBF Members are attracted by the idea of standard charges because of
transparency but the problem is ensuring that charges set do not make sites
financially unviable to develop (particularly brownfield provision). If this happens
there will be need for greater provision on Greenfield land instead.
Approach should follow policy set out in Circular 02/2007 whereby on a case by
case basis. Planning obligations should be approached on a case by case basis
where highway improvements are to be secured as a result of the development
although this does not rule out the use of the standard charge approach in addition.
A discretionary approach rather than a standard charge will provide greater control
over the delivery of necessary highway infrastructure and demand management.
The discretionary approach is preferred as it would allow the most even application
of S106 expectations. Not all sites will generate the same need for obligation
contributions nor will all sites be able to fund them on an equal basis.
Agree with SA/SAE that a hybrid approach may be appropriate. A system could
presumably be developed which (a) defines a standard charge for developments
below a size threshold but (b) allows the LPA to negotiate contributions above a
standard charge rate for individual large developments, as these are likely to create
larger, more variable and more specific effects requiring provision of specific
infrastructure of various forms on site and off.

Question 26: Do you agree with the Council carrying out the actions listed as part of developing an
Implementation and Monitoring strategy?
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Options
Yes
No
Responses

Numbers supporting
152
6
158

Percentage
96.2
3.8
100

Summary of responses
The responses indicate that respondents were strongly in agreement with the proposed
actions as part of developing an Implementation and Monitoring Strategy.
Detailed Comments
Respondent Code
CU/0193/00003

SCO/0057/00006
(Natural England)

Summary of comments
Strategy to be widely published and openly debated each year and any changes on
assumptions, government regulations or planning rules be clearly stated together
with their impact on the plan.
Monitoring and implementation of planning policies should include monitoring of the
effects on the environment (both positive and negative), and the monitoring the
effectiveness of mitigation and compensation measures designed to offset any
negative effects. This will require selection and monitoring of an appropriate set of
environmental indicators. Council needs to work closely with those working on the
SA/SEA and environmental bodies such as the HBRC and the HMWT, to identify
suitable indicators.

Question 27: Is there anything else the Council should be
plan period?
Action
Ensure use of empty houses/ offices/ industrial
buildings
Oppose pressure for development
Priority use of brownfield land
Communication with community
Complete SHLAA/ identify longer term sites
Increased greenfield/ garden developments
Consider whole district
Development within conservation areas
Joint working with other districts
Increased mixed use developments
Increased service/ amenity provision
Tax increase in land value as a result of development
Update housing market intelligence
Responses

doing to help ensure the delivery of land over the
Numbers supporting

Percentage

11

24.4

11
8
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
45

24.4
17.8
8.9
4.4
4.4
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
100

Summary of Responses
Whilst a range of measures were identified, some of these do not relate to the process of
monitoring and managing land to ensure delivery of housing but to the policies mentioned
previously in other questions. The need to communicate with the community, work jointly
with partners such as districts and think longer- term are noted.
Detailed comments
Respondent Code
NSI/0197/00001
NSI/0039/00002

Summary of comments
Build more combined office, retail and residential buildings in town centres i.e. retail
space on ground floor, offices on second/third floors, residential on other floors.
A Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment must be undertaken by the
Council and conclusions drawn before preparation of the preferred option core
strategy.
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Appendix 1: Key Diagram
Detailed comments
Respondent Code
SCO/0001/00001
(Government
Office for the East
of England)

Summary of comments
The inclusion of a key diagram immediately brings into focus the spatial context and
is generally clear but it is recommended that some form of referencing system is
employed between diagram and text to improve clarity.

Appendix 5: Settlement Appraisal
Detailed comments
Respondent Code
00319/00001
00271/00001

CU/0223/00001

Summary of comments
No GP surgery in Cobb Green.
With reference to Batchworth Heath
1. No bus service is noted but the 331 provides a regular 20 minute interval service to
Northwood, Ruislip, Harefield, Denham and Uxbridge. Also from Mount Vernon
Hospital, just 700m, there are buses to Watford, Bushey, Oxhey or to Northwood,
Northwood Hills, Pinner and Harrow on the Hill.
2. The nearest Underground station is not Northwood but Moor Park. The former is
listed as being 2300m away: Moor Park, as the Council’s table for that settlement
shows is 1300m away from the Heath.
3. The nearest GP surgery to Batchworth Heath is not 2700m at Eastbury Road as
stated, but at Moor Park 1300m away.
4. Similarly, the nearest convenience store is not in Green Lane, 2700m away in
Northwood, but at Main Avenue, Moor Park 1300m away.
5. The nearest Post Office is not in Green Lane 2700m away in Northwood, but at
Main Avenue, Moor Park 1300m away.
6. The nearest pharmacy which is correctly stated as Moor Park is not 2400m away
but 1300m away.
7. The settlement is stated as being in a conservation area, but this does not cover
the whole of the land mapped by the Council and labelled as ‘Batchworth Heath’.
8. Under ‘accessible open space’, there is no mention of Lockwell Woods, Bishops
Wood or Park Wood, all of which are owned by the Council and which are directly
accessible from Batchworth Heath itself on a public footpath.
The settlement appraisal omits any coverage of Citizen Panel 2006 findings in
relation to perceived access to hospitals and potentially distorts ‘scoring’. Further
concerns about too much weight given to certain facilities such as libraries and post
offices which may not even exist in future, but not enough to access to a nursery
school.
Reference is made to Watford (north) and Watford (south) in the documents. These
should be called Leavesden and Oxhey Hall. Appendix 5 is wrong giving population
figures of 91067 for Watford (north) and (south)

Appendix 6: Vision and Objectives
Detailed comments
Respondent Code
NSO/0080/00005

SCO/0001/00001
(Government
Office for the East
of England)
00331 (LDF Focus
Group)

Summary of comments
Objectives seeks “to make efficient use of previously developed land and to fully
protect the Green Belt and open countryside” and “to balance the need for homes
and jobs by ensuring sufficient land to meet a range of local housing needs and to
maintain a prosperous local economy”. It is difficult to see how these two objectives
are properly compatible. Given that if sufficient housing is to be provided, some green
belt land will be required to accommodate it. Consequently, it is unrealistic for the
Council to suggest that it can fully protect the current green belt boundaries.
Lack of local distinctiveness in your vision and hope that you will consider this when it
comes to outlining your visions and objectives in your Core Strategy. The spatial
strategy must be derived from, and clearly relate to, the vision and objectives.
Key priorities for District are:
•
affordable housing
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crime prevention through environmental design
maintaining/creating a sense of local community and local pride
allowing necessary development which meet local needs but not overly
developing to detriment of character
•
improving public transport, especially bus services.
•
Providing a range of housing, not just flats, to maintain local distinctiveness.
•
Ensure buildings are built sustainably and energy efficient.
•
Providing more things for young people to do
Objective 12 (to protect and enhance the historic environment) to be expanded to
cover all aspects of the environment.
‘Sustainable transport system’ of vision to be more clearly defined. Implementation of
Croxley Rail Link important to achieving objectives.
In terms of what is locally distinctive:
•
The size and scale of settlements
•
The green space between settlements
•
General affluence but with some pockets of deprivation
•
•
•
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APPENDIX 5
Notes from Local Development Framework Focus Groups
CORE STRATEGY: SUPPLEMENTAL ISSUES AND OPTIONS
NOTES OF FOCUS GROUP 19/09/07
ATTENDEES:
Mr Gary Sibson

Hertfordshire Constabulary

Ms Susan Jenkins

Local Resident

Mr J C W Osborne

Local Resident

Mr Struan Power

Local Resident

Mr Graham Everett

Watford Friends of the Earth

Mr Jack Hubbard

Mrs Sue merchant

Local Resident

Mr Matt Bates

Mrs Y Stirling

Local Resident

Mr Sam Ridgeway

Local Youth Scout Leader
Local Youth Scout Leader
Local Youth Scout Leader

1) KEY ISSUES FOR THREE RIVERS DISTRICT
• Affordability.
• Maintaining area without NIMBYism.
• Crime Prevention through environmental design.
• Local community.
• Importance of not overbuilding.
• Bus services in area very poor, particularly after 6pm.
2) VISION AND OBJECTIVES
• Affordable housing
 What is the definition of affordable housing?
 Require a compromise between 5 bedroom houses and ‘ghettos’ of
flatted developments.
 Local people require affordable houses (not affordable flats with
balconies).
 Affordable housing to be mixed in with market housing.
 Affordable housing should not necessarily be ‘cheap and nasty’, e.g.
Georgian terraces achieve very high densities.
• Too many flats with a lack of local distinctiveness don’t fit in with surroundings. Need to
define the mix of housing to be developed.
• Importance of sustainability measures, and housing built to be energy efficient.
• Need things for young people to do.
• Contribution to local pride in the area.
• Objective 12 (to protect and enhance the historic environment) to be expanded to cover
all aspects of the environment.
• ‘Sustainable transport system’ of vision to be defined, what does this include? (more
housing development will lead to more cars and transport problems).
• Implementation of Croxley Rail Link important to achieving objectives.
3) LOCAL DISTINCTIVENESS
• Distinction between settlements that could be called a village or town, partly due to their
size, but also the pace between is important
 Green space between settlements is an important distinction.
• South Oxhey: regeneration schemes important in leading to respect for the area and
improvement, removing the stigma.
4) HOUSING
• General principle should be to direct housing towards brownfield land, even if this is in
the Greenbelt (Greenfield land to be last, after brownfield in the Greenbelt).
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•
•
•
•
•

Support for Leavesden (Housing option 1), for conversion of existing vacant office
space and new build on the studios site.
Infrastructure requirements of new build very important e.g. schools, services,
healthcare.
Kings Langley (Housing option 4) good as the area is currently very scruffy, no
character and disjointed. Improvement would benefit the area.
Important to balance new homes with jobs to address out commuting and traffic
problems.
As energy input is lower for conversion of existing building than for new build, possibility
of including policies in LDF to encourage conversion rather than demolition.

5) EMPLOYMENT
• Office space oversupply, but not in B2, B8
6) RETAIL
• Problem is the high cost of rents in town centres, therefore difficulty over encouraging
additional retail to locate here where there are already vacant units.
 Possible to restrict e.g. A2 and A5 uses from town centres, with financial
incentive to encourage A1?
• Consider sets of small shops, particularly e.g. for elderly people reliant on local
services, therefore need to provide for retail within major new housing developments.
• Important to retain the spread of retail rather than concentrate it in Watford, and retail to
be in accessible locations rather than out of town where access is limited to by car.
• Impact of internet shopping; will there continue to be a requirement for additional retail?
[Retail capacity study did take account of impact of internet shopping].
7) TRANSPORT, SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
• Health: uncertainty from PCT over location of facilities in the future, therefore how to
plan around this?
• Public transport to hospitals is very difficult and parking charges excessive.
• More housing will lead to more cars therefore public transport needs to be reliable and
affordable.
• Free parking important in encouraging people to drive to shops in Rickmansworth,
Abbots Langley, Kings Langley, therefore it is important in retaining vitality and viability,
though it is not necessarily sustainable.
• High desire for implementation of Croxley Rail Link.

CORE STRATEGY: PREFERRED OPTIONS
NOTES OF FOCUS GROUP 11/03/09
ATTENDEES:
Mr Gary Sibson

Hertfordshire Constabulary

Ms Sue Jenkins

Local Resident

Ms Marion Pugh

Oxhey Hall Residents
Association

Mr Peter Lennon

Local Resident

Mrs Sue Merchant

Local Resident

Ms Meike Aster

Local Resident

Mr David Zerny

Local Resident

Mr William Osborn

Local Resident

Mr Graham Everett

Watford Friends of the Earth
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S Merchant – presumably the 60 SHLAA sites not taken forwards are lower on priority list?
Yes, possible that some of them may come forwards beyond 2021.
M Aster – what do the numbers mean? What kind of housing?
The numbers give a broad indication of the numbers of dwellings that we would be
looking for on each site, and across the district we would be looking for a range of
housing sizes. Whatever is provided will still need to respect the character of the
surrounding area.
S Jenkins – presumable some of the housing sites will also be affordable?
Yes, across the district we will be looking for 45% of all development to be for
affordable housing.
M Pugh – Kings Langley is identified as a site and floodzone is noted as a constraint, but it
does not say which floodzone it is and policies in the Core Strategy say that climate
change may make flooding more of a problem?
Yes, flooding is an issue that may affect some of the sites, although the floodzones
are areas of risk and do not take account of flood defences etc. New development
will need to be designed to respond to identified flood risk.
S Merchant – what will happen if we don’t meet the government targets for housing
numbers?
The danger is that then we would have sites forced on us, wherever developers
submit an application to build.
M Pugh – is there a list of ‘back up’ sites if those in the document don’t come forwards?
To some extent, although we expect some new sites to also come forwards, and
there is expected to be a degree of variation in the smaller sites. However we are
working to secure the larger housing sites as these will be much more important to
delivering the Strategy.
S Merchant – are the numbers likely to remain if there is a change of Government?
Yes, or even increase, as the overall need is unlikely to fall.
G Everett – Interesting that in the current economic situation, the households must still
exist, but where are they?
Would be referred to as ‘hidden’, e.g. may be living with parents etc.
W Osborn – Does the order in which the housing sites have been set out indicate anything?
No they are arranged by ward and whether they are green belt or not.
S Merchant – The document mentions constraints e.g. road capacity constraints at
Langleybury; is the intention to sort these constraints, or would development be
within identified constraints?
Likely that development would seek to try and overcome any identified constraints
e.g. through financial contributions towards highways improvements etc.
D Zerny – what is the definition of affordable housing?
Generally either socially rented or intermediate schemes such as shared ownership
or key worker housing.
G Everett – Would it be possible to require developers to intersperse affordable housing
throughout development rather than concentrating it in one area?
Yes this would be desirable for e.g. building sustainable communities, and we will
be producing further guidance through the Affordable Housing SPD.
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M Pugh – Who decides who qualifies for affordable housing?
Would be decided by housing department/ housing register.
W Osborn – Do key workers need to work in the same area they want to live?
In Hertfordshire, yes.
S Jenkins – Where we have policies on ‘design’, does this relate to appearance or
sustainability measures?
To both, there are separate policies on sustainability measures which we would like
to see incorporated, and there are also detailed policies on the appearance of
development.
S Merchant – Would developer requirements include things like sewerage as well as
schools, roads etc?
Developers would have to provide the sewerage etc if it was needed, though it
would not be through the same negotiation system as the requirements identified for
schools, libraries, health etc.
D Zerny – What level of homes are empty, as bringing homes back into use would prevent
the need to build on the green belt?
Not sure of the exact amount, but is quite low. The council is looking at empty
homes at the moment and inspecting every property which is empty to see if there is
any possibility for CPO etc. However, bringing empty homes back into use would
not reduce the 4000 target that we need to provide.
D Zerny – It appears from roads etc that the district is already over capacity, so how can it
cope with more development?
There are issues with infrastructure across the district, and any development would
be required to contribute towards infrastructure provision.
M Pugh – Secondary schools are already over capacity and this will only get worse
There is an issue with secondary schooling, and development would be required to
make financial contributions towards education provision.
S Jenkins – Schools are closed down as they are not needed, then more houses are built
and so there is a need for schools and so then have to find more schools!
G Everett – The Core Strategy discusses things not under Council control e.g. provision of
bus services and parking at stations, so how can these be achieved?
The Government requires Councils to work much more in partnership with service
providers etc to ensure that the Core Strategy is deliverable, and as part of the next
stage an implementation plan will be produced through work with partners to identify
when/ where/ how all the necessary services will be provided.
M Pugh – The Fairway site in Oxhey Hall is identified for housing, would it be relocated or?
The site has been put forwards by the County Council, and they will be considering
the future.
S Merchant – Some developments e.g. Happy Man could make more sense for older
people as would have less cars so less of a traffic problem.
S Jenkins – How was the site at Killingdown Farm identified?
Was originally put forwards by owner, and was one of the sites that was consulted
on in 2007, though has been significantly scaled back since then.
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S Jenkins – Little Green Playing Fields are currently barren and inaccessible. Should either
redevelop them or open them up for public access.
M Pugh – land to the north east of South Oxhey by the cow arch should be considered for
development (golf course and bunds)
W Osborn – What are the other Councils doing?
Other authorities also have to provide housing, and Three Rivers has the lowest
allocation in Hertfordshire. All districts will be going through this same process.
S Jenkins – Presumably they have worked out how many jobs will be coming into the area
and therefore how many new houses are needed? Without the jobs it will be turning
more people into commuters.
The EofE Plan does set a target for jobs, but the plan is housing led.
S Merchant – The Core Strategy says that high frequency radial bus routes are being
considered, how would these be paid for?
It would come from contributions from new development, through CIL.
G Everett – Who would pay for CIL, the developer or the landowner?
It would be paid by the developer implementing the planning permission on a site.
M Pugh – Past development, particularly in Watford has included a lot of flats, would future
developments include flats?
Across the district we are looking for a mix of housing types and sizes, and
development would need to respect the character of the areas around it.
S Merchant – If the plan is to maintain the viability of retail centres, can the Council reduce
rents?
Where the Council owns the land they are currently looking at how they can help
here, but many shops are in private ownership. Business rates are not set by the
Council so cannot be changed locally.
W Osborn – The WCML in Kings Langley means there are a lot of bridges which cause
traffic problems and would also create difficulties for development of sites e.g. on
Toms Lane.
S Merchant – Will the analysis of the 100+ sites be available publicly?
Not currently, but the intention is to make it all publicly available at the next stage.
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APPENDIX 6
Core Strategy Preferred Options paper – Report of Public Consultation
CHAPTER 3: BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
Detailed Comments
Reference
NSO/0078
SCO/0019
(Chorleywood
PC)
SCO/0014
(Watford BC)
SCO/0001
(GO East)

Comment
Delivery of Priority 3 (pg 14) should be through the ‘conservation and enhancement’ of
the countryside to comply with CRoW Act 2000 and PPS7.
Para 3.10- Chorleywood East would have scored lower than Chorleywood West. Paras
3.14/ 3.33- HH A&E now closed.
Should mention Watford as a centre for local employment, (and Hemel Hempstead).
Currently, section is a mix of statistical information, descriptions of the area and lists of
the local policy context, including priorities and objectives from other strategies and
plans, with useful section on how Core Strategy objectives are to be delivered.
Appendix 1 then sets out brief descriptions of each settlement. One approach may be to
reduce the amount of statistical material and descriptions of other strategies and use
information from App1 to create a ‘pen picture’ of each settlement, showing what
qualities each have and what the key spatial issues are that the Core Strategy needs to
address.

CHAPTER 5: SPATIAL VISION AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Do you agree with the plan for Three Rivers?
Number
199
42
241

Yes
No

Percentage
82.6%
17.4%
100%

Do you agree with the plan for Three Rivers?
100%

199

80%
60%
40%
42

20%
0%
Yes

No

Summary of Responses
Overall support for the Vision and Objectives, though some concern that they are not locally
distinctive enough and could be enhanced by including more detailed information, including
some from the place-shaping policies chapter.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00666
00412
00403
00403

Comment
Not currently sufficient evidence for phasing of sites that sufficient weight given to
availability of sites.
Consider the functionality of the place and role within the surrounding context
Quality and accessibility of the countryside, biodiversity and green space very important to
help maintain 3R as a place where people want to live and work.
Need to ensure that development within Colne Valley Park conforms to the key aims of the
park, particularly aim 2 'to resist urbanisation and to safeguard existing areas of countryside
from inappropriate development'.
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NSO/0054
CU/0272
SCO/0014
(Watford
BC);
00412
SCO/0014
(Watford
BC)
SCO/0014
(Watford
BC)

SCO/0014
(Watford
BC)
SCO/0003
(EEDA)

SCO/0003
(EEDA)
SCO/0002
(EERA)
SCO/0001
(GO East)
SCO/0001
(GO East)

SCO/0001
(GO East);
00412

British Waterways can contribute to strategic objectives 1, 7, 9 and 10.
The vision could usefully include 'and be educated'.
Support the principles of Spatial Vision and Objectives, but Vision is not locally distinctive as
does not describe, except in the broadest qualitative terms, what Three Rivers District is
expected to be like in 2021. More explicit reference to unique characteristics of 3R may be
helpful to potential Strategy users.
PPS12 requirement to plan for at least 15 years from anticipated adoption date. Using
headline date of 2021 (even if qualified with "and beyond") may not be sufficient to meet
this.
Para 5.11: not strictly speaking accurate to say that Three Rivers does not contain a KCDC.
Implication of EEP policy LA4 is that Three Rivers is a part of Watford KCDC, and that an
unspecified proportion of the development requirements allocated to Three Rivers is a result
of Watford KCDC designation. EEP para 13.45 is clear about the function of settlements in
Three Rivers (and Hertsmere) near to Watford, and the implication is that EEP policy LA4
should also apply to these settlements. (no implication in the EEP that the Hemel KCDC has
affected the allocation of development to Three Rivers nor that the principles of LA2 should
apply to Three Rivers).
Support the principle of the settlement hierarchy as proposed, but make clear that the figure
6 is not equivalent to a retail hierarchy (figure 11); perhaps replacing term "centre" here with
"settlement" would be useful.
Core Strategy to consider: better balance between housing and employment opportunities
contributing to effective and affordable places; increased business investment; enhanced
profile for region through its places, natural, heritage and cultural assets; reinforced roles for
market towns as sub regional centres; sustain vitality of rural areas.
Reference should be made more explicitly to the role the district plays in serving such
higher order centres, such as those within London and Watford.
Should include target for use of brownfield land to ensure conformity with the RSS.
Future versions should show how the background and context have informed the vision and
objectives.
The test should be whether it is possible for anyone unfamiliar with Three Rivers to easily
see what is unique about an area, what the key issues are that require a planned response,
and what that response will be. The eventual Core Strategy should minimise the amount of
background material and contain only the necessary information to articulate how your
Council anticipates the area developing, and the delivery strategy to make this happen.
Previously commented on possible lack of local distinctiveness in vision and objectives. Key
test would be ‘is it possible to drop them into a different core strategy and for them to apply
equally?’, this may still apply to much of this section. Think about how this section can best
express how you see the key settlements in Three Rivers changing over time, and what
priorities are for the Core Strategy. Some more strategic aspects of place shaping sections
could sharpen up strategic objectives.

OBJECTIVE 1
Reference
00649
CU/0105
NSO/0078
SCO/0019
(Chorleywood
PC)
SCO/0001
(GO East)

Comment
Support. Delivery should also help to sustain biodiversity objectives.
Requires robust defence of Green Belt in all communities.
Object to the lack of recognition of Chilterns AONB as an asset which should be
reflected in Objective.
Concern about potential loss of any green belt land.

Is it possible to explain where or how much Green Belt may need to be reviewed?

OBJECTIVE 2
Reference
CU/0105

SCO/0057
(Natural
England)
SCO/0001
(GO East)

Comment
Areas of industrial use with poor access by road and rail should be targets for strategic
housing; those with good access should be redeveloped for employment, to reduce the
"dormitory" character of the District.
Acknowledge that new housing should be predominantly located on PDL, but some
brownfield sites can be important to wildlife and support significant biodiversity interest.
Therefore add sentence to this objective recognising that the biodiversity interest of
PDL should be protected.
Are there any particular settlements where high levels of development on PDL
anticipated?
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OBJECTIVE 3
Reference
CU/0105
SCO/0001
(GO East)

Comment
Retain flexibility to grant permission for renewable energy schemes - wind not practical
in the district, but micro-hydro, geothermal and solar could be.
Are there any particular locations or major developments that lend themselves to
increased energy efficiency/renewable energy?

OBJECTIVE 4
Reference
CU/0105
SCO/0001
(GO East)

Comment
Providing sufficient land implies taking it out of its present use or disuse, should not
impact on Green Belt or density of housing in small communities.
What is the right balance for 3R?

OBJECTIVE 5
Reference
CU/0105
SCO/0001
(GO East)

Comment
Affordable should not create small ghettos. Good to keep it as a small proportion of new
development, or infill in appropriate locations.
What size and tenure of homes are the priority?

OBJECTIVE 8
Reference
CU/0105

Comment
Objective 8: No-one has yet solved how villages can compete with out-of-town
supermarkets. Should be plenty of free, one-hour parking very close to village/town
shops.

OBJECTIVE 9
Reference
00649

00403

CU/0105
NSO/0078
SCO/0001
(GO East)

Comment
Support Strategic Objective 9 but delivery is difficult to achieve in planning terms only
given the limitations of the planning process in creating features off site. No mention in
strategy of seeking to retain the functionality of the rural environment as a mechanism
to help achieve this, probably as not strictly speaking, planning. However, issue is
mentioned within SA Framework under Biodiversity,
Colne Valley Park can help delivery, and can help provide links with neighbouring
authorities and regions. Conforms with key aims of the CVP, particularly aims to
maintain and enhance the landscape and to conserve biodiversity resources.
Other organisations with this as their main brief: TRDC should support here rather than
initiate.
Should be reworded to reflect PPS7 and the CRoW Act to read ‘to conserve and
enhance the countryside’, and reference should be made to the AONB.
What are they key biodiversity corridors/priorities for Green Infrastructure?

OBJECTIVE 10
Reference
SCO/0026
(English
Heritage)

Comment
Amend to ‘resisting damage to the site or setting of historic assets and ensuring that’,
as then include sites of archaeological interest.

OBJECTIVE 11
Reference
NSO/0087
CU/0105

Comment
Support as establishes firm basis for the development of the place of sport and
recreation in the spatial strategy and associated policies.
Would be better driven by private sector or larger consortia and supported by TRDC
through passes issued to the needy.

SPATIAL STRATEGY
Do you agree with the proposals for managing the future spread of development?
Number
Percentage
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Yes
No

193
270
463

41.7%
58.3%
100%

Do you agree with the proposals for managing the
future spread of development?
100%
80%
60%

270
193

40%
20%
0%
Yes

No

Summary of Responses
Generally there was support for using brownfield land first, and strong objection to any
plans to build on the green belt. Preservation of green belt was highlighted by many
respondents as a key priority. Development should be spread evenly across the District,
rather than be concentrated in one or two areas.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00666
00536

00272;
NSO/0039;
SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)
NSO/0087

NSO/0077

NSO/0036
SCO/0040
(Three
Valleys
Water)
SCO/0014
(Watford
Borough
Council)

Comment
Amend para 5.12 to ‘this means planning for a minimum of 4000 new dwellings…’.
Development around urban fringes could result in settlements becoming so large, character
is completely changed. Superimposing new infrastructure at odds with character and tenor
of settlement and will destroy viable settlements resulting in dormitories of nearest town or
city. Better to consider new settlements and allow existing settlements to continue.
Option 3 is only realistic option as not all future development can be accommodated within
existing urban areas or on PDL, and provides a balanced approach to focusing new
development within the existing built-up area and allowing planned growth on edges of
existing key settlements. With proviso that suitable infrastructure and services exist/ are
provided to increase sustainability
Support proposed settlement hierarchy as offers opportunities to make the most efficient
and effective use of sport and recreation facilities, in particular ensuring accessibility to all
sections of the community, ensuring continued viability, and planned provision of new
facilities as part of growth proposals.
Do not support adoption of Spatial Option 3. Inclusion of peripheral housing development
locations in the Green Belt adjacent to Abbots Langley and South Oxhey will leave further
areas of the Green belt vulnerable to development in the future. Consequently, urge the
Council to adopt Spatial Option 2.
Spatial strategy is not sound as does not consider housing development in Chorleywood
and therefore employment/ retail growth not viable.
Support option 3 subject to site selection policy criteria specifically allowing for release of
small brownfield sites on edge of urban areas for housing.

Generally support principle of preferred spatial strategy, but focuses only on residential
development so does not represent complete picture, and developers of other uses,
(employment, retail, leisure, etc) will also be looking to the spatial strategy for guidance.
Also needs to be advice in the spatial strategy to direct the remaining policies in the Core
Strategy and subsequent DPDs. Some of the more strategic guidance given in place
shaping policies could be better included in spatial strategy.
No guidance on differing role of each settlement (i.e. drawing on the defined settlement
hierarchy, perhaps by including the hierarchy within the spatial strategy policy) or any
differences between different areas within those settlements (i.e. giving scope for more
intensive development in town centres as opposed to sub-urban areas).
The strategy appears to have moved quite quickly from the identification of "broad areas"
for potential urban extensions to very specific locations and sites. Question whether small
sites are appropriate for allocation in a Core Strategy, with reference to the definition of
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"strategic sites" in PPS12 para 4.6, and ahead of a presumed Site Allocations DPD.

PLACE-SHAPING POLICIES:
(RICKMANSWORTH)

DEVELOPMENT

IN

THE

PRINCIPAL

TOWN

Summary of Responses
• Overall support for the policy approach.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00649

00403

NSO/0087

SCO/0026
(English
Heritage)

SCO/0014
(Watford
Borough
Council)

Comment
Support the Policy approach to Preserve and enhance the unique
natural landscape, biodiversity and habitat surrounding the town in the
River Chess Valley to the east and the River Colne Valley to the south.
Reference to 'the River Colne Valley to the south' should make
reference to the Colne Valley Park which can help TRDC achieve aims
here. Strategic cycle route can be made truly strategic by considering
an area wider than TRDC and by linking into the National Cycle
Network and Colne Valley Trail.
Support references to protection and enhancement of sport and
recreation facilities, notably recreational access and watersports
facilities at Rickmansworth Aquadrome
Historic centre of Rickmansworth, while retaining much character, has
suffered from erosion over many years through juxtaposition of overscaled development and roads close to the old town, and from loss of
boundaries and increased hard surfacing, especially within the Victorian
development. In view of the new impetus behind place shaping, would
be appropriate to develop a pro-active strategy for Rickmansworth, to
protect it from further damage and provide a strategy for enhancement.
Could be based on a Conservation Area Appraisal and Management
Plan, and a positive framework for improved environmental quality in
District’s main town.
Generally support the principle of maintaining local distinctiveness of
settlements, however, some elements of these policies would be more
appropriately addressed through the spatial strategy policy, for
example: the first bullet point of each PSP; the second point of PSP1
and the third point of PSP2 & PSP3.

PLACE-SHAPING POLICIES: DEVELOPMENT IN THE KEY CENTRES (SOUTH OXHEY,
CROXLEY GREEN, ABBOTS LANGLEY, CHORLEYWOOD)
Do you agree with the proposals for regenerating areas?
Number
412
37
449

Yes
No
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Percentage
91.8%
8.2%
100%

Do you agree with the proposals for regenerating
areas?
100%

412

80%
60%
40%
20%

37

0%
Yes

No

Summary of Comments
General support for the policy, and in particular for proposals for regeneration, although
comments that there was an unfair proportion of development focused on the Abbots
Langley area.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00666
00649

00361

00272
CU/0299

SCO/0018
(Abbots
Langley
Parish);
NSI/0060;
CU/0126;
00675
SCO/0018
(Abbots
Langley
Parish);
NSI/0060
SCO/0019
(Chorleywood
Parish
Council)

Comment
Support identification of Little Furze School.
Support approach to improve facilities and accessibility at Leavesden Country Park;
maintain biodiversity and access improvements to Chorleywood House Estate as part of
agreed management plan; improve access at Croxley Hall Wood improve facilities at
Oxhey Woods Local Nature Reserve, but identification of Key Centres seems rather
arbitrary. There are a numerous other major sites within TRDC – Croxley Common Moor,
Withey Beds, Bishops Wood etc. that do not receive similar attention – although agree all
need to be worked on. Suggest a strategic approach to designation of all appropriate
LPA-owned land as LNRs would help begin to provide this.
Opposed to new housing development, particularly in South Oxhey as already most
densely populated area of Three Rivers, and will encroach on Green Belt, add more
concrete to the area, add pollution and increase carbon footprint, strain on infrastructure.
Support identification of Abbots Langley as a key centre and area for residential
expansion.
Use of Green Belt in Abbots Langley, Bedmond and Kings Langley for housing would
cause problems with transport and schooling. Would detract from natural beauty of area
and not be in keeping with existing development.
Rickmansworth has no larger housing sites but Abbots Langley to accommodate
significant extra development (over 50%), with few additional/ improved services
indentified in support. Would need improved bus services; more schools, social and
health facilities; assurance that water supply is sufficient; more open space and
recreation space within walking distance of village; attention to biodiversity, retaining
hedgerows and new planting in developments; retention of green belt between Watford
and Abbots Langley and Hemel; retention of a village atmosphere.
Include following under services and facilities to meet future demands: improvements to
bus services linking Abbots Langley to Watford/Watford Junction/ Health Campus and
Hemel Hempstead; traffic improvements to C76 route; improvement of cycling and
Parking facilities at Kings Langley Station; enhancement of existing play and open
spaces including where applicable parking provision.
Appreciate recognition of need for play area in Chorleywood and commitment to
continuing infill in urban areas, but unhappy there is possibility that sustainable
development may be promoted by limited development in green belt.

PLACE-SHAPING POLICIES: DEVELOPMENT IN THE SECONDARY CENTRES (KINGS
LANGLEY, CARPENDERS PARK, EASTBURY, MAPLE CROSS, MOOR PARK)
Summary of Comments
Concern over high percentage of development to be in secondary centres.
Detailed Comments
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Reference
NSO/0039

NSO/0039

NSO/0067

SCO/0008
(Dacorum
Borough
Council)

Comment
Do not support policy. To accord with the ‘Preferred Option – Spatial Option’ reference
should be made to the potential for minor alterations to the Green Belt boundary in the
policy itself.
Concerned at reference to provision of approximately 45% affordable housing. A
minimum threshold should be applied as otherwise relatively small developments for
example 10 dwellings or less will not be able to provide a mixed and balance community
due to the concentration of a tenure i.e. affordable rent with some shared ownership. It
should be possible to provide an indicative figure for the amount of affordable housing to
be brought forward from ‘exception to policy’ sites which will be identified through the
development plan process. Once this figure has been agreed the amount of affordable
housing to be brought forward from market-led housing sites i.e. S.106 sites will be less.
Object as currently worded as this seeks to ensure the provision of 45% of affordable
housing in the secondary centres which includes Kings Langley. This level of provision is
extremely high and in our view would threaten the viability of development. The
requirement to provide such a high level of affordable housing may result in sites not
coming forward in the plan period, which could result in a shortage of both private and
affordable dwellings. We feel that it would be far preferable to include a lower requirement
for affordable housing which would encourage more land owners to redevelopment their
sites for housing increasing supply.
No evidence that there has been consideration of proposals from Dacorum, or of a clear
planning approach to Kings Langley

PLACE-SHAPING POLICIES: DEVELOPMENT IN VILLAGES (BEDMOND, SARRATT)
Summary of Comments
Overall support for the approach.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00649

00506
00425

CU/0105
CU/0061

SCO/0018
(Abbots
Langley
Parish
Council);
NSI/0060

Comment
Support policy approach to strictly control development within the villages in order to
protect the character, landscape, heritage and wildlife of the wider countryside, and the
openness of the Green Belt; extending and improving facilities at Frogmore Meadow Site
of Special Scientific Interest, Sarratt. Works on sensitive sites need to be undertaken with
due consideration to longer term impacts of the sites. Attracting visitors to the Chess
Valley and nature reserves needs to be weighed against the impact of increased
disturbance, and management of sites must not be compromised at the expense of
attracting visitors. River valley grasslands are not adequately grazed, and the river itself is
now fenced off so reducing browsing of emergent vegetation with implications for riverine
habitat management.
New play areas suggested for Sarratt, but existing areas underused
Support policy, but should be more explicit in identifying Bedmond as a sustainable
location for further housing development including rural exception sites to meet affordable
housing need as ‘good’ sustainability rating in Settlement Appraisal and existing services
and infrastructure. Policy should look to incorporate appropriate village boundary
changes. Propose amendment: ‘Allow some limited small-scale development in and
where appropriate adjacent to the settlement / village boundary in order to meet local
community and business needs’.
Even 2% of new housing delivered through villages seems high.
Improving viability of community facilities requires more than a narrow Development
Control approach, TRDC could also promote this through an enabling role and by
subsidies
Include following under services and facilities: improvements to bus services linking
Abbots Langley to Watford/Watford Junction/ Health Campus and Hemel Hempstead;
traffic improvements to C76 route; improvement of cycling and Parking facilities at Kings
Langley Station; enhancement of existing play and open spaces including where
applicable parking provision; traffic management scheme for Toms Lane.
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CORE POLICY: SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Do you agree with the proposals for making sure future development is sustainable?
Number
Percentage
Yes
431
90.7%
No
44
9.3%
475
100%
Do you agree with proposals for making sure
future development is sustainable?
100%

431

80%
60%
40%
44

20%
0%
Yes

No

Summary of Responses
General support for the approach, with particular support for tackling climate change and
requiring development to incorporate renewable technology, while acknowledging the need
to improve the sustainability of existing housing stock. Some concern at including targets
that exceed national/ regional targets.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00681

NSO/0021

CU/0061

SCO/0026
(English
Heritage)
SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

SCO/0003
(EEDA)

Comment
Generally acceptable, but should be amended in relation to flooding....'avoid
development in areas at risk from flooding, unless by enabling development this
results in the delivery of sustainable benefits....' Benefits may include relieving existing
homes from flood risk through development proposals, opportunities should be
actively encouraged to ensure that where possible enhancements to existing flood
control measures and/or flood alleviation schemes are supported as part of
development proposals. Examples are at Kings Langley where employment
allocations can be considered for residential and/or mixed use development.
Recommend inclusion of overarching climate change policy addressing energy
efficiency, renewable energy, minimisation and management of waste and pollution,
with discrete, proactive policies on energy efficiency, renewable energy, sustainable
design and construction.
Unclear whether there would be a size threshold for the Sustainability Statement. If so,
the threshold should be set low enough to affect most development other than
alterations to existing buildings.
In the fourth bullet, amend the beginning to ‘protect and enhance our natural, built and
historic environments…
Important to ensure sufficient capacity within the local sewage network and sewage
treatment works to adequately cope with additional waste water from new
development. It will be far less sustainable, would increase the carbon footprint and be
more of an environmental risk to allow a proliferation of small package plants to be
used and maintained by individual householders. Recommended change: an
additional point is required for the management of sewage.
Should deliver a high quality and sustainable urban environment across the arc, which
supports historic assets, brings forward brown field sites for development and delivers
new town regeneration

CORE POLICY: HOUSING SUPPLY
Summary of Responses
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General support for the sequential approach proposed and the use of brownfield sites as a
priority, but objection to any development taking place on green belt. Brining empty homes
back into use should contribute to supply.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00725
00723; 00331
00681

00666

00403
00658

00658
00388;
NSO/0085
00388;
NSO/0085

00326
00326; 00536
00280

NSO/0077
NSO/0061

NSO/0061

NSO/0061

NSO/0039

Comment
Specific housing sites should be identified in the Site Allocations, not Core Strategy
(and be based on SHLAA)
Use of existing empty buildings and PDL should be priority rather than areas of natural
and historical beauty.
Assumptions on housing delivery from the existing carried forward allocations and new
allocations are too optimistic and further sites are needed to meet the housing
requirement. In relation to the search sequence, GB sites have been given priority over
sites subject to flood risk. The sequential approach and interpretation of PPS25 in site
selection is flawed. See the CS Inspector's conclusions at Spelthorne council
http://www.spelthorne.gov.uk/print/environment planning/env_planning_planningpol.htm
Support general sequential approach to release of land, but seek more flexibility.
Suggest ‘A sequential approach will generally be applied whereby preference will be
given to: 1. Previously developed land within the urban area; 2. Previously developed
sites on the edge of existing settlements, followed by 3. Greenfield sites on the edge of
urban settlements”.
Do not support any loss of green belt sites, to the south of Rickmansworth this would
conflict with the key aims of the regional park.
Support approach to developing PDL where economic, and utilisation of undeveloped
sites including green belt as flexibility may enable development to reflect the changing
character of an area. May also enable an enhanced mix of communities reducing the
polarisation of housing supply.
Sequential approach to sites superficially attractive, but concerned it could be applied
too rigidly in practice impacting on the desirability of stock in the longer term.
Unlikely that all identified sites will come forwards, therefore should be an allowance for
non-implementation of a certain proportion of sites, requiring the Council to allocate
more sites to make up that shortfall.
Concern that windfall allowance without proper justification, no evidence of genuine
local circumstances preventing sites being identified as required by PPS3, other than
they have occurred in the past. Also, RSS figures are not ceilings and are there to be
exceeded where appropriate.
Concern over attitude to post-2021 period; acknowledgement that post-2021 period
needs to be reassessed is at odds with national and local policy guidance.
Many sites in existing commercial/ community use and evidence on availability lacking.
Insufficient evidence on deliverability of identified sites which is increasingly important.
Existing uses and values of some sites mean would not be economically viable with
s106/ CIL/ affordable housing requirements.
Support the approach to small sites and potential future windfalls in paragraphs 7.27
and 7.28. These sites form a critical part of the overall housing supply.
Do not support policy. Support strategy of identifying supply of housing to meet RSS
target, but disagree with figure 8 which fails to identify how the shortfall of 603 homes
for the last three years up until 2026 will be delivered. Statement that supply of housing
post 2021 will be reassessed to identify broad locations for growth to cover the period
2026-2031, but no mention of three year period up to 2026. PPS3 is clear that Councils
must set out strategies for identifying sites that will enable continuous delivery of
housing for at least 15 years from the date of adoption.
Reliance on windfall of 180 dwellings for 2021-2026, but still deficit of 603 dwellings at
2026. Strategy does not identify enough land to meet PPS3 requirements for 15 year
supply. Sufficient land exists in District which should be identified for housing before
placing reliance on windfalls. No reasons for not providing the full 15 year supply. Core
Strategy to be altered through identification of further housing sites to meet shortfall.
This would be more robust and allow the Council to adapt better in the future should
already identified sites not come forward or the RSS increases local housing targets.
Achievement of housing targets jeopardised by seeking to allocate sites with constraints
which could, ultimately, mean they are not brought forward for development within the
Plan period or cannot deliver scale of housing claimed.
Do not support. Agree that the Council have taken a reasoned approach to delivering
the requirements of the RSS to 2021, but less clear how the Council intend to ensure
delivery of housing for years 11-15 and no indication of potential locations for growth to
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deliver beyond 2021. Accept this may be subject to review through any revisions to the
Local Development Framework, but paragraph 55 of PPS3 states that “where it is not
possible to identify specific sites for years 11-15, broad locations for future growth
should be indicated”. Recognised that it is possible that delivery will be in the form of a
number of smaller scale Green Belt releases and as such it may be reasonable to
review the position in the light of housing delivery over the
coming years.
Phasing plan should not necessarily be linked to the sequential approach to
development. Delivery of housing should be ensured by a flexible approach which
should not be restricted by unjustified and overly onerous phasing restrictions.
Monitoring of delivery should be undertaken on an annual basis to ensure that if delivery
of housing falls short of the targets, appropriate measures can be put in place through a
review of the SHLAA and/or the Development Plan.
Approach relies on studies which do not provide an adequate appraisal of Chorleywood
and its ability to contribute to new housing provision. As the best located of the core
centres in terms of rail transport it does not receive the right scoring in the SHLAA.
SHMA deals with the housing needs of Dacorum, Three Rivers and Watford, but not
relationship with Chiltern, Chorleywood adjoins Chiltern DC. This study does not
redress the issues of scoring in the 2005 study.
Apportion development more equitably across the whole district.

NSO/0039

NSO/0036

SCO/0018;
NSI/0060
CU/0299

More small infills being allowed will open the floodgates at expense of local traders and
residents, with substantial increase in traffic, parking and rat runs.
Green Belt is valuable to all and must be preserved, but identifying sites currently
occupied by community buildings will create many new problems.
Reservations about building on the edge of existing settlements, but support: the
criteria-based and sequential approaches.
Document says very little about the scope for mixed use which could maximise potential
of existing urban areas.
Encouraged that growth to be directed to principal settlements, and sites put forwards
offer sustainable opportunity for growth. Focus should emphasise transport
sustainability and traffic impact.
A framework for demand management should be provided to support housing locations,
and transport assessments necessary to ascertain potential for increased demand.

CU/0187
CU/0061
CU/0061
SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)
SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)
SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)
SCO/0026
(English
Heritage)
SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

Favour broad locations and housing numbers as appear most sustainable, but transport
evaluation needed to confirm there is a feasible access strategy prior to sites going
forwards.
In the second bullet, amend to ‘…on the environment in terms of visual amenity, historic
assets, wildlife, and flood risk.’

SCO/0014
(Watford Borough
Council)

SCO/0001
East)

(GO

Pollution from misconnections occurring in the drainage systems of new development
can be a significant problem. Suggest that water pollution should be mentioned here.
Recommended change: will not have a significant impact on the Environment in terms
of visual amenity, wildlife and flood risk and water pollution.
Generally support the principle of approach to meeting housing need. However,
allocation of sites for development would not accord with PPS12 para 4.6, and inclusion
to support housing trajectory is confusing and may prejudice proper consideration of the
relative merits of these sites and any others that may arise through a site allocations
DPD.
Para 7.19 statement that “precise boundaries” of sites will be determined through a
subsequent DPD supports the interpretation that sites have already been selected for
allocation; the boundaries of the sites shown in the appendices look well-defined, and
this begs the question of what remains to be settled through the site allocations DPD.
PPS3 (paragraph 53) requires LDDs to set out broad locations and specific sites that
will enable continuous delivery of housing for at least 15 years from the date of
adoption, and that your latest estimate for adoption of the Core Strategy is October
2010 – meaning a need to plan to the year 2025. The text then states that this will mean
a shortage of housing land of around 600 dwellings over the years 2021-2026, which
the Council is not intending to address pending review of the east of England Plan. We
have concerns over this stance and, whilst it is accepted that the East of England Plan
may review the figures this does not mean that this period should not be planned for, as
the timeframes involved and flexibility of the LDF system should mean that the Core
Strategy can respond to any changes
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CORE POLICY: HOUSING MIX AND DENSITY
Summary of Responses
General support, particularly for considering provision of older persons accommodation, but
some concerns that 30dph is too high. Need for a range of house sizes, including larger
family homes highlighted.

Detailed Comments
Reference
00675
00675
00666

00658

CU/0061
NSO/0085
NSO/0039
NSO/0039

SCO/0018
(Abbots
Langley PC);
NSI/0060
SCO/0018
(Abbots
Langley PC);
NSI/0060
SCO/0057
(Natural
England)
SCO/0019
(Chorleywood
PC)
SCO/0018
(Abbots
Langley PC)

Comment
Housing densities proposed indicate blocks of flats which are detrimental to community
life and long term social effects.
Housing needs are for family households with garages and gardens, and bungalows
with gardens and communal areas for disabled and elderly people.
Support inclusion of elderly as a category. SHMA should take account of
Accommodation Strategy fro Frail Older People and form part of planning strategy for
this group.
Consideration on density should also be given to the nature of the proposed
development and the value for money that it represents where the housing provided is
grant funded.
30dph is too low an average across the district. Apart from areas of special landscape
or historic value, average densities should be at least 40-45dph.
Support provision of housing to meet the needs of all groups in the District, including
the elderly.
Support approach to securing high quality residential development and a mix of house
types and sizes.
Although policy seeks an average density of 30 dph, will be instances where the
existing townscape and landscape character, particular where small Green Belt
releases are proposed, would suggest a less dense approach to development through
provision of detached and semi detached family type homes.
Para 7.36: SHMA predicts population to rise by 1200 people, so why do we need to
build 1688 new homes and also households will rise by 2,900. These figures taken
together do not correlate. How many houses actually needed if population only
projected to rise by 1200?
Support 30 dph, reject higher density for larger sites as would create disproportionate
high density development in Abbots Langley.

Policy should include an aspiration for high quality which respects the positive
attributes of the local area. We note that DC7 covers design, but a reference to this in
the generic policy would be appropriate.
Note density guidelines with disappointment.

30dph too high.

CORE POLICY AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Do you agree with the proposals for providing affordable housing?
Number
Percentage
Yes
321
67.0%
No
158
33.0%
479
100%
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Do you agree with the proposals for providing
affordable housing?
100%
80%

321

60%
158

40%
20%
0%
Yes

No

Summary of Responses
Overall support for provision of affordable housing, and particularly for family housing,
although 45% considered too high a percentage by some respondents; the national
average should not be exceeded. Concern that affordable housing provided should be for
genuinely local people, and should not be concentrated in one area, or sites with 100%
affordable housing to avoid creation of ghettos. It should also be located close to
infrastructure, raising issues about rural exception sites. It should also reflect the character
of the surrounding area.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00681

00658

00659;
00660

00601
00425

00425

00331

Comment
Vital under PPS3 requirements that the economics of development viability is at the heart
of the policies, otherwise homes will not be delivered at this rate. Suggested proportion is
too high for such a modest borough in terms of house prices and related land values.
More emphasis needed on viability and areas within the District will require different
treatment.
Commuted payments towards provision of off-site housing is a sensible approach for
smaller developments but would welcome transparent mechanism to account for use of
such payments
Provision of 45% on site unnecessary and not within the targets as set out in PPS3. East
of England Plan indicative target of 35% is below that of TRDC, particularly in respect of
seeking 50% affordable for site specific circumstances and we strongly consider that the
45% target proposed should be reduced. Further the CS proposes off site commuted
payments in respect of small sites delivering between one and nine dwellings. As set out
in PPS3, the national indicative minimum site size threshold is 15 dwellings. We
understand LPAs as stated can set lower minimum thresholds, where viable and
practicable, including in rural areas, however this is vague in terms of stating that it may
vary depending on site circumstances.
Affordable housing not appropriate in Loudwater.
Historically have not provided 30% affordable housing but high demand as demonstrated
by Housing Needs Survey so requirement to increase delivery of affordable housing
across district. PPS3 states that where viable and practical, consider allocating and
releasing sites solely for affordable housing, including using a Rural Exception Site Policy,
enabling small sites to be used, specifically for affordable housing in small rural
communities. Bedmond is regarded as a highly sustainable settlement with requirements
for affordable housing, so identification of this site as Rural Exception Site should be
acceptable. Affordable housing policies should note PPS3 requirement for the planning
system to deliver flexible and responsive supply of land reflecting ‘plan, monitor, manage’,
and to ensure affordable housing sites are available, suitable and achievable.
Policy should not specify that affordable housing sites should be identified “within village
cores”, as too restrictive in terms unlocking potential available other sites, considering the
existing sprawling nature of Bedmond. Policy should reflect potential of other appropriate
sites adjacent to Bedmond’s core, and act to create a more logical format to the
settlement. Failure to pursue flexible but robust policy in respect of potential housing
sites, could significantly affect delivery of affordable housing, already identified as in great
need. The policy should be revised as follows; ‘Permitting small-scale affordable housing
within and on the edge of the villages core areas of Sarratt and Bedmond on the basis of
need through the release and allocation of Rural Exception Sites. Allocations will be
made through the Sites Allocation Development Plan Document’
Affordable housing should be spread across developments, not concentrated in one area
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00280

NSO/0039

NSO/0039

NSO/0039

CU/0105
CU/0061

SCO/0003
(EEDA)

Level of affordable housing needs to reflect current balance between housing need and
viability. No evidence to support the higher proportion of affordable housing than required
by regional plan.
Do not support. Appears that aspirational target of 45% has been set on the basis that it
will enable the authority to exceed delivery of the East of England Plan target of 35% on
the basis of acute affordability issues identified in the SHMA and on a reasoned approach
to development viability in the DES.
Greater emphasis should be placed on the need to take into account site specific
circumstances and financial viability, particularly due to current market conditions which
have seriously undermined housing delivery.
Setting a specific tenure split does not allow proposals to take into account local housing
need, site specific circumstances and development viability. Again, as advocated in
paragraph 6.22 of the DES there should be scope to change the tenure split to assist
viability. Furthermore, for small and medium sized proposals, the requirements will not
help to contribute a healthy mix of dwelling types and tenure, e.g. a development of 10
units would require either 4 or 5 affordable units of which 3 would be social rented, which
would lead to an unbalanced development. Therefore a minimum threshold should be
provided.
Policy should make clear the intention to impose the affordable requirements on all
residential developments. May be more appropriate to develop a SPD to guide level of
affordable housing provision and the tenure split, which would provide flexibility in the
Core Strategy as required by PPS12.
Not clear what is meant by “village core areas” in policy. Approach to delivery of Rural
Exceptions sites should be sufficiently flexible to enable sites to come forward on the
basis of a sequential approach to development.
Despite government targets, target far too high for the stability of our local communities.
Should be no loopholes to requiring a family or employment connection in perpetuity for
occupiers of any affordable housing allowed. Improving viability of community facilities
requires more than a narrow Development Control approach; TRDC could also promote
this through an enabling role and subsidies.
Plan should seek to increase provision of affordable housing within broader plan to help
sustain scale and vitality of villages and market towns

CORE POLICY: GYPSY AND TRAVELLER PROVISION
Summary of Responses
Support for approach, and comments that there is no need/ demand for sites in the area.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00649
SCO/0018
(Abbots
Langley PC);
NSI/0060;
SCO/0019
(Chorleywood
PC)
SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

SCO/0014
(Watford
Borough
Council)

Comment
Support policy approach to Avoid causing an adverse impact on areas of recognised
wildlife and landscape importance, and on the openness of the Green Belt .
Support rejection of Scott Wilson sites, allocation of sites should be based on need, and
AL/ TRDC is not an area where migratory workers/ travellers normally employed.

No mention of pollution prevention on these sites. There should be adequate waste
water disposal provisions provided on sites to minimise pollution to groundwater and
surface waters. Waste collection facilities should also be provided and if possible
recycling facilities to ensure that activities are kept as sustainable as possible.
Recommended change: pollution prevention measures need to be considered for these
sites.
Recognise that the timing of the publication of the Panel Report on the EEP Single-Issue
Review may not have allowed for recommendations to be assimilated into the draft Core
Strategy, and proposed changes to have yet to be published, and also that there is still a
way to go before the EEP policy on gypsy and traveller accommodation is finalised.
If EEP policy be adopted in the form recommended by the Examination Panel: section
refer to the Panel recommendation that promotes joint working between Watford and
neighbouring authorities to meet the provision allocated to Watford. Para 7.69
superseded by Panel recommendation on identification of a 10-pitch transit site serving
south and west Hertfordshire, which would need to be in the vicinity of junctions between
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SCO/0014
(Watford BC);
CU/0272
CU/0272

north/south and east/west transport corridors. Core Strategy should recognise that this
may be in Three Rivers, and should further refer to the need for joint working to identify
appropriate sites.
Support para 7.63-it seems non-sensical to provide spaces that are not required.

Are CP5 figures based on the govt examination or haven't these come through yet? It
isn't clear why a 3% pa increase figure has been chosen.

CORE POLICY: EMPLOYMENT AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Do you agree with the proposals for providing jobs?
Number
387
73
460

Yes
No

Percentage
84.1%
15.9%
100%

Do you agree with the proposals for providing
jobs?
100%

387

80%
60%
40%

73

20%
0%
Yes

No

Summary of Responses
Overall support, acknowledging the need to provide local jobs for people to increase
sustainability but concern that there are already empty offices available within the District,
and that current economic conditions make it unlikely that new jobs will be created. Also
highlighted that housing proposals will lead to loss of employment sites, inconsistent with
the proposals for employment. Large sites should be mixed use developments and
proposals should not mean more development of green belt/ greenfield sites.
A particular need for local jobs in South Oxhey/ Carpenders Park area identified, and
concern that insufficient infrastructure to support further employment development in Maple
Cross.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00661

00661

NSO/0015

NSO/0015

Comment
No provision for farm diversification, as recognised by PPS7. LDDs should set criteria
to be applied to planning applications for farm diversification projects, and should be
supportive of well-conceived farm diversification schemes for business purposes that
contribute to sustainable development objectives and help to sustain the agricultural
enterprise, and are consistent in their scale with their rural location.
Lack of specific policy will severely hamper the development of enterprising farm
diversification projects in the District.
No provision for the re-use of buildings in the countryside as supported by PPS7.
Planning authorities should set criteria for permitting the conversion and re-use of
buildings in the countryside for economic, residential and any other purposes, including
mixed uses. Lack of specific policy will severely hamper development for the re-use of
existing buildings in the countryside and the District.
To promote sustainable development, agree with continuing to focus employment use
within key employment areas within the District. However, in recognition of the
oversupply of office space, the release of land at Leavesden and the release of some
land at Kings Langley is supported. This will help to meet predicted development
demand over the plan period in a sustainable way.
Critical that additional employment land is identified for the overall plan for the District
to be robust to deal with release of some land and predicted future demand. Support
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SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)
SCO/0003
(EEDA)
SCO/0003
(EEDA)

SCO/0003
(EEDA)

expansion of business activity at Maple Cross on the land at Maple Lodge. Expansion
would provide additional floorspace with close links to the M25, and help provide
opportunities to address deprivation in the Maple Cross area. Review of Green Belt
boundary should be undertaken to ensure adequate provision for the additional
employment land is deliverable and so provide the small and medium sized units
required in the Employment Land Study.
Could be significant opportunities to improve watercourse environment and river
corridor. Would look to have a minimum 8m buffer zone to main rivers and 5m buffer
zone to any lakes
Plan should seek to provide employment space that allows rural businesses to start up
and grow
Should support measures to raise employment rates and the profile of high value
employment across the arc by overcoming barriers to employability and raising basic
and higher level skills; and support the sub regional roles of KCDCs by recognising the
reality of sub regional economies and the need to support the roles that they play within
the region/ subregion.
Concern over loss of employment land to alternatives. Employment land should only be
developed for alternatives where there is sound evidence that land is genuinely surplus
to requirements through a current and up to date Employment Land Study,
notwithstanding the current market conditions, or where the site is unattractive to the
market and is being replaced with alternative sites that are likely to come forward within
the plan period. Important to retain employment land within the district where demand
can be demonstrated in order to overcome the problem of high out commuting.
Guidance manual on Employment Land Reviews available.

CORE POLICY: TOWN CENTRES AND SHOPPING
Do you agree with the proposals for dealing with growth in shopping?
Number
Yes
321
No
154
475

Percentage
67.6%
32.4%
100%

Do you agree w ith the proposals for dealing w ith
grow th in shopping?
100%
80%

321

60%
154

40%
20%
0%
Yes

No

Summary of Responses
Overall support for approach, though comments that there is no need for any new shopping
facilities, demonstrated by empty premises currently which should be filled first. If shops are
to be created, these should be for local businesses, not national chains, and should provide
a mix of shop types, not just hairdressers/ estate agents etc.
Sufficient free parking important to ensure viability of local shops, and Maple Cross should
be considered for shopping facilities
Detailed Comments
Reference
00659

Comment
Statement ‘Proposals for any major convenience (food) floorspace…will generally be
resisted’ is not appropriate and fails to comply with PPS1 (overly prescriptive) and PPS6.
Furthermore, findings of Retail Study are sufficiently objective and there is in fact a
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NSO/0036
SCO/0026
(English
Heritage)
SCO/0019
(Chorleywood
PC)
SCO/0014
(Watford BC)

SCO/0014
(Watford BC)
SCO/0014
(Watford BC)

greater requirement for retail floorspace within the plan period. We consider there is
capacity within Croxley to be served by a store with floorspace above the criteria set by
this policy.
By not looking at potential housing supply in Chorleywood, policy in Chorleywood cannot
be supported by new population therefore unviable and unsound.
The third sub-point of bullet 1 could refer to scale in the visual sense to ensure that the
character of the area’s townscape is respected.
Support para 7.101, but should not be to detriment of local services.

Para 7.96 should refer to Watford’s role as a regional town centre, important as Three
Rivers does not contain a defined regional town centre or a defined major town centre
under EEP policy E5, and is therefore reliant on other centres for higher order retail and
services.
Do not seek to diminish the role of TRDC’s retail and service centres, or oppose levels of
growth appropriate to the scale and importance of those centres. Acknowledge the
important roles many of the centres play in meeting the needs of Watford residents.
However, seek to protect Watford Borough’s role in providing regional-level and higherorder retail, leisure and other services, and in doing so would wish to help protect TRDC
from, for example, large and potentially disruptive, out-of-centre retail or leisure
development that might be better accommodated within the regional town centre.
Figure 11 should make explicit that each of the types of centre shown are equivalent to
the types of centre defined in PPS6 Annex A.
Suggest reference is made in policy to major new retail development and higher order
provision (as defined in EEP policy E5) not being appropriate in Three Rivers whether in
town centres or out-of-town.

CORE POLICY: TRANSPORT
Summary of Responses
General support for approach, particularly for improvements to cycle facilities. Need for
better public transport facilities, and concern about the state of existing roads.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00661

00661

00659;
00660
NSO/0054

SCO/0018
(Abbots

Comment
Statement ‘Development will need to be designed and located to minimise the impacts of
travel by motor vehicle on the District’ overly restrictive and fails to comply with PPS7
and PPG13 and will have a detrimental impact on the wider rural economy. Do not object
to the principle of the need to reduce travel by car, but flexible approach required to
recognise that many areas in the District do not benefit from an extensive public
transport network, and in these areas, the car is the only means of transport. PPS7 and
PPG13 make it clear that adequate housing and economic development should occur
within rural areas, and PPG13 advises against the use of urban accessibility criteria
when considering developments in relation to farm diversification. Overly restrictive
approach to accessibility criteria makes it unlikely that developments will be successful in
a rural area with ‘knock on’ environmental, community and social issues. Preferred policy
approach in respect of use of roads in the countryside would preclude further
development from countryside, unreasonable and contrary to national and local policies
on economic regeneration and diversification of the rural economy. Therefore encourage
a more flexible approach to the need to travel depending on circumstances and other
considerations.
Farm diversification is an essential part of a modern agriculture and an unduly restrictive
regime will undermine many businesses, leading to a detrimental impact on other
Council objectives. Furthermore, the planning gain which can be achieved by finding
alternative uses for such sites is considerable and needs to be a policy consideration.
Development proposals to contribute to the delivery of specific transport improvement
measures and schemes should be considered on a case by case basis.
The role of the canal and towpath is important. The Grand Union Canal towpath leaflet
promotes further use of sustainable transport in the District. Better signage and the
development of further links to and from the towpath would help further opportunities. In
addition, the canal’s potential role for freight could be mentioned in the report.
Concern that Integrated Demand Management at M25 junctions 21 or 19 could have a
detrimental effect on local routes, and therefore expect full engagement over those
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Langley PC);;
NSI/0060
SCO/0018
(Abbots
Langley PC);;
NSI/0060

CU/0061
CU/0061

SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)
SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)
SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)
SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)
SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)
SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)
SCO/0026
(English
Heritage)
SCO/0019
(Chorleywood
PC)
SCO/0014
(Watford BC)
SCO/0014
(Watford BC)
SCO/0003
(EEDA)
SCO/0003
(EEDA)

issues with the Highways Agency and the County Council before decisions are taken.
Welcome proposals, but would also like to see the following: retention and support of 318
route; improved bus services between the existing and proposed estates, including
hopper type services and the between village centres and stations (Watford Junction &
Kings Langley) including buses running to the station at commuter travel times; improved
facilities for safe parking of cycles in the village centre, local parks, outlying shopping
centres and the station, including lockable cycle boxes; improved station parking but
needs to be affordable to encourage people to use trains rather than cars; create a zone
bounded by C76 & C77, Hyde Lane and South Way –inclusive; (M25 excepted) in which
larger HGVs are banned to discourage through HGV traffic, though accepted HGV
access would be required during working days; consideration should to the introduction
of 20mph limits to assist in safety and traffic flows.
Welcome emphasis on the importance of accessibility, but needs to have teeth to avoid
developers simply producing token Green Transport Plans.
No mention of 20 mph zones; should be required at least in all residential areas as of
critical importance in encouraging cycling and walking. Omission is not justified by speed
limits being a County Council function, as document includes other objectives concerning
County Council functions.
Emphasis on sustainable transport positive, and linking accessibility and transport
integration between settlements vital.
Support approach to reducing impacts of car usage when designing new developments.
Advocate emphasis on transport assessments and travel plans while making appropriate
provision for sustainable transport means.
Transport should be integrated into wider network. Advocate position on transport issues,
but interaction between sustainable developments and wider network can only be
achieved if policies given same priority.
Need to undertake further Transport Assessments for development locations where
significant constraints exist to identify need or otherwise for key items of infrastructure to
link with policy on Integrated Transport.
Strategy should set clear framework for demand management to ensure developers
come forwards with measures to minimise traffic generation from development.
Consider more sustainable modes of transport for freight carrier, vital to reduce HGVs on
road network.
Appropriate to give some priority to improvements to the pedestrian environment in
general, not just in new developments. Should be addressed by increasing accessibility
where severance has occurred and by enhancement of the public realm.
Support majority of improvements, but Dog Kennel Lane not wide enough for a bus
service. Need to improve all parking at Station car park in Chorleywood.
Helpful in para 7.118 to indicate the projects that are not wholly or partly within Three
Rivers (i.e. the Health Campus and Watford Junction), while noting as necessary the
beneficial impacts they may have on Three Rivers.
Pleased to note the explicit support for Watford Junction improvements and Croxley Rail
Link and implicit support for improved links with Watford town centre. In expressing this
support, we would welcome similar explicit support for the Health Campus link road.
Plan should improve connectivity and transport services between rural areas and
regional cities to increase connections to the knowledge base centres of excellence,
hubs and markets
Should support improvements in sustainable transport connections between key centres
across the arc and between key centres and the international airports; retain and
enhance the quality and frequency of train services to London, maximise the economic
benefits to the region from planned investment in cross rail and Thames link.

CORE POLICY: INFRASTRUCTURE AND PLANNING OBLIGATIONS
Do you agree with the proposals for providing infrastructure and services to support development and
growth?
Number
Percentage
Yes
403
88.8%
No
51
11.2%
454
100%

121

Do you agree w ith the proposals for providing
infrastructure and services to support
developm ent and grow th?
100%
80%

403

60%
40%
51

20%
0%
Yes

No

Summary of Responses
Support for providing infrastructure proportionate to any growth, but this must be in place
before development begins. All development should contribute to infrastructure provision,
but this should be related to development viability. Concern that existing infrastructure
cannot cope with current population, with particular concern about school places and the
need for a new school(s) in the District.
Infrastructure should include facilities for children/ young people, and water and sewerage
infrastructure, but questions over whether a new police HQ is actually required, and at the
loss of infrastructure as a result of housing site proposals.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00680
00666
00649

00620
00620
00536
00536
00272

CU/0272;
00331
NSO/0087

NSO/0068

Comment
Not wise to build houses in the Abbots Langley area without additional schools/GPs etc?
Also the roads are very busy and additional housing will only worsen this situation.
Support inclusion of HCC Planning Obligations Guidance – Toolkit for Hertfordshire.
Rural functionality is mentioned within the SA Framework under Biodiversity, where one
of the criteria is ‘to support farming and countryside practices that enhance biodiversity
and landscape quality by economically and socially valuable activities…’ This is a
challenge that all local authorities need to understand and support, whether or not there
is a clear mechanism for delivery. It underpins most if not all of the policies relating to
biodiversity and landscape; site / visual amenity protection is one aspect; delivering and
sustaining it as part of a functional environment is quite another.
The new station at bottom of Mayfare Estate a concern; will help access into Watford, but
will it mean CPO of any of Mayfare Estate?
Do not support schemes to make road between Croxley Green, Sarratt and Chipperfield
easier. Traffic increased and poor road condition.
Schools in Abbots Langley area already oversubscribed, increase in housing must be
met with an increase in school places.
In present economic climate, unlikely developers will be interested in providing housing,
let alone contributing to improving local infrastructure.
Need to moderate expectations re Planning Obligations. Profitability of development
much reduced in the current economic climate and previous expectations of what
development can support in terms of new infrastructure etc need to be modified.
Concerned that secondary school provision will be inadequate to support much new
development without the building of (or conversion of existing building for) new schools.
Reference to the provision of indoor and outdoor sports as part of the County-wide
infrastructure and investment welcome, as is to take account of both this strategy and the
District priorities for infrastructure provision. The Active Hertfordshire Sports Facility
Strategy (2008), prepared by the Hertfordshire Sports Partnership, should be used to
help inform investment strategy as it has identified existing and future strategic sports
facility needs, broken down into district and sport specific needs. Strategy can be viewed
at the Hertfordshire Sports Partnership’s website. Tools and guidance documents
available to assist local authorities secure sports facility provision through new
development
at
www.sportengland.org/index/get_resources/
resource_ps/kitbag_front_page.htm.
Housing options centred on Abbots Langley would place pressure on existing
Neighbourhood Police facility. Development would generate a need for an additional 3-4
constables and 2 PCSOs. Current community police facility is inadequate to
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NSO/0068

NSO/0054

NSO/0039

NSO/0015

NSO/0015

NSI/0131

SCO/0023
(Environment

accommodate additional staff, therefore development would require additional or new
accommodation to house AL Neighbourhood team. Failure to do so would undermine
creation of sustainable communities, crime reduction and Community Plan priority of
creating safer towns.
Need for a new Area Command HQ with custody facilities to serve Western area (would
not have ‘walk-in’ public access). Leavesden Employment area meets the requirements
for a new facility, and request this is taken into account before deciding on future of area.
British Waterways research shows uplift in value of 20% for development facing the
canal. Therefore developers to contribute to enhancement of the canal by paying for
adverse effects caused by such development on towpath and other assets in line with
circular 05/2005. BW’s existing contributions to e.g. communities, ecology and
conservation of listed buildings, cut across many areas of interest. Therefore important
that advantages that BW confer are covered specifically in any tariff system. With that
caveat, support policy.
Insufficient clarity on the approach to planning obligations. The Planning Obligations
Guidance – Toolkit for Hertfordshire (2008) does not provide guidance on all elements to
be covered, and while some additional SPDs, an overarching SPD should be prepared to
provide clear guidance, referring to other documents as appropriate.
If CIL approach is to proceed, Council will need to prepare evidence of the physical,
social and green infrastructure to enable the delivery of planned development (PPS12,
para 4.8). Not yet known what the HIIS document comprises. If CiL is to be introduced,
infrastructure plan would need to form part of the Development Plan so that the
infrastructure requirements can be clearly defined and appropriate funding from both
private and public funding sources identified accordingly.
Key sustainability objective should be for new development to be co-ordinated with
infrastructure it demands and to take into account capacity of existing infrastructure (para
4.8 and 4.10 of PPS12, RSS policy WAT2). Support policy approach, but understand that
developers cannot be requisitioned to provide infrastructure upgrades under s106, while
essential that infrastructure is in place prior to occupation. Essential that developers
demonstrate adequate capacity exists on and off the site to serve development and that
it would not lead to problems for existing users. This may make it necessary for some
developers to carry out studies to ascertain whether development would lead to
overloading of existing water and sewerage infrastructure. Where a capacity problem
and no improvements are programmed by the statutory undertaker, the developer needs
to contact the undertaker to agree what improvements are required and how they will be
funded prior to any occupation of the development. Infrastructure delivery may take 18
months – 3 years for local upgrades and 3 – 5 years for more strategic solution and in
some instances this infrastructure may have to be funded by developers. Crucial that the
Core Strategy refers to the provision of adequate water and sewerage infrastructure to
service development and avoid adverse impacts, therefore recommend inclusion of a
specific policy in respect of water and sewerage infrastructure. [Suggested text
provided].
Given differences in timescales between Core Strategy and investment programmes,
further policy should be included to support development of water and waste water
facilities to support growth. [Suggested text provided].
Currently no standard receipts for health across Hertfordshire. New developments have
financial impact on the PCTs in providing health services for new residents. PCTs
receive funding for the resident population, based on a national formula, but can be a
time-lag between changes in population and changes in the funding received of at least
three years.
Where directly related to the needs created by a new development, and existing facilities
cannot cope with potential increase in population, legitimate to seek funding for health
care facilities via the planning obligations process. Should be a contribution to revenue
funding until mainstream funding catches up. Even when facilities are created /
developed within a new housing development, they cannot be staffed or run as these
needs cannot be met through existing NHS budgets.
May be suitable local facilities in building terms to meet small expansions and
developments, but revenue to increase service provision needs to be taken into account.
Important for small schemes, which on their own do not make a large impact, but
cumulatively can have a significant impact on the local health resources. Therefore
support the principle of pooled contributions for smaller developments.
PCTs should receive an agreed contribution from Section 106 / planning obligations,
which should result in funding to support capital developments, and support the running
costs of services provided until central funding catches up with population growth.
Propose inclusion of health tariff in the countywide policy
Strategy should address the issue of providing adequate sewerage infrastructure and
particularly the importance of ensuring there is adequate capacity in the local sewerage
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infrastructure to allow development to occur. This is a very important factor as to whether
or not an area could be developed and should be one of the very first avenues explored
before a site is put forward for development. Need to see that a proper assessment has
been carried out to ensure that the local sewerage infrastructure can cope with the
development of potentially over 4000 new homes. Early discussions should be taking
place with Thames Water and EA to ensure that Maple Lodge STW and the local sewer
network can cope with this amount of development.
Preferred policy approach too vague.
To support the growth across the district we need: more schools; both JMI and
secondary and college places; more health services; GPs; clinics; social and care
services; community facilities and activities especially for young people and older people;
water resources; maternity provision and improved services for the youngest and most
vulnerable members of our community. Provision for home births and small local birthing
centres.
Infrastructure should be part of planning process: no new development unless available
infrastructure. Currently not enough emphasis on schools, health, drainage and water
supply.
Currently insufficient school places, additional homes, particularly family, will make
situation worse. Not satisfactorily addressed.
What provisions for water supply to new developments? Water pressure problems in
Abbots Langley.
Need proper purpose built modern schools, not just extensions.

Expansion of primary schools likely during plan period. New residential development
need to expand local schools where site capacity, or new schools where limited/ no
scope for expansion.
Page 75 to be updated. Pressure in most settlements at primary (exceptions in Maple
Cross and South Oxhey) and secondary level.

CORE POLICY: MONITORING AND DELIVERY FRAMEWORK
Summary of Responses
Support for approach, but general concern that the current economic downturn may affect
plans and prevent implementation.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00649
NSO/0039

Comment
Suggest that reference should be made to HBRC as principal source of ecological
information for monitoring.
Monitoring of delivery should be undertaken on an annual basis to ensure that if housing
delivery falls short of the targets, appropriate measures can be put in place through a review
of the SHLAA or the Development Plan. This should clearly articulate those steps that could
be taken in the event that delivery falls short of planned supply.

DEVELOPMENT POLICIES: GREEN BELT
Summary of Responses
Objection to any development taking place on green belt. Approach to development and
green belt boundaries to be clarified. Suggestions made of locations for green belt
boundary revision and designation of Major Developed Sites in the Green Belt.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00637

00637

Comment
Support proposals to revise green belt boundaries, though most appropriate locations may
not be directly adjacent to main urban areas, as at Tolpits Lane. Therefore amend second
bullet point to ‘Make minor revisions where appropriate to the Green Belt boundary
around the main urban area (and in other suitable locations) to accommodate development
needs….’
Strategy unclear, but assumed allocation of South Tolpits Lane would require removal of
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00425

00425

00392

00327;
00321

00272

NSO/0077

NSO/0039
NSO/0039

NSO/0021
NSO/0015

SCO/0018
(Abbots
Langley

site from green belt. This is considered most appropriate way forwards, even if entire site
not eventually developed. In accordance with PPG2 would allow clear and defensible
boundary along River Colne.
Though Core Strategy indicates small scale local reviews of green belt may be necessary,
no details of this, no commitment to do so or a framework for review or criteria to identify
where a review may be necessary. As 77% green belt, necessary to identify a framework
and criteria for review in Core Strategy. Existing Green Belt boundary should be subject to
some form of review in accordance with national, regional and local planning policy.
Suggest an approach whereby the most relevant part of the Green Belt to be reviewed is
identified. Approach does not entail a strategic review of Green Belt at a regional level, but
rather a review of ‘consequential’ Green Belt sites at a local level. Could be achieved
through a Housing Exception Site policy at a later stage, to include some of the locations set
out in Appendix 5. [Details of proposed system to review boundaries]. Not necessary to
change the policy, but consideration to be given to the requirement for small-scale review.
Although Green Belt sites allocated within the SHLAA, and Appendix 5; no reference to any
study detailing the way in which sites have been identified, nor a proposal to do this.
Therefore propose that a second bullet point is added as follows; ‘To undertake a Green
Belt Study in order to specifically identify sites that could be considered to be removed from
the Green Belt’
Welcome support for the Green Belt and focus on directing development to brown field
land. However, there are additional sites within the Green Belt which should be designated
as Major Developed Sites so do not support decision to only designate two MDSs.
The Grove and Langleybury House/ School both have significant areas of built footprint and
hard standing, and both meet the criteria for Major Developed Sites as set out in PPG2.
Both have a very direct relationship and provide an opportunity to reduce their impact on the
openness of the Green Belt either through infilling or redevelopment. Langleybury School
currently has a significant impact on the openness of the Green Belt which could be
substantially reduced if the existing school buildings were redeveloped and the floor area
relocated either within the existing School site or within the site of the Grove. Opportunity
should be acknowledged by designating both sites as MDSs.
Royal Masonic School/ Merchant Taylors School should be designated as a major
developed sites as significant quantum of existing buildings already, development can be
accommodated without injuring openness of green belt, and likely to be significant
educational benefits of modest additional development. Schools predate planning system.
Sites are of a type referred to in PPG2 guidance, and characteristics befitting of MDS
status. Core Strategy does not make it clear on what basis site is ‘not suitable for
designation in accordance with national policy’. Not designating sites would make Core
Strategy unsound under PPS12 tests as would not be consistent with national policy, and
would not be justified since not the most appropriate strategy when compared with
alternatives of designation. [Suggested policy for MDSs- limited infilling].
Support policy in seeking to release land from green belt to meet future accommodation
needs. But object to non-identification of land at Mansion House Farm for future
development and propose removal from the Green Belt.
Aim of protecting the Green Belt would be strengthened by a more robust emphasis on
protection of the Green Belt buffers and wedges separating communities; particularly critical
when considering possible effects of expansion of Watford and Hemel Hempstead.
Support approach to managed release of some sites from the Green Belt to ensure delivery
of housing supply.
Policy refers to a Proposals Map to be available at Submission stage, but unclear whether
this will identify simple policy constraints or whether larger and smaller sites will be marked
on the Proposals Map. Given the sites are specifically identified through the Core Strategy,
Policy matters and site allocations should be marked.
Policy should have regard to positive contribution that renewable energy can play in
reducing CO2 emissions and mitigating against effects of climate change.
Propose revision of the Green Belt boundary at Maple Cross. Land well screened by
existing buildings, and raised banks of the neighbouring the landfill site with the existing
sewage treatment works would minimise potential visual impacts from the east. Inclusion of
remaining sludge beds as part of the extended employment area would help ensure PDL is
brought into beneficial use without compromising openness of surrounding Green Belt.
Expanded Maple Cross Employment Area would not compromise PPG2 green belt
characteristics. Depot area to the northeast of the Maple Cross Employment Area could
also be removed from the Green Belt as site is already developed and does not perform any
of green belt functions. Similarly this area follows a well established tree line which would
clearly define the extent of the employment area and functioning as Green Belt.
Preferred approach should be to “Only allow development on virgin Green Belt as a last
resort”. Strongly support retention of the Green Belt where it provides a strategic role to
prevent urban sprawl and maintain openness, in particular: between Abbots Langley and
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Watford; between Abbots Langley and Hemel Hempstead; between Abbots Langley and
Bedmond. Abbots Langley must remain a separately identified community, not part of
“Greater Watford” or “Greater Hemel Hempstead”. Some members were passionate that the
Green Belt be retained and protected for health reasons.
Adjust green belt boundary to exclude development sites at Hall Farm, Chorleywood.
Reservations about development in the Green Belt, but welcome the general presumption
against inappropriate development there.
Development should be located in the most sustainable locations which may be within the
green belt in certain situations.
Environmental quality of green belt should be considered and the potential for achieving an
improved quality of life. Improving environmental quality was not original PPG2 purpose of
the green belt and green belts not established as landscape or ecological designations, or
primarily as land for public amenity, but undeveloped nature and proximity to major urban
populations means that areas present a significant potential resource for provision of public
benefits. Benefits may relate to public enjoyment of the countryside and green spaces,
sports and outdoor recreation, biodiversity, distinctive landscapes providing attractive
settings for urban settlements, and resource for sustainable food production and positive
environmental management. Therefore recommend policy includes additional point to
encourage positive use of the green belt and increase environmental quality.
Support minor revisions to green belt boundaries around main urban areas and secondary
settlements.

Support proposals to revise green belt boundaries around main urban areas. Should be
amended to remove Little Furze, Land adjoining St Josephs RC School and Land at
Waterdell from green belt.
Do not support the ‘major development site in the green belt status’ for Maple Lodge
sewage treatment works. Development of site will conflict with the key aims of Colne Valley
Park.

DEVELOPMENT POLICIES: DESIGN OF DEVELOPMENT
Summary of Responses
General support for approach,
Detailed Comments
Reference
00660
00653
00513
00598
00467
CU/0076
CU/0035
CU/0028
NSO/0087

NSO/0078
NSO/0054
SCO/0018
(ALPC);
NSI/0060
SCO/0057
(Natural
England)
SCO/0057
(Natural

Comment
Should be an aspect of flexibility on piecemeal development, given the nature of specific
sites and availability of land on a case by case basis.
By the time design concepts become a reality, many disappointments along the way
resulting in dreary, uninspiring buildings made from cheap and nasty recycled materials.
Judging architectural standards is a dangerous area
Height restriction scan lead to lower, more spread out building forms which are less
energy efficient
All developments to be landscaped
Buildings should fit with surroundings
Normal specification and design to keep costs down
Air pollution caused by traffic backing up exits from developments so should be planned
carefully to avoid this
Promote role of good design in encouraging physical activity and suggest DC7 checked
against Sport England ‘Active Design’ guidance to improve accessibility, enhance
amenity and increase awareness. Reference to online guidance in Design SPD.
Support principle, but first bullet point should be changed to read ‘conserve or enhance’
to comply with PPS7 and CroW Act.
Supported as a tool to ensure high quality development alongside or close to the canal.
Parish wishes to retain the diversity of design styles and semi rural aspect of Abbots
Langley. Would like to see estates developed with a range of house building styles rather
than a high proportion of standard designs.
Would like to ensure that development is good enough to approve, accessible to all,
locally distinctive and makes a positive contribution to the character of the area, utilising
the opportunities presented by the location.
Would like to see Village Design Statements included in policy wording or supporting
text.
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PPS1 advises that planning policies should promote high quality design and that design
which fails to take opportunities for improving character should not be permitted (para
13). Should be based on understanding of the local area, its evolution and special
qualities. Historic environment is at the heart of sense of place and distinctiveness.
Suggest that the importance of characterising historic attributes of sites and their context,
and ensuring that this underlying character is reflected in new development, should be
incorporated.
Water efficiency measures supported, but should have been addressed before now.

DEVELOPMENT POLICIES: CARBON EMISSIONS AND RENEWABLE ENERGY
Summary of Responses
General support for responding to climate change, but approach should consider the
viability of development, and requirements should not prevent sites coming forwards
because of excessive requirements.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00661;
00660;
00659

NSO/0078

NSO/0039

NSO/0039

NSO/0039;
NSO/0025

NSO/0021

NSO/0021

SCO/0018
(ALPC);
NSI/0060
SCO/0023
(Environment

Comment
Acknowledge increased importance of climate change considerations within future
developments, but should not stifle regeneration and development. Such rigid requirements
may make some schemes unviable and therefore important housing and commercial sites
may not come forwards. Where difficult sites are being redeveloped and the costs are
significant, other issues may be more important, e.g. contamination clean ups and
affordable housing. Viability of delivering schemes must be a priority, and should be
assessed on a site-by-site basis and should not be applied to all residential and
commercial development.
Suggest greater emphasis on sustainable construction (local and traditional building
materials and less use of environmentally damaging materials like concrete and hard sand
and cement mortar for example) as a method of reducing CO2 emissions and the embodied
energy of new development, as well as ensuring that the energy efficiency of the existing
stock is also addressed.
Advocate an approach which embraces sustainability through reducing emissions and onsite renewable energy generation, but concerned at requiring applicants to follow approach
advocated by one particular method of appraisal, as number of recognised methodologies
for assessing emissions, including London Renewables Toolkit. Policy should support use
of any recognised approach to delivering sustainable development.
Concern that realistic prospect that requirements of Building Regulations and of the Code
for Sustainable Homes will be subject to constant review and danger that policy
requirements will rapidly become outdated and non compliant with national policy. PPS12
requires Core Strategies to be flexible where possible. On this basis, support an approach
to adopt an SPD which can be regularly reviewed to reflect emerging guidance.
Policy should make allowance for consideration of site specific constraints which may
impact on development viability. Policy requirements should be sufficiently flexible to
ensure continuous delivery and allow for circumstances where not viable or suitable to
incorporate renewable energy equipment. Absence of flexibility conflicts with PPS22 and
companion (para 8). Therefore amend policy to include text to confirm that percentage
requirement will be subject to tests of viability and suitability.
While building regulations will be strengthened, recommend include discrete policy on
sustainable design and construction methods, and introduction of minimum efficiency
standards for extensions, change of use conversions and refurbishments/ listed building
restorations. Further guidance from Renewable Energy Toolkit for planners, developers
and consultants by London Energy Partnership.
Should have an evidence-based understanding of local feasibility and potential for
renewable and low carbon technologies, including microgeneration, to set target
percentage of renewable energy. Avoid prescription on technologies. Set out type and size
of development to which target applies, ensure clear rationale for target and proper testing.
Welcome proposals; and wish to discuss developing a joint Greening agenda for Parish.

Would like policy to include Ground Source Heat pumps as an option and also like to see
discussion on Combined Heat and Power plants and district heating schemes. If a district
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heating scheme could be implemented on a large development, industrial or housing
scheme, could help towards delivery of strategic objective 3.
More emphasis on highway maintenance and gully emptying

Support the intention. National policy for all homes to be zero carbon by 2016 and there is
a programme of national action to achieve this, including a ramping up of building
regulations. May therefore wish to consider what elements of this policy replicate such
regimes and whether there are any special circumstances in Three Rivers that require full
adherence to Code 6 of the Code for Sustainable Homes by 2016. It is not clear as to why
there is a preference for renewable energy technology to be on site, as PPS1 does not set
out such a preference, referring to onsite renewable and/or decentralised supply. In
practice, whether energy is derived on or off site will achieve the same objective and its
source will depend on local circumstances, and in particular on any economies of scale –
larger developments may be able to take advantage of off site supplies to reduce costs.

ANNEX 3: HOUSING SITES SELECTION CRITERIA
Summary of Responses
Support for criteria based approach, but some amendments suggested to criteria/
weightings.
Detailed Comments
Reference
00649

00649
00425

CU/0272
CU/0061
SCO/0018
(ALPC);
NSI/0060
SCO/0018
(ALPC);
NSI/0060
SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)
SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)
SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)
SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

Comment
Acknowledge approach to weighting different levels of biodiversity importance but suggest
that not all LNRs would be of Regional importance and should not be described as such.
Some will be of National importance if also an SSSI e.g. Croxley Common Moor, but other
sites may only have a more local value e.g. Prestwick Road Meadows already significantly
damaged by recent development. However, as legally protected under a formal designation
and as such may need to have a greater weighting that Wildlife Sites – some of which may
be far more important ecologically.
RIGs are considered to be on a par with Wildlife Sites in terms of relative status.
Consequently we consider that they should be ‘Important’ rather than ‘Significant’.
Affordable housing provision should be a key consideration when allocating a site. Propose
that Rural Exception Sites should be included within the criteria, and should fall within the
“most important” band, alongside Green Belt.
Interested to hear whether any sensitivity analysis carried out in the multi criteria method of
ranking developments to cater for uncertainties in estimates of values assigned.
Support heavy weighting given to environmental factors.
Criteria have given an undue weighting to sites close to current urban locations, placing a
disproportionate burden on Abbots Langley.
Seem that criteria basically determined by already having housing and therefore
infrastructure in the area, therefore new housing always gravitate towards existing housing,
putting greater pressure on already stretched areas and enabling other areas to avoid
having any new housing. Oppose as unfair.
Reduction in demand and use of trunk road for local trips should be important criteria.

Development of PDL within high to medium risk flood zone must be in line with the
sequential test and PPS25 (pg 24 practice guide). Potential for increase in flood risk to
people and properties unless PPS25 carefully adhered to.
Support criteria to assess sites at the lowest risk of flooding first, however, concerned why
weighting for flood zones is lower than for PDL, particularly in light of our comment on PDL.
Would have serious concerns with waste activities in Groundwater SPZ1 and underground
storage tanks in shallow groundwater areas (major/ principal aquifers) especially in SPZ 1.

Summary of Responses
General support for identification of site for redevelopment, but concern that green wedge
should remain to separate Abbots Langley and Watford. Infrastructure would require
improvements to support any development.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Reference
00725

00724

00620
00619
00538
00536
00536

00421

00412

NSO/0077
NSO/0054;
NSO/0029;
SCO/0019
NSO/0054
NSO/0021

SCO/0018
(ALPC);
NSI/0060
SCO/0018

Comment
Paragraph 4.7 of PPS12 states that ‘where core strategies allocate strategic sites they
must include a submission proposals map’. Council has not prepared a proposals map,
therefore allocation of sites for housing is unsound since not consistent with national
policy.
No strong sense of ‘green infrastructure’; though individual elements such as landscape
and biodiversity addressed, do not recognise GI benefits such as contributions to
drainage and informal recreation.
Support plan generally.
Support Core Strategy.
Procedure check all in order.
Oppose unelected bodies such as EERA imposing requirements on Three Rivers.
Local shopping, transport, parking and schools in Abbots Langley under severe strain.
Would it be possible to operate a circular bus service from Abbots Langley to Kings
Langley station?
General aspirations in terms of sustainability, social concern and energy conservation are
most worthy. However, in order for development to come forward there needs to be a
realistic balance between the viability of a scheme and the competing demands of
various community gains for funding by that scheme. Therefore the Plan should
recognise the limited ability development sites may have in supporting very high
aspirations of planning gain and allow for balanced priorities to be made in such
circumstances.
•
Has a holistic approach to the function, role and key characteristics of place been
adopted?
Has urban design evidence base and analysis informed the identification of issues and
development of the options?
Does the Core Strategy reflect the Sustainable Community Strategy vision and
objectives?
Has there been involvement and buy in from LSP’s, internal and external stakeholders?
Is the plan realistic – has a delivery and implementation plan been set out?
Does the strategy understand, analyse and integrate transport, employment, residential,
environmental and other spatial themes? Are these issues communicated spatially and
effectively?
Does the document maximise the use of maps, diagrams, illustrations, photographs and
examples to illustrate key points and characteristics? Are available mapping, layering and
analysis technologies used?
•
Has design been considered across all aspects of place?
How is design dealt with in the Core Strategy and has it been communicated clearly?
Has a design ethos been embedded in the strategy?
What priority has been placed on design issues? Is there recognition of local design
qualities?
Is the strategy robust? Will it help deliver the aspirations for the area?
Are there hooks in the core strategy to other LDF documents (AAP’s or SPD’s) that deal
with strategic or detailed design issues?
•
How will the policy be implemented? Any quality monitoring or indicators required?
Does it establish standards or assessment criteria for design quality? Does this
extend to both urban design and building design standards? And how this will
measured?
Broadly welcome proposals, and in particular note clear and strong emphasis placed on
the protection of the Countryside and Green Belt.
Documents clear to read and the structure to be recommended as it has useful panels
showing “what you told us” and “what the sustainability appraisal told us”.
BW can contribute positively to improving people’s physical and mental health. This is a
major policy area. I am not sure where this sits in the core strategy.
PPS1 Supplement recommends identifying suitable areas for renewable and low carbon
energy sources and supporting infrastructure where this would help secure their
development. Recommend Core Strategy includes brief outline of different renewable
energy generation technologies and encourage and promote all forms.
Concerned that the additional 12,000 dwellings required in Dacorum likely to create an
urban extension of Hemel Hempstead which could place additional burden on
infrastructure of Abbots Langley parish.
Concerned that County Council did not object to the inclusion of any housing sites on
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(ALPC);
NSI/0060

CU/0299
CU/0187

SCO/0020
(CGPC)
SCO/0006
(Hertfordshire
CC)
SCO/0003
(EEDA)

SCO/0002
(EERA)
SCO/0002
(EERA)
SCO/0001
(GO East)

SCO/0001
(GO East)

Reference
CU/0028
NSI/0148;
00460;
CU/0257;
CU/0187;
00604;
NSI/0157;
CU/0199
00572
00361
NSI/0154

traffic or highways grounds, despite the likely additional congestion that could be created,
and no objections raised to changes that would be required to existing narrow rural lanes
to accommodate additional traffic; particularly applies in the case of the Woodside Road
site.
Support the framework overall with reservations.
Empty properties not counting towards housing target does not make sense, especially if
properties currently in poor condition. Renovating them and making them habitable adds
to housing stock just as effectively as building on vacant land.
No mention of CGPC as first tier in local government re working with TRDC on delivery of
policy options where concurrent with Council’s own objectives.
Useful for Core Strategy to incorporate policy 5.8: Integration with Development Plans
from HCC long term strategy to robustly defend decisions on planning applications.
Plan should seek to maintain the East of England as the UK’s leader in agriculture and
food sector, supported by leading research centres of excellence and knowledge
exchange in fields such as biofuels, non food crops and agricultural engineering; secure
broadband services; successful development, management and conservation of
environmental assets to deliver tourism, biodiversity and healthy living objectives.
Comprehensive well presented document and the issues respond very well to regional
policy. Is in general conformity with the East of England Plan.
Should include a policy to address agricultural land and soil issues to be in conformity
with RSS.
Draw your attention to the value of undertaking a self-assessment of the soundness of
DPD as you prepare and finalise submission version, and of making this available when
you formally submit these documents. This has been recommended by the Planning
Inspectorate as a good way for local authorities to undertake an audit of how submission
DPDs meet each of the soundness criteria against which they will be tested and so aid
consultees, the Inspector and the overall examination process
Document contains a clear format, showing how options were chosen and rejected, and
why. It also neatly shows how public consultation has been taken into account, and
includes information on how Sustainability Appraisal has informed the process. In taking
the Core Strategy forward, urge you to make sure that it is as concise and easy to
understand as possible.
Comment
Must be regularly checked that housing really needed, reducing immigration may mean it
is not necessary
Oppose East of England plans

Should take into account Watford’s plans for expansion
Oppose measures to accommodate artificial population growth
Country cannot support any more housing/ population

OTHER COMMENTS
Reference
00663;
NSI/0111
00464
00599;
00520
00526
00544
CU/0076
00544

00476
00476;
00578

Comment
Abbots Langley LAF not well controlled, or advertised and did not expect large turnout.
Manor House Playing Field in Abbots Langley needs refurbishment
Why did Orchard Avenue residents not receive questionnaire?
Should have been widely distributed and publicised.
Barrow cleaning is excellent
Excess packaging should be banned
More facilities should be available at Aquadrome. Picnic benches, permanent BBQs,
wooden climbing/ play frame should be available, perhaps between boating lake and
waterskiing lake
TRDC provide an excellent environment and facilities for the retired and young families
Criticism of William Penn refurbishment
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CU/0309
CU/00330
00460
00453
CU/0100
CU/0075
CU/0281
CU/0310
CU/0076
CU/0076
CU/0387
00647
00655;
00674;
00695;
00667;
00526
CU/0194
00701

Basic English would be more easily understood
Three Rivers is an excellent Council and feel privileged to live here
What happened to proposals for Leavesden Country Park
Why has South Oxhey become a dumping ground for unmarried mothers, drug addicts
and immigrants
Police in South Oxhey do a very nice job
Please maintain weekly rubbish collections
Difficult to find on website
Worried that M25 widening site will be used as motorway services or travellers site
Trees in Rickmansworth spoilt by over zealous chain sawing
School children should be taught to care for their surroundings
Whoever designed local refuse and recycling collections did a good job, please maintain
them as now
Would like to see a public toilet in Abbots Langley
Did not receive a copy of consultation

Pedestrianise area between Church Street and Station Road, Rickmansworth
Secondary school in Croxley should be forced to take local children first
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APPENDIX 7
Core Strategy Further Preferred Options – Headline Report of Public
Consultation
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APPENDIX 8
Site Allocations Issues and Options – Headline Report of Public Consultation
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APPENDIX 9
Site Allocations Preferred Options – Headline Report of Public Consultation
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APPENDIX 10
South Oxhey Initiative The Future of South Oxhey – Report of Public
Consultation
1. Principle of Redevelopment
Respondent
Comments
Support for Redevelopment
SO008, SO014,
Welcome/looking forward to redevelopment.
SO023, SO027,
SO029, SO030,
SO034, SO043,
SO058, SO060,
SO064, SO067,
SO069, SO073,
SO075, SO077,
SO079, SO095,
SO122
SO009, SO049,
Redevelopment overdue.
SO073
SO009, SO023,
Redevelopment will bring benefits/better facilities.
SO060
SO012, SO021,
In general in favour of the proposal.
SO037, SO040,
SO081
SO023
Hope regeneration will change South Oxhey and its reputation for the
best.
SO102, SO122
Aims of the Initiative are supported.
SO107
Support the pursuit of a mixture of new development and regeneration
that is sustainable over the long term.
SO108 (Natural
Satisfied that proposal is unlikely to have any adverse effect on
England)
statutorily designated sites. Note that the area proposed for
development includes or is adjacent to open space and designated as
local wildlife site.
Opposition to Redevelopment
SO002
Scheme deeply flawed.
SO003,
People did not vote for redevelopment/refurbishment was the preferred
SO050, SO106 option.
SO003, SO022 No need to spend money on revamping area people like as it is/no need
for change.
SO006, SO022 Do not know anyone in South Oxhey who wants redevelopment.
SO006,
Council are not listening to local people/already made minds up.
SO022, SO106
SO010
Modernisation will change lives for the worse.
SO016
Refurbishment would make more sense in time of recession.
SO051
If refurbishment had not been an option, people would have voted for no
change instead of redevelopment.
SO055,
Should be refurbishment.
SO097, SO113
SO066
Plans would cost too much money.
SO066
Plans would change the area and make it too busy.
SO083
Concern about demolition of perfectly good buildings such as doctors’
surgery, library and other Oxhey Drive buildings.
SO084, SO106 Oppose redevelopment.
SO084
Precinct is well built brick buildings - tearing them down is a waste when
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all that is needed is improvement to flats.
SO084
Proposals will rip the heart out of the community.
SO084
Could better spend money refurbishing what is here.
SO096
Proposals favour profit over community.
SO097
Redevelopment will affect too many people.
SO107
With emphasis on sustainability, question upgrading after only 60 years.
Other Comments on Regeneration
SO005
South Oxhey is not a deprived area.
SO006
If there are ulterior motives behind scheme such as money saving
because TRDC subsidising South Oxhey and do not want to, be honest
about it.
SO025
If scheme being paid for by Council, should improve existing.
SO050, SO083 Refurbishment should not have been given as an option if no funding.
SO055
South Oxhey does not need interference from outside.
SO117
Need to re-think whole scheme and how it will be paid for.
2. Funding for Scheme
Respondent
Comments
SO018, SO035, How is redevelopment to be funded?
SO037, SO050,
SO103
SO053
Should not be paid for with public money as tax too high at present.
SO025
If scheme being paid for by large company, signing death warrant for
shops.
3. Phasing of Development
Respondent
Comments
Facilities Required During Development
SO003, SO054 Medical facilities required while plans implemented.
SO003
Local shops will still be required during development.
SO003
Access to library required during development.
SO054
Chemist required during development.
SO054
Dentist required during development.
SO098
Provision for businesses required during development.
SO122
Support aim to enable a number of shops to remain trading until new
shops are ready to open and request that this applies to the Barclays
51 Prestwick Road Branch to cause minimal disruption to operations.
Phasing of Development
SO003, SO051 Proposals will create months/years of disruption.
SO054, SO097 Need more information on what will be open and when during
development.
SO117
Can not subject people to 8 years of building work / disturbance.
Nothing about physical demands of the project justifies this timescale.
SO122
Support approximate redevelopment timescales and request
clarification on the aims for the "residents of current flats in the north of
the Precinct move to new accommodation and relocation of shops"
phase scheduled for 2015/2016 and for the "redevelopment of the north
Precinct" phase in 2016/2017 and seek confirmation whether these
phases include Barclays 51 Prestwick Road branch, in order that
Barclays may devise a strategy to determine whether it would be
appropriate to refurbish existing premises in the meantime.
4. Shopping Provision
Respondent
Comments
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Existing Town Centre Shops
SO005
Shops should be smartened up with better shops.
SO006
Value small owner run shops in Precinct such as Focus hair salon,
greengrocer and car parts shop. Imagine these will not survive.
SO006
Shopping environment and authentic shops is best thing about South
Oxhey.
SO020
Precinct needs bringing to life.
SO027
Current shops glum, dirty and uninviting and in need of redevelopment.
SO041, SO066 Leave the shops we have already.
SO054
Residents do not want to lose the 'village' feel that South Oxhey
currently has in its precinct created by the large number of independent
shopkeepers.
SO063
Too many small, cheap shops.
SO075
Current food shops inadequate, unpleasant and overpriced.
SO075
Funeral parlours, trophy shop and bathroom shop should not be in the
centre.
SO091
Better local shops even more important when you are older.
SO118
Few shops have good wheelchair access. Co-op has a ramp to get in,
but aisles are restricted by advertising boards and portable displays.
Proposed Supermarket
SO002
Where will money come from for people to shop in supermarket and
new shops. Most people in South Oxhey struggling financially.
SO006, SO031, Do not like large supermarkets.
SO059
SO006
Large supermarkets provide plasticised, hormone treated fruit and veg,
employ alienated unskilled workers and siphon profits to bosses and
shareholders.
SO012
Concerned that large supermarket will stifle single service food shops.
SO020, SO030, Need a big supermarket so people can shop in the local area/do not
SO069, SO075, have to travel to Watford.
SO091
SO025
There is already a large shop for weekly shopping.
SO037
Supermarket provider should be popular with residents- Sainsburys,
Morrisons or Asda. Co-op would not be acceptable.
SO053
Supermarket should not dictate to community.
SO054
Supermarket should be limited as to what it can sell. For example an
optician, butcher and baker are all independent businesses in South
Oxhey so sensible to restrict (within reason) supermarket from
competing with local trades (see the Mary Portas High Street review).
SO058
Which retailer is planning to open a foodstore?
SO059
Do not want to lose small friendly shops for one big supermarket which
is impersonal, no choice, no friendliness and rubbish customer
relations.
SO063, SO117 Co-op is very expensive.
SO063
Need an Iceland.
SO081
Trust TRDC will consult with supermarkets to ensure area is large
enough to be of interest.
SO091, SO095 Supermarket needs to be competitively priced to ensure a good deal for
local residents.
SO107
3,000sqm main store is huge and would kill the other shops, in conflict
with the LDF which says a maximum size of a store in South Oxhey
should be no more than 1,000sqm.
SO115
Lease for supermarket should be pitched at a market level that would
not be out of reach of median incomes of South Oxhey and might
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attract shoppers from Oxhey Hall, Bushey and Carpenders Park- CoOp, Tesco, Sainsburys rather than Aldi, Lidl, Iceland.
SO115
Supermarket should not be too big as otherwise smaller parades
around the estate would only sustain fried chicken outlets and
newsagents.
SO117
Supermarket of 3250sqm is a big space, currently a foot print the size
of an area equal to the pharmacy to the bakers and the pharmacy to
Poppies the hairdresser. Too big for Tesco Express.
SO117
Site profile for a standard Tesco, Sainsbury, Morrisons and Asda is
freehold with adequate dedicated car parking over which they have full
control. Want a freehold site which they can develop to their own
design and specification and redevelop if internet shopping expands.
Will not be enthusiastic about residential above, other units attached to
their flank wall and a car park which is not adequate and they don’t
control.
SO117
Size of supermarket might suit Waitrose or Marks and Spencer but
could not afford to do weeks shopping at either and sure both retailers
would feel the same way. South Oxhey is not sufficiently affluent for
either of these stores to locate here.
SO117
Aldi or Lidl may take supermarket, but do not want cheap brands and
neither provides a full range of products.
SO117
Could live with a Co-op and approve of ethos of fair trade but only in
principal because they are expensive.
SO117
To get a suitable supermarket occupier TRDC will probably have to
offer favourable terms / incentives which it shouldn’t be doing.
SO117
If TRDC want a suitable supermarket it has to make a suitable freehold
site available for sale and ask a good price. One of the top 4
supermarket chains would pay well to locate on the estate.
SO117
Supermarket doesn’t have to be huge, one block or the equivalent area
plus a bit. If internet shopping continues to expand, supermarkets will
start moving towards retail warehouse, potentially with no public access
at all in certain locations. Supermarket retailers need to adapt and be
able to redevelop their sites, which they can’t do with flats above.
SO117
Successful supermarket on the estate will most likely close the Co-op
on Carpenders Park.
Proposed New Shops (apart from supermarket)
SO002
People will not come from Oxhey, Northwood or Carpenders Park to
shop in South Oxhey.
SO002
Where will money come from for people to shop in supermarket and
new shops. Most people in South Oxhey struggling financially.
SO012
Will increases in rent affect ability of current shops to continue trading?
Need sustainable rents to encourage a wide variety of shops.
SO017
Interested in purchasing unit in redeveloped centre.
SO029
Hope that businesses wouldn’t be overpriced in their rents forcing them
to another area.
SO031
Concerned that current small businesses will be lost, most of whom
provide valuable service to residents.
SO041
People will still shop in Watford.
SO054
When will we know how many retail units will be available.
SO054
Do not believe residents would be happy with a precinct that looked like
Harrow Town Centre, with large chain retail shops. With this in mind,
local shopkeepers should be encouraged to lease the new retail units;
short term reductions in rent should be provided to allow shopkeepers
some time to re-establish themselves.
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SO054
SO054
SO054
SO054
SO058
SO064

SO064
SO065
SO068
SO081
SO083
SO093
SO117
SO117

SO117
SO117
SO119

Local shopkeepers should be given first refusal on all of the new retail
units.
Council should liaise with shopkeepers to ensure there are an adequate
number of retail units available on completion of the regeneration.
Should be a plan to ensure there is a sufficient range of businesses and
services to meet the needs of South Oxhey residents.
Will floors above supermarket be let to local shopkeepers?
Will current shopkeepers have a choice in where they are located?
Who will occupy shops and services? Will need outside developer to
finance project and current shops will not generate enough revenue.
Could involve companies such as at Bicester outlet centre which will
draw in people from outside but will increase traffic which may then
reduce people visiting.
‘South Oxhey shops’ doesn’t indicate a great shopping experience.
Suggest naming it Oxhey Fields Centre
Hope to be allocated on the new precinct as happy and established in
South Oxhey.
What are the plans to attract a good range of high street retailers?
Shops lost should be those that are non-essential for the survival of a
viable centre.
Concerned about reduction in number of shops because of rent rises
and over-powerful supermarket.
Would like to be able to use shops and facilities in South Oxhey rather
than Watford/Northwood.
Retail element highly speculative and will be difficult to let.
Don’t understand the logic of 3700sqm other retail space when existing
shops not economically viable. New buildings in themselves do not
make them more marketable.
South Oxhey is an area of relatively low income and it always will be.
There are no niche markets for specialist bakers at £2.50 a loaf.
South Oxhey doesn’t need any more pound shops etc.
Many shops currently in the area surrounding the precinct and
proposals will mean fewer small retail outlets. How will existing traders
be selected to be allocated one of the new outlets. Either
redevelopment should be able to accommodate all existing outlets or all
residents must be given a choice as to which traders should remain.

5. Shops/Facilities Requested in Town Centre
Respondent
Comments
Specific Shops
SO003, SO021, Post Office
SO040, SO075,
SO077, SO081,
SO098, SO115,
SO118,
SO021, SO031, Chemist
SO075, SO077,
SO081, SO098,
SO115, SO118
SO027, SO098 Charity shop
SO040, SO095, Greengrocer
SO098
SO040, SO075, Baker
SO093
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SO040, SO093,
SO095
SO040, SO118,
SO119
SO040, SO077,
SO098
SO053
SO063
SO074, SO081,
SO096, SO098,
SO118
SO075
SO075
SO076

SO077, SO098
SO077, SO098,
SO118
SO077
SO077, SO093
SO093
SO093
SO093
SO093
SO096, SO098,
SO122
SO098
SO098
SO112
SO114
SO115

SO115
SO118
SO118
SO118
SO122

SO122

Butcher
Laundrette
Hairdresser
Keep rents for charity shops low as very popular here.
Should have a big fashion shop for middle aged/elderly people.
Petrol station otherwise people will have to drive to Watford and will
shop there.
Gift shops
Second hand bookshop
Funeral director needs to be local and available and would have
specific requirements for new premises (A1 use, front and rear access,
rear access for vehicles, large door. 24hr access, time between moving
to make premises suitable with costs to be met by Initiative).
Opticians
Dentist
Beauty salon
Tea room/coffee shop
Clothes shop
Technology shop
Toys and games
Bookshop
Bank
Florist
Plumbing shop
Need to retain some low-rent space for enterprises and shops to
encourage new or small businesses and charities.
More affordable shops.
One or two food outlets in smaller parades of Hallowes Crescent, St
Andrews Terrace and Little Oxhey Lane which would serve residents
without a car better than allowing retail to drift to the centre.
Mixed food/essentials store (such as Costcutter)
The Citizens Advice Bureau
Cafes and Takeaways should not dominate
Rickmansworth Sports Cars
Barclays 51 Prestwick Road strongly committed to maintaining
presence within the redeveloped District Centre as an established and
essential service to South Oxhey. Ensuring a range of retail and
supporting services will contribute to the balance of uses necessary to
support proposed residential and commercial uses and provide local
jobs. This will establish a vibrant and sustainable local community in
South Oxhey in line with the aspirations of the adopted Core Strategy
(2011) and National Planning Policy Framework (2012).
Banks should be located in prime shopping locations and in areas with
good visibility and high footfall so wish to ensure that either existing
Barclays branch is well connected to any new development, or suitable
alternative premises would be available within the new development.

Community Uses
SO021, SO098 Doctors
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SO031
SO037, SO118
SO057

SO068, SO098
SO093
SO098
SO116 (WRPC)

SO117
SO117
SO117

SO117

SO117

SO118
SO118
SO118
SO118
SO119

Leisure Uses
SO020
SO020
SO020, SO021
SO021, SO043,
SO060
SO021
SO043
SO043
SO043
SO056, SO096,
SO118
SO068, SO077,
SO093
SO093

SO096, SO118

Pathfinder practice should not be affected.
Public toilet in the precinct area and more community toilets throughout
South Oxhey.
If Parish Hall (owned by WRPC) to be relocated in development,
compulsory purchase should be made well before relocation as PC
needs to continue seamlessly with funds readily available for the move.
Could demolition and relocation be achieved during same phase as
cannot be a gap when parish business can’t be carried out.
Local police station.
Play area for children
Council services
Parish Council will expect the same facilities that it has within its current
building such as hall, kitchen, conference room, 2 offices and reception
area along with toilet facilities all for the sole use of the Parish Council.
This includes easy access for the elderly and disabled many of whom
attend our clubs.
2000sq m for community uses is not enough space.
Are the police leaving the estate? (premises wise).
Doctors’ surgery will have to expand as 380 new units and has to
become a primary health care provider which will mean more local
clinics e.g. expansion of diabetic clinics, new obesity and liver failure.
Doctors’ surgery should be separate premises. If you are ill, you don’t
want to be walking with the shoppers and the workers and the passers
by, you need some calm and illness should not be spread around.
Assume TRDC are not expecting to let all the retail space and it will
change use to community use but will end up with the wrong space in
the wrong place.
Scout halls and meeting places for other organisations,
Ascend / Step up
Thrive homes office
Parish Council Hall
Proposed community area appears smaller than current amount of
community space but a need for more not less community space to
accommodate leisure pursuits as local groups already been told there
is no spare capacity for new bookings. Contrary to aims of the
redevelopment.
Leisure Centre
Swimming pool
Cinema
Facilities for young people/older children.
Youth social club
Skateboarding
Table Tennis
Music
Labour Club.
Family friendly quality pub/restaurants.
Would like something focussed on arts/film- multipurpose site which
can be cinema/theatre/dance studio/film-making/art classes (South
Oxhey has a large focus in this area with Kudos, Gypsy Booth).
Pub
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6. Market
Respondent
SO025, SO081
SO063
SO077, SO115
SO077
SO098
SO116 (WRPC)

SO116 (WRPC)

7. Library
Respondent
SO002, SO037,
SO053, SO054,
SO081, SO084,
SO097, SO098,
SO102, SO121,
SO037
SO102 (HCC
Health and
Community
Services)

SO021, SO043,
SO069, SO078,
SO098, SO107
SO124

Comments
The market is in decline/market provision should be a low priority.
Market should be open more than one day a week and should be
advertised on the local paper and be on the main road.
Weekly farmers market would be good.
Could have monthly outdoor fairs, e.g. craft fair.
Green spaces could be used for market.
Object to market planned in parking square. Market will take up too
many parking spaces so people will object to market being in parking
square- same position as now, so need a designated market space.
Requested at workshops that market had its own dedicated space, has
not been taken into account. Designated market area required to
enable expansion of market to be bigger and better for community.

Comments
Concern over redevelopment of new library and waste of public money

Present library should be incorporated into scheme and made a focal
point as excellent asset and new building.
Document indicates area around library subject to potential
development subject to re-provision of important existing facilities. HCC
have been involved in previous discussions with TRDC in relation to
Initiative but do not recall proposals including area of the library. Object
to the current proposals as
• Library recently subject of a successful bid to the Big Lottery
Fund for funding of £1.35m. Additional funding from Section 106
contributions and HCC capital funding allowed a total fund of
£1.4m for its refurbishment.
• BLF contract requires that the building should be used as a
community library for a period of 20 years (from 2009). We
cannot dispose of the asset, close the service or change its use
without the prior permission of the BLF during this period (set
out in a Deed of Dedication, 17/06/09).
• Extensive refurbishment works have been completed only
recently, redevelopment would be unnecessary waste of
resources.
• Library meets service delivery needs.
Therefore library should be excluded from area for development.
Library provides an important service which should be retained/updated
in the area.
New library to go/not to go?

8. Employment Area
Respondent
Comments
Objections to Employment area
SO002, SO105, Strongly object to employment area.
SO106, SO120,
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SO123, SO125
SO002, SO105,
SO106
SO019

Would remove privacy for existing gardens/create overlooking.

Back garden has been extended into area shown as employment by
purchase of land from Council. Is this proposed for development?
SO054, SO105, Will increase crime and anti-social behaviour by opening up land rear of
SO125
properties.
SO054
Operation of units are likely to affect residents’ quality of life. Can days
and hours of operation be limited?
SO054
Has an appropriate conservation survey been undertaken (brown lizard
observed)?
SO105
Road entrance will put large vehicles within millimetres of property on
Woodhall Lane day and night, leading to disturbance and damage to
property.
SO105
Public footpath access will give access to shops and hideaways for
groups of youths with an escape route from the police at either end.
SO105
Will offer safe haven for criminals as there will have to be access to the
rear of property so more opportunities within site for illegal activity.
SO105
Will affect wildlife- birds in trees in and around site, foxes and lizards
which are protected. Destroying habitat of protected species would be
breaking the law.
SO105
Proposal for employment area 2-4 storey development with access
from Carpenders Park and Woodhall Lane unclear from plans and
misleading.
SO106
Council has not directly contacted residents of Prestwick
Road/Woodhall Lane (unlike they did with shop keepers), depriving
them of human rights under Human Rights Act.
SO106
Would be overdevelopment of site, cramped layout and inadequate
vehicle movement space.
SO106
Council have stated that commercial development of the allotments
would not be feasible.
SO106
Employment development would attract commercial traffic in Woodhall
Lane which is a narrow residential road. Access is on a bend so
increased traffic movements and additional on-street parking would
create safety hazards.
SO106
None of proposals to develop the allotment site have been successful.
Allotments have been in the area since the estate built and therefore
qualify as statutory allotments. Council have not promoted the
allotments as required.
SO106
No history of industrial use on employment site.
SO120
Employment area would lead to noise and security to the rear of
houses. When house bought 13 years ago search said there would
never be anything built to the rear.
Employment Area Queries/Suggestions
SO035
What does ‘employment’ section represent?
SO067
Could part of area be used for garages to provide secure parking?
SO096
Employment area seems to have no car parking.
SO107
If deprivation to be reduced, need to create jobs that can be taken up
by local people. Employment area proposals likely to be office jobs
bringing in commuters. Use classes of development need to be
appropriate to provide jobs for the aim of reducing deprivation.
SO115
Hope employment area will be light industrial units on favourable leases
to South Oxhey residents with associated bank and business start up
advice and entrepreneurs to aim employment at local people in work
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SO115

SO115
SO117
SO122

patterns that fit lifestyles of young families.
Are you using latest Census data for the area, and will potential
investors be able to use that information to plan for successful startups?
Will local bank outlets be asked to provide small business advisor?
Support units for potential employment in principal but on Land Use
Plan seem dominant and overbearing.
Support the allocation of the site encompassing 51 Prestwick Road for
employment use with key active frontages for retail and community
uses.

9. Housing Sites
Respondent
Comments
New Housing General
SO005
Do not need any more houses.
SO005
Houses built should go to people who pay rent.
SO005
Need more sheltered accommodation.
SO010
Object to new homes which will destroy tradition of what South Oxhey
is to many people.
SO010
New homes will overpopulate area.
SO010
New homes will ruin tranquillity of estate.
SO012
Pleased that number of brownfield sites are developed for housing.
SO012
Concerned about future erosion of Green Belt surrounding the area.
SO026
Oppose building on green land. Enough brownfield housing sites.
SO058
How will new homes be allocated?
SO097
Houses that are built most likely will not be affordable.
SO107
Aim to make sure that a minimum of 50% of new housing is affordable
in South Oxhey (Policy CP4) is supported. Often difficult to achieve,
especially as appears development will be driven by private sector.
Appreciate problem of viability but urge TRDC to stick to percentage.
SO111
Should not build houses on remaining green spaces.
SO117
Majority said they didn’t want to see an increase in residential
development on the estate. Why is this being ignored?
SO117
South Oxhey needs 2 and 3 bedroom family houses not flats.
SO117
Flats unsuitable for families and public landlords can not afford to
maintain them. Why would you want to build more?
SO117
Increase in the density of development on the estate should be houses
not flats.
SO122
Increased housing provision supported and needs to be suitably
located and developed appropriately in the phasing strategy to
establish local demand to the Town Centre.
SO124
Conflicting information on housing from Three Rivers staff.
Town Centre Housing
SO117
Should limit residential development over the shops to 1st and 2nd
floors.
SO117
Development on Oxhey Drive should be limited to 1and 2 floor family
houses.
SO117
380 new units may be planning for immigration but not for South
Oxhey. Country can not accommodate current levels of immigration
and local authorities shouldn’t try as it will only encourage further
migration.
Heysham Drive Housing Site
SO015, SO016, Object to Heysham Drive site.
SO026, SO061,
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SO070, SO071,
SO072, SO080,
SO085, SO087,
SO088, SO089,
SO090, SO094,
SO095, SO100,
SO101, SO104,
SO110
SO015, SO061,
SO080, SO088,
SO089, SO094
SO015, SO026,
SO061, SO070,
SO071, SO072,
SO080, SO085,
SO015, SO080
SO015, SO016,
SO026, SO061,
SO071, SO072,
SO080, SO086,
SO087, SO090
SO015, SO016,
SO095
SO016, SO026,
SO061, SO070,
SO071, SO080,
SO085, SO088,
SO094
SO026, SO061
SO026, SO061,
SO071, SO080
SO026, SO072,
SO087, SO089,
SO090
SO026, SO061,
SO070
SO026, SO110

SO026, SO070,
SO071, SO080,
SO085, SO088,
SO094
SO026, SO094
SO061
SO061, SO086
SO061
SO061, SO085
SO061, SO094
SO071
SO072
SO080

Last ‘educational grazing land’ in South Oxhey.

Used for ponies to graze.

Land is not disused.
Green Belt which should not/can not be built on.

Natural surroundings were one reason for moving to South Oxhey.
Site used for walkers/ramblers/dog walkers.

Development would impact on ‘educational grazing land’.
Ponies good for community cohesion.
Ponies beneficial to/enjoyed by children.

Development would reduce trees and hedgerows affecting wildlife and
protected species of birds.
Already significant new development in the area (Lytham Avenue, Sir
James Altham, Burnley Close. Old Clarendon School, adjacent to the
Grapevine and loss of parts of three amenity greens).
Footpath through site

Currently site has no cost to taxpayer as maintained leaseholder for
grazing.
Site is not a playing field.
Site is a beautiful natural surrounding.
Site connects to nature reserve.
Site will increase traffic in Heysham Drive.
Foxgrove Path is a single carriageway cul-de-sac with resident parking
either side. Not a viable entrance to development?
Residents were not made aware of Heysham Drive proposal.
Site still a registered playing field, only public one in the area.
Object to description of site as disused play area as implies land is
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SO080
SO080, SO094
SO080
SO080
SO080
SO080, SO088
SO080
SO080
SO085
SO085
SO087, SO101
SO089
SO094
SO094
SO094

SO094
SO094
SO094

SO094
SO094, SO110
SO094
SO094

SO094
SO094
SO100 (Sport
England)

SO101
SO101
SO101

abandoned and wasted.
Lease recently changed to yearly with assurance that no plans for
development.
Site provides a corridor for wildlife from Prestwick Meadows to Nanscott
Woods.
Development would impact on local residents.
Foxgrove Path is a single lane cul-de-sac and construction would not
be possible without severe disruption to quality of life of residents.
Development would increase traffic 400% at a minimum, a massive
change for the worse for Foxgrove Path and Heysham Drive residents.
Plenty of brownfield sites which should be addressed before developing
Green Belt.
There are not 50 dwellings worth of homeless people in South Oxhey
so no need for more housing.
Focus should be on improving current facilities, not cramming more
people into area.
There is very little green space left which should not be built on.
Would take away area where kids can play.
Concerned about fate of horses.
Last bit of Green Belt bordering on to Pinner and county boundary.
Site name is misleading, should be Foxgrove Path.
Document timeline suggested building of houses 2014, misleading as
assume Heysham Drive site would be built then.
At Core Strategy Preferred Options stage, 56% were against the site
but was accepted. Does not seem like the Council voting
democratically.
Other Green Belt sites have been rejected, why wasn’t Heysham Drive.
Proposals do not meet PPG2 and PPG3 criteria for developing Green
Belt.
Proposed removal of site from Green Belt seems devious way of
Council getting their own way. Site is not ‘surrounded by development
on two sides’. Heysham Drive Green Belt adjoins Green Belt in Harrow
so is not isolated as shown in plan.
What would consultation vote have been if made clear that Heysham
Drive site is ‘educational grazing land’?
The only reason site is no longer playing field is that county left site in
such a state, grazing was the only viable option.
Foxgrove Path and Heysham Drive could not cope with additional 50+
vehicles.
Heysham Drive site would be for additional residents so how would
local infrastructure cope- primary schools already stretched to the limit
and no longer have a senior school and bus services to Northwood and
Bushey Meads Schools to cease.
Why is 33% of planned housing in Core Strategy Preferred Options in
South Oxhey?
Site would affect property values.
If site is, or has been, used as a playing field (i.e. formal playing pitches
marked out) then would be concerned about entire loss of the site to
development. Even if not currently in use as a playing field, it could
offer potential to meet any current or future needs in South Oxhey and
surrounding area.
One of the little green and peaceful areas left in South Oxhey.
Important to be able to see animals and plants alive, not just in books.
Would overlook existing houses. Would it still be a safe environment?
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SO104

Only access to Heysham Drive site is Heysham Drive which is not wide
enough for current traffic and already concern as narrow roads and
parking on pavements.
SO104
Bridge on Little Oxhey Lane already a problem, will be worse if 50
dwellings on Heysham Drive site.
SO104
No senior schools near site.
SO104
No play areas near site.
SO104
Next junior school to Heysham Drive is in Woodhall Lane which would
increase traffic on Woodhall Lane, already an unpleasant, narrow road.
.
SO110
Development would further fragment wildlife corridor already affected
by previous development.
SO110
Access would be poor, impacting on whole of Heysham Drive and
Blackford Road.
SO110
Site should be returned to playing fields.
Grapevine Public House Housing Site
SO016
A family pub where children can play while parents enjoy a drink.
SO050
Why develop one of the only successful pubs on the estate to make
way for houses when businesses struggling?
SO050
Grapevine is a social hub which is one of the objectives for updating the
Precinct.
SO050
Jet and Crescent club already lost and the Ox and William Morris club
will be lost in the town centre. Developing Grapevine will only leave
Dick Whittington.
Crescent Club Housing Site
SO030
Concern that new housing will make parking here impossible.
SO079
Crescent club would be more benefit if pre-school as no provision here.
Little Furze School Housing Site
SO036
Oppose development of housing, should be reopened as a school.
Need a good secondary school for South Oxhey children who are
forced to travel long distance and pay unaffordable bus fares.
South of St Josephs Housing Site
SO100 (Sport
Re-iterate from Site Allocations consultation (Strongly object. Would
England)
result in loss of the entire PF which aerial photos indicate is operational
and includes 1 football pitch. Even if Playing Fields not currently in use,
could offer potential to meet any current or future needs of SO and
surrounding area.)
SO117
Should not build on amenity land.
Amenity Space Maylands Road/Ferndown Road Housing Site
SO117
Should not build on amenity land.
Rear of Lytham Avenue Housing Site
SO095
Green spaces should not be built on. Green spaces are one of the
attractions of South Oxhey.
Other Sites
SO002
Land adjacent to library should not be used for any housing.
SO094
Prestwick Meadows South was proposed for 20 additional houses at
Executive Committee on 05/09/11 but no record of site being raised.
10. Parking
Respondent
Comments
Overall Parking Provision
SO012
Will parking (currently extensive) be lost if replaced by two parking
squares?
SO012
How much parking provision will there be?
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SO012, SO111
SO025
SO031
SO037, SO044,
SO046, SO051,
SO056, SO060,
SO068, SO092,
SO096, SO114,
SO116
(WRPC),
SO117, SO118,
SO123
SO096
SO117

Loss of central parking/car park too small will mean roadside parking.
Insufficient and badly managed parking at the moment.
Rely on car park at Carpenders Park station, hope it will be unaffected.
Seems to be a lack of parking for shops/housing/station.

Employment area seems to have no car parking.
Existing car park too small and proposed new car park only marginally
larger if at all.
Disabled Parking Provision
SO012
How many disabled bays will be available?
SO025
Parking area which could be used for a market not helpful to disabled
motorists.
SO031
Hope disabled parking facilities will not diminish.
SO045
Parking for the disabled important so that doctors, dentists and chemist
are easily reached.
SO103
What provision will be made for elderly and infirm people who do not
qualify for a blue badge?
SO119
If area surrounding the precinct redeveloped, any parking and access
arrangements must be DDA compliant and cater for emergency
vehicles. Anyone disabled cannot be expected to walk several hundred
yards to their local doctors surgery.
Market/Parking Square
SO025, SO037, Where would parking be when the square is used for a market.
SO048, SO068,
SO098, SO103,
SO112
SO116 (WRPC) Market in parking square will make lack of parking worse.
SO118
Parking is likely to be limited. Why have the market on one car park and
reduce available parking on what should be one of the busiest days.
Parking Charges
SO012, SO068 Will there be parking charges?
SO034
Important to keep free parking to encourage neighbours from
Carpenders Park, Hatch End, Northwood etc to visit and use area.
SO060
Need adequate free parking near supermarket.
SO078, SO081 Need plenty of free parking to help shops and customers.
Parking Other
SO001
Car parks and foodstore large enough for people to do their weekly
shop useless for those without a car.
SO067
Concerned at loss of garages on Henbury Way. Estate blighted by
parking on verges and would welcome more off road secure parking.
SO067
Could part of employment area be used for garage parking?
SO106
Proposals show entrance to parking/market area opposite properties on
Prestwick Road, restricting access. Already adequate access by Post
Office.
SO106
If each green circle represents a tree on Prestwick Road, parking would
be removed breaking promises to tenants/owners, or if parking
possible, sight lines would be obscured.
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SO117
SO117

SO117
SO118

Not clear if car parking / service roads for mixed use blocks are
underground. Should be made clear now.
Underground car parking 2 minutes from a station into London will likely
generate children truanting (not necessarily local), drug dealers, users,
addicts, alcoholics, gangs, a public urinal, a no go area for police.
If parking underground, must provide real security; steel shutters that
are down except for entry and exit.
May be congestion and reduced parking for current residents of Erskine
House who park in Henbury Way, if Henbury Way is divided in two by
the new grass area shown on Land Use Plan and part of grass between
Erskine and Filton House currently used for parking lost.

11. Transport and Access
Respondent
Comments
Bus Facilities
SO001
Consider reorganising buses so routes 2 and 8 stop at same place.
SO001
Bus stops need a lay-by and shelters with seats.
SO001
Buses should stop at railway station.
SO014
Consider bus stop near Highlands.
SO014
Circular mini-bus from The Parade to The Pavilion would be useful.
SO014
Continue/add bus services to Asda or Watford Tesco.
SO046
Bus lanes would cause congestion where currently there is none.
SO082
Council should provide something for Oxhey Hall residents such as bus
service from 8am-5pm.
SO095
Do bus user enhancement routes mean bus only? Traffic will still need
to use this road and passing trade would be lost.
SO096
Priority bus route would cut the main route (Prestwick Road) for a
handful of daily buses.
Station/Train Facilities
SO034
Extension of the underground to the station would support promotion of
the area.
SO093
Should be better lighting at/from train station.
SO115
Are train companies being approached to consider Carpenders Park a
stop for faster trains to assist employment area?
Protected Potential Future Link to Station
SO096
Do not see the need for a protected potential future rail link to the
station as there are already good links from both sides.
SO098
Proposed link to the station should be in addition to, not instead of
current underpass otherwise it will take much longer to walk through to
South Oxhey centre from Carpenders Park.
SO123
New footway proposed to station puts people on wrong side of tracks.
SO124
Grave concerns over safety, access, cost of bridge.
Taxi Facilities
SO011
No provision for South Oxhey taxis which are essential part of
community, relied on by many people. Need somewhere for taxis to
rank up close to station and convenient office/waiting room for town
centre at affordable rent so that business can remain in the area.
SO037
Do not see any provision for taxi parking.
SO069, SO118 Taxi rank is a good service for those who need to use it and could be
included in scheme.
Roads
SO045
Which roads are one-way and which are blocked to traffic?
SO045
Will Bridlington Road be for pedestrians only?
SO064
Access will need to be carefully planned as four ways to drive to South
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SO098
SO117

SO014
Traffic
SO051
SO117

Oxhey (Eastbury Road, Hampermill Lane, Prestwick Road and Hayling
Road) and feeders for these roads are not A roads and most suffer
delays in rush hour. Trucks delivering building materials will compound
condition of roads not made for this purpose.
Not clear if Prestwick Road still a road.
Highway Authority will have to remove width restriction on Prestwick Rd
(just before the junction with Hayling Rd) put in place for safety
reasons, yellow lines the length of Oxhey Drive. (Where will residents
park?) and widen and strengthen narrow bridge on Little Oxhey Lane.
Green Lane towards The Pavillion needs to be lit brighter.
Large supermarket will encourage neighbouring areas to shop in South
Oxhey, increasing traffic.
Proposals will impact on estate roads - increase in residential
development alone will put considerable strain on narrow estate roads.
A successful supermarket of 3250sq m will have a catchment area
beyond South Oxhey and will bring people to the estate. Estate roads
can not take the traffic. Number of blind corners (parked cars) is
considerable. Oxhey Drive is currently dangerous and there is a junior
school.

Cycle Facilities
SO068
Cycle routes to the town and bike racks will be needed.
Pedestrian Facilities and Alleyway Enhancements
SO014
South Oxhey field pathway very dark in winter - consider
improvements.
SO098
Alleyway from Penrose Avenue to Delta Gain is not shown - essential
link which should not be closed.
SO098
Must be a walkway through car park by station.
Access
SO053
Keep cars away from the facilities.
SO081
Consideration needs to be given to service access.
12. Leisure Centre/Potential Pool
Respondent
Comments
SO021
Already a pool at SJA, do not need another.
SO037
Why does swimming pool need to be moved to Gosforth Lane? Would
there be sufficient parking?
SO053
Should preserve existing investment projects (library, Centre, pool,
family and children’s centre).
SO060
Would like gym facilities at The Centre expanded/updated which would
encourage more people to use it.
SO062
Not enough space for a larger Centre on the green adjacent to the car
park.
SO062
Local residents would strongly object to encroachment of The Centre
onto the green.
SO062
Enlarged Centre would reduce value of surrounding houses.
SO078
Would appreciate a swimming pool at The Centre.
SO095
If a pool provided on Gosforth Lane, will Sir James Altham be kept or
built on?
SO100 (Sport
Provision of a swimming pool may offer potential for meeting local
England)
sports facility needs in an accessible location so would be welcome in
principle if it could be demonstrated that there was a clear need for the
facilities that would be provided and that a new facility would not have
an adverse affect on existing leisure facilities in the area. If proposed to
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SO119

pursue a new leisure centre in South Oxhey, Sport England would be
happy to offer advice in terms of assessing needs, facility mix, facility
design etc.
Promises to protect green space is ignored when proposing to extend
the centre on to the adjacent green. If this is intended to accommodate
a new swimming pool then an indication should have been made as to
the intended use of the land occupied by the current facility.

13. Pocket Parks and Play Area Enhancements
Respondent
Comments
Pocket Park Adjacent to Forfar House, Filton House and Erskine House
SO097
Play area would be noisy and intimidating to live around.
SO118
Oxhey Drive is a favourite with boy racers and usually cars parked
along stretch of road so need to consider road safety issues of a park
here.
SO118
Overlooked by balconies and gardens. The only separation is a very
short garden.
SO118
Grassy areas on Oxhey Drive suffer from dog’s mess, consideration to
be given to keeping dogs out of the play area.
Ballater Close (2)
SO037
The same area as H38 Amenity Space Maylands Road - Ferndown
Road - scheduled for housing development. Are there not plans to
move the playground to the corner of Northwick Road and Moortown
Road?
Prestwick Meadows (3)
SO094
Prestwick Meadows was set aside for a play area to replace play area
adjacent to the Grapevine that was developed. Need a well maintained
and protected play area in this area.
Greenfield Avenue (6)
SO004
Improvements should not increase antisocial behaviour. Council should
prevent properties adjoining park from being damaged, should install
barrier between properties and park. Park has no lighting so youngsters
gathering would not be seen, encouraging damage.
General Comments
SO111
New play areas should be to standard of those built in South Oxhey
over past 10 years.
14. Landscape and Wildlife Enhancements
Respondent
Comments
SO007
Pleased that Pond Wood will be protected from development.
SO025
Waste of money to create green spaces when already have them.
SO046
Sandpit wood not shown as a wood.
SO108 (Natural Note areas identified for landscape and wildlife enhancement, in line
England)
with proposals in the draft Site Allocations Document, and proposals to
create new community green spaces and tree planting throughout the
centre. Proposals are welcomed, particularly where these will contribute
to local BAP targets and seek to achieve the aims and aspirations of
the local Green Infrastructure Strategy.
SO108 (Natural Enhancements should be multi-functional where possible and seek to
England)
provide benefits for biodiversity and people. Implementation of SUDs
should be designed to improve drainage and flood risk and also provide
opportunities to enhance biodiversity, landscape and access/amenity.
SO115
Pleased to see new signage for Oxhey Woods, suggest a leaflet case
with business cards for volunteer groups. Would like dog bins at regular
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SO115

SO119

intervals at entrances, wildlife guide to encourage residents to take
pride in environs.
Assume Oxhey woods are Green Belt and cannot be developed, but
area there any other covenants of responsibilities towards woods that
residents could further ‘own’.
Allotments at the rear of Prestwick Road are listed as “Landscape and
wildlife enhancement areas”. Assurance required that TRDC will uphold
its agreement with the South Oxhey Allotment Association regarding
this land as there is nowhere available to relocate facility to.

15. Infrastructure
Respondent
Comments
SO036
Oppose development of housing on Little Furze School which should
be reopened as a school. Good secondary school needed for South
Oxhey children forced to travel long distance and pay unaffordable bus
fares.
SO037, SO042, Are there sufficient primary school places to accommodate children
SO091
from 380 new homes?
SO042, SO047 Need a secondary school on the estate.
SO078
May be a need for another primary school in the area with all the
housing being built.
SO091
Why was Kebbell permission refused stating not enough school places
when planning 270 new homes.
SO117
Increase in density of approx 3 times is too great and would put too
much pressure on the physical and social infrastructure e.g. roads,
child care, doctors etc.
16. Design
Respondent
Comments
Design of Precinct
SO053
Consider a covered precinct, maybe with covered outdoor café/play
area.
SO054
Precinct should remain ‘village like’ and maintain the area’s unique
identity.
SO056, SO117 Reduced Precinct width would not be wide enough for e.g. Parish
Fundays, choir, Christmas carols, merry go rounds.
Disabled Access
SO033
High number of disabled and elderly residents in South Oxhey and
important to provide user friendly environment, not one which is
alienating and difficult to navigate. Disabled access does not only apply
to wheelchair users, and ramps can increase distance those with
impaired mobility need to walk.
SO033
Precinct is well used civic space, accessible to all with no prescribed
route and easy access to shops. Proposals show fragmented and
divided space with boundaries and less open civic space. Footpath link
questionable. Pocket parks look small and will presumably be fenced
off, what is the point of three parks? People on mobility scooters and
disabled will not have space to navigate as now. Will feel like central
London and planting trees will fool no-one.
Building Height
SO033
Object to corner marker buildings being used to have over four storey
buildings.
SO033, SO034, 4+ storey buildings out of keeping with the area/ too intense for area.
SO046, SO068,
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SO111, SO124
SO024

Should not overcrowd area near Carpenders Park station with several
storey buildings.

Building Design
SO068
Buildings need to be in keeping with local area- brick faces with tiles
roofs.
SO111
Appearance and quality of materials used in new buildings has a great
effect on community morale. Avoid the harsh square look and materials
that will be shabby in 3-4 years.
SO121
To stop wind from blowing through the new hub there should be
adequate wind shields/reinforced glass screens/walls. Wind is a big
deterrent to the shoppers in the centre now.
SO122
The public car parking square to the south which is also intended for
use for the growing weekly market, the street tree enhancement along
the site frontage, the proposed priority bus route along Prestwick Road
and the corner marker building to the south west will create an
enhanced retail environment.
SO106
Precinct development would remove privacy for current residents of
area.
Designing out Crime
SO068
Will there be CCTV and other crime reduction measures?
SO097
Plans don’t seem like it would be safe and secure.
SO099
New homes or flats must be built to Secured by Design standards to
(Hertfordshire
provide a safe and secure environment for residents. Using Secured by
Constabulary)
Design standards reduce carbon costs of crime.
SO099
Area should be designed to reduce opportunity for criminality(Hertfordshire
designing offices and retail units to ensure there are no recesses where
Constabulary)
people can hide; walkways to be wide, light and airy; good sightlines
from one area to another; and no small alleys or stairwells where
people can linger. Service area for offices or retail to be secure within
the building or fenced and gated to prevent anti-social behaviour (may
be green walls or fencing as more aesthetically pleasing but also
secure and sustainable).
SO099
Lighting and CCTV important in centre and CCTV needs to be
(Hertfordshire
monitored 24 hours. Can provide a Secured by Design document on
Constabulary)
lighting.
SO099
Perhaps pedestrian led shopping area with vehicles kept to edges in
(Hertfordshire
car parks and all commercial development built to BREEAM standard
Constabulary)
for sustainability and security. All car parks should be Park Mark.
SO118
Designs of the new buildings to include features which make it difficult
for muggers, burglars etc to commit crimes.
SO118
Would like to see more vandal resistant street furniture.
Tree Planting
SO048
Tree planting environmentally sound but vandalism of trees in past.
SO073
Prestwick Road from Hayling Road to Oxhey Drive roundabouts needs
trees on both sides.
SO077
Trees planted from Brookdene Avenue to shopping centre and beyond
would enhance the area.
SO106
Trees to be planted would need to be carefully chosen to avoid root
damage and reduction of light to properties.
SO111
Tree planting is welcome, but previous tree planting in the Precinct
failed because of poor planting and maintenance. Need to be planted
deeply in good soil ensuring an adequate area of open soil around
each tree.
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17. Masterplan
Respondent
SO117

SO122

SO122

SO123

Comments
Scaled the employment area Prestwick Rd frontage off the Land Use
Plan and it measures 33m thereabouts. The actual frontage from the
petrol filling station to the road curb is significantly less at approx 20m.
Discrepancy raises serious questions about the accuracy of the Plan.
Distribution of uses on the Land Use Plan supported as integrate
appropriately with wider area. Support the provision of a balance of
residential and commercial development and welcome redevelopment
to provide a mix of uses to establish a balanced local community.
Support the inclusion of the 51 Prestwick Road site within a Core Mixed
Use Centre designation on the Area Plan supported by priority street
enhancements. However, as with the Land Use Plan, we request
clarity as to whether the mix of uses includes a bank.
Area plan should only be looked into if land use plan is completed.

18. Consultation Document
Respondent
Comments
SO003
How much did consultation document cost?
SO032, SO097, Plans do not give enough information on what will actually happen.
SO124
SO032
Consultation does not give alternatives or explain land uses.
SO118
At the 25\5\2012 consultation, told the future of the Ox public house
was undecided. Land use plan in the consultation document appears to
show that it would be replaced by a grass area. No explanation of why
information was confusing.
SO118
At the 25\5\2012 consultation Three Rivers could not give any
examples of what the priority bus user enhancement route might be. A
brief description would have helped – other icons/features on the plan
had one. Most bus users want more evening and Sunday busses – this
is a County Council responsibility.
SO118
At the 25\5\2012 consultation asked a question on the Local
Development Framework Housing reference numbers on the land use
plan. The answer I got appears to be wrong. Copies of all documents
for public consumption associated with the South Oxhey Initiative
should be available at future consultations.
SO118
Took 3 attempts over many months to be told why Three Rivers thought
a supermarket would be interested in opening a new store in South
Oxhey. Was told that Three Rivers had not approached any
supermarkets – that was not the question I was asking.
19. Other Comments
Respondent
Comments
SO005
Address problem of people leaving bins out on pavement.
SO005, SO026 South Oxhey will become a concrete jungle.
SO005
Knocking down pubs is not a good idea- where will local people drink?
SO014
Add encouraging friendly display-boards in/around The Parade.
SO016
Building on open spaces does not improve quality of life.
SO029
Those already on premises should have first say of what they want
ahead of newcomers.
SO039
Cull the crows in the Precinct.
SO046
What will happen to local shops in Delta Gain?
SO050
Where will residents of Precinct be moved to?
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SO050

SO050

SO050, SO117
SO050
SO051
SO052
(Environment
Agency)
SO053
SO053
SO053
SO054

SO058
SO058
SO059
SO065
SO106

SO107
SO107
SO108 (Natural
England)
SO109

SO111
SO112
SO114
SO117

SO117

Robbery currently low in South Oxhey as close knit community and
people don’t want to steal from people they know. Bringing in outsiders
to community would cause friction.
Proposal states that redevelopment will make affordable housing for
local people, but people want to live in area because of people that live
here. Why upset the area when it works so well.
South Oxhey is a residential housing estate, not a town.
Will people forced out of Precinct be offered a new home in the new
development?
Concerned about property prices in area surrounding Precinct.
We have assessed the South Oxhey Initiative Consultation and have no
comments to make based on the information sent to us.
Should preserve existing investment projects (library, Centre, pool,
family and children’s centre).
Employ local firms and South Oxhey people as a preference.
Need to get the community feel and spirit right.
Decision should be made regarding the relocation of businesses in the
north block who wish to continue trading during the regeneration.
Council should undertake negotiations with businesses in the south
block who do not intend return post redevelopment who should be
encouraged to surrender their lease early.
Who is deciding on the final plan? How many residents make up the
committee?
Concerned that money being spent now e.g. on Oxhey Drive consulting
rooms which will be demolished.
If alteration needed, do it in Rickmansworth rather than disrupting
South Oxhey.
Local shops have many questions which have not been answered, and
concerned about future of their business.
Need to consider compensation for inconvenience, dust, noise,
obstruction of driveway, condition surveys, possible crane access,
deliveries of materials etc.
Hope it does not need to be rebuilt every 60 years, should be gradual
improvements after proposed development.
Green belt changes are minimal and supported in general terms.
Any planning application should be accompanied by a detailed
ecological assessment which should include details of mitigation and
enhancement measures.
Consideration should be given to the TfL representation on the Site
Allocations Preferred Options consultation and its potential material
impact on the South Oxhey Initiative.
Would be a shame for mature oak next to library to be cut down.
Do not drive away existing business.
Is it possible to have more barriers to reduce noise from railway.
Too many flats on the estate poor, including Harrogate development,
Romilly Drive (nos 20 - 50). Older 3 storey brick blocks are looking sad.
Can only be because of one or a combination of design and materials,
intensive use and poor maintenance.
Flats unsuitable for families and public landlords can not afford to
maintain them. Why would you want to build more. If it is the threat of
Right to Buy, local authorities must lobby Parliament that Right Buy is a
short term remedy for current economic recession and is wholly
inappropriate and a policy that public landlords can’t live with.
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SO117

SO117

SO118

SO118

SO118
SO117

SO122

SO122

SO122

SO122
SO122

SO123

For 9 months of the year Little Furze school is a dark and cold site and
would be better suited to a commercial use e.g. concert hall,
conference centre and put some money in the bank.
Not confident that TRDC officers and council members have
professional / technical knowledge or work experience to embark on a
project of this scale. Council should be a lot more circumspect before
going down this road. (Appointing independent project managers will
only work if you get a good firm and that is very expensive).
If council is to be trusted by the residents, needs to improve
communication. Have had limited success getting answers to
questions.
Some replacement litter bins fitted a year or so ago had plastic lids.
Metal recycling bins were replaced by plastic ones. It didn’t take long
for them to be burnt.
Would like recycling banks retained and expanded to include plastics.
Estate does not have problems with gangs, violent crime, drug abuse
because open space, green trees, amenity land, library etc equals a
mentally well balanced population.
Strongly support the aim to produce detailed designs once general
layout of the redevelopment has been agreed and seek to be actively
involved in the proposed further consultation. Detailed designs should
provide accurate red line boundaries of the retail development sites and
primary and secondary retail frontages. Essential to provide further
clarity on the sites allocated for different uses within the Centre.
Draft Masterplan states that previous consultation highlighted that the
Precinct was considered to be the 'heart' of the community and was
most in need of improvement. Land Use Plan or Area Plan do not
demarcate the Precinct area, so not clear whether Barclays 51
Prestwick Road branch is located within or outside of the Precinct.
Should be rectified on the detailed designs to provide greater clarity.
51 Prestwick Road branch of Barclays Bank is allocated as part of
secondary retail frontage. Plan is out of date and should be updated in
the Submission Version of the Site Allocations DPD to reflect the
accurate red line boundaries of more detailed designs.
Request greater clarity as to whether the "key active frontages for retail
and community uses" allocation includes a bank.
Promote the inclusion of a bank within the 3,700 sqm of "other retail" in
the Land Use Plan Development Schedule in order to ensure the
viability and sustainability of retailing and service provision in South
Oxhey.
Plans should be published when finalised after consultation to stop
people being worried about what is going on.
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APPENDIX 11
Site Allocations Preferred Options Additional Sites– Report of Public
Consultation
Proposed Additional Housing Site Allocation
Site AH(1): Land Opposite Alpine Press, Kings Langley
Yes: 64% (7 responses)
No: 36% (4 responses)
Reference

Comment
The consultation document identifies one potential housing site in Kings
Langley, referred to as ‘Land opposite Alpine Press, Kings Langley’. This
land is owned by my client and we formally confirm that we support the
proposed designation. We consider the site to be entirely suitable for
housing.
Site has a long established use as a car park, in connection with the
Alpine Press works on the opposite side of Station Road and is
previously developed land. The car park is relatively large,
accommodating about 20 vehicles and is covered in hard standing.
NPPF emphasises the importance of development of brownfield sites in
sustainable locations such as this.
Paragraph 17 states “Within the overarching roles that the planning
system ought to play, a set of core land-use planning principles should
underpin both plan-making and decision-taking”. One of these core
principles is to “encourage the effective use of land by reusing land that
has been previously developed (brownfield land)”.
Paragraph 111 states that “Planning policies and decisions should
encourage the effective use of land by re-using land that has been
previously developed (brownfield land), provided that it is not of high
environmental value. Local planning authorities may continue to
consider the case for setting a locally appropriate target for the use of
brownfield land”.
Previously developed land such as this should be developed before
green field sites, in the interest of securing sustainable development,
which is a key component of the NPPF.
The site is in a very accessible location directly opposite Kings Langley
Station and on local bus routes, with a bus stop right outside.
Site is much closer to Kings Langley Station than existing development
in the local area. To help achieve a sustainable pattern of development,
accessible sites such as this, should be developed before more remote
sites.
Development of the site for housing would comply with existing planning
guidance, which emphasises importance of delivering more sustainable
patterns of development and reducing the need to travel, especially by
car.

03193

A core principle of the NPPF is to “actively manage patterns of growth to
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make the fullest possible use of public transport, walking and cycling,
and focus significant development in locations which are or can be made
sustainable”. The allocation of the site for housing would comply with
this objective.
There are many groups of people who do not drive, including people
with disabilities, who are reliant on rail services to access jobs in major
settlements. There are no closer development sites to Kings Langley
Station, so in terms of transport accessibility the site scores very highly.
The site is within the existing built up area and not in open countryside.
Proposed use of the site for housing would be compatible with the
established character of the area. The area contains many existing
dwellings and a residential use is acceptable in planning terms.
It is considered that the far western part of the site next to the river could
be appropriately landscaped and would offer an opportunity to improve
the biodiversity of the river. Such an approach would comply with
paragraph 7 of the NPPF, which refers to need to protect and enhance
the natural environment, where appropriate, including helping to improve
biodiversity.
The consultation indicates that the site has a potential capacity for 5
units. We consider that the site is suitable for flats and could
accommodate a higher level of development. We believe that the site is
capable of providing approximately 8 units and request that the capacity
is amended. It is important that efficient use is made of the site.

03673 (Herts
Constabulary)

04304

In conclusion, the allocation of this site represents an important
opportunity to provide much needed new housing, in an accessible and
sustainable location. We support the proposed allocation.
The land appears to be Alpine Press car park and as such removal of
this car park will put additional stress on the parking in the area. There is
already some building work within this area and many cars are parked
outside the Three Rivers area within Dacorum Borough Council creating
problems for this Council. If this land is utilised for housing have Alpine
any other area where they could have either staff or visitor parking.
This land is not used by the public for anything, its just a derelict piece of
land. This would be ideal space for homes in keeping with other
properties. Main station near by ideal.
CPRE Hertfordshire considers that the narrow area of Green Belt
separating Kings Langley from Abbots Langley within which this site is
located is of particular importance, which would be threatened by the
allocation of the site for Housing.
The comment in the table in paragraph 2.2 of the consultation document
is also misleading, by claiming that the site is not on the edge of the
Green Belt. The well over 100-metre long site is only separated from the
existing Green Belt boundary by a very narrow (estimated at around 12
metres in width) strip of land, which would perform no meaningful Green
Belt purpose if the proposed site allocation took place.

NSO/0077
(CPRE
Hertfordshire)

The result of housing development at this site would be the
consolidation of ribbon development in this important section of Green
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Belt separating the two settlements that is little over 200 metres in width.
Finally, no justification has been set out for the allocation of this site for
Housing, contrary to the policy requirement for protection of the Green
Belt from inappropriate development set out in the National Planning
Policy Framework, or demonstration of exceptional circumstances that
would justify removal of the site from the Green Belt, which would be the
practical effect of its allocation.
Highways
This site is very near Kings Langley station and therefore highly
accessible by train. Station Road is well served by buses and has a
cycle route along it.
SCO/0006
(Hertfordshire
County
Council)
SCO/0008
(Dacorum
Borough
Council)
SCO/0018
(Abbots
Langley PC)

SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

SCO/0057
(Natural
England)

Historic Environment
The proposed housing allocation is small in scale and does not have any
constraints in relation to the Historic Environment.
We support this proposed small scale use of previously developed land
in the Green Belt for housing. However, we would ask that you continue
to take into account the cumulative impact of such development on the
infrastructure of the village.

Object. It is in the Green Belt
There is an opportunity to enhance the stretch of river in this locality
between the industrial site and the motorway viaduct. It has been
identified in the Dacorum Chalk River Restoration Strategy as a stretch
that would benefit from in-channel habitat enhancement and marginal
shelf creation. We would expect any residential development at the site
to comply with the requirements of the Thames River Basin
Management Plan to improve the ecological potential of the river to good
– it presently has bad ecological potential. Any development should
consider the quality of water that is being discharged into the river,
surface water management and there should be an adequate buffer
zone adjacent to the river at the site.
We note that the site is close to the following wildlife site: Grand Union
Canal/River Gade. Consideration should be given in any development
brief as to how the allocation can maintain and or enhance this wildlife
site.
We also note that the site is bordered by a public right of way. This
should be regarded as an element of green infrastructure. Negative
impacts on the public right of way should be considered when
considering the merits of this allocation. Opportunities to enhance the
attractiveness of the public right of way to users should be considered in
any development brief.

Proposed Additional Open Space Allocations
Site AOS(a): South Way Playing Fields
Yes: 66% (4 responses)
No: 34% (2 responses)
Reference
04304

Comment
Lovely open space for children to play.
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SCO/0055 (St
Stephen PC)

SCO/0057
(Natural
England)

The Council is to be commended for the designation of open spaces
In general terms Natural England welcomes the new designation of
areas of publicly accessible open space. However, such sites may be
subject to greater recreational pressure than at present, which in turn
may have a detrimental wildlife impact. Our site specific comments are
as follows:
We note that the site appears to include the following wildlife site: The
Bothy Chalk Mine, Abbotts Langley. Proposals to allocate this site as
Public Open Space should consider how the proposals may affect this
wildlife site.

Site AOS(b): The Green, Croxley Green
Yes: 60% (3 responses)
No: 40% (2 responses)
Reference
SCO/0055 (St
Stephen PC)

SCO/0057
(Natural
England)

Comment
The Council is to be commended for the designation of open spaces
In general terms Natural England welcomes the new designation of
areas of publicly accessible open space. However, such sites may be
subject to greater recreational pressure than at present, which in turn
may have a detrimental wildlife impact. Our site specific comments are
as follows:
We note that the site appears to include the following wildlife site:
Croxley Green. Proposals to allocate this site as Public Open Space
should consider how the proposals may affect this wildlife site.

Site AOS(c): Harrocks Wood, Chandlers Cross
Yes: 80% (4 responses)
No: 20% (1 responses)
Reference
SCO/0055 (St
Stephen PC)

SCO/0057
(Natural
England)

Comment
The Council is to be commended for the designation of open spaces
In general terms Natural England welcomes the new designation of
areas of publicly accessible open space. However, such sites may be
subject to greater recreational pressure than at present, which in turn
may have a detrimental wildlife impact. Our site specific comments are
as follows:
We note that the site appears to include the following wildlife site:
Harrock's Wood. Proposals to allocate this site as Public Open Space
should consider how the proposals may affect this wildlife site. In
addition to this, the allocation is adjacent to Whippendell Wood SSSI.
There is no information within the consultation documents describing
what the effect o this site might be. Before this allocation is submitted,
the council should demonstrate that the proposed allocation will not
have a detrimental impact on the features of this SSSI. In the absence
of such demonstration we advise that this allocation may be unsound.
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Site AOS(d): Hill Farm Avenue, Chandlers Cross
Yes: 71% (10 responses and copies of 423 signature petition and 5 letters opposing to
previous proposals for development of the site)
No: 29% (4 responses)
Reference

00658 (Thrive
Homes)

Comment
We fail to see the landscape justification for the proposal to safeguard
this site. It is part of a predominantly built-up area, and has the
potential to contribute to housing land supply without adverse impact
on the overall landscape structure of the area. Any development could
accommodate areas of incidental open space for recreation.
We do not support the proposed allocation for open space for the
following reasons;
1. The site definition is impractical, as it forms part of a larger site
within the ownership of Watford Community Housing Trust and outwith
TRDC’s boundary. Its designation would also leave existing privately
owned garages landlocked and would not reflect the adjacent local
authority designation.
2. Watford Community Housing Trust proposes to develop the larger
site, combining affordable housing and play provision. This would have
50% of the site footprint used for housing and 50% as improved
publicly accessible recreational space.
3. The Trust proposal under point 2 meets the following TRDC Core
Strategy Objectives;
a) To provide growth required to support local communities and
provide for their needs in the most sustainable way possible
b) To locate growth in the most sustainable locations in terms of
access to services and transport networks and impact on the
environment
c) To improve access to housing and affordable housing for
communities across the whole District
h) To recognise opportunities to make the best use of land whilst
minimising adverse impacts on the character of the District and
minimising harmful changes to the built, historic and natural
environment
i) To recognise opportunities to improve and enhance the built, historic
and natural environment wherever possible
4. The Trust proposal under point 2 also meets the following
sustainability objectives;
8. Maximise the use of previously developed land and buildings, and
the efficient use of land

02123 (Watford
Community
Housing Trust)

9. To use natural resources, both finite and renewable, as efficiently as
possible, and re-use finite resources or recycled alternatives wherever
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possible
11. To conserve and enhance landscape and townscape character and
encourage local distinctiveness
12. To encourage healthier lifestyles and reduce adverse health
impacts of new developments
13. To deliver more sustainable patterns of location of development
15. Ensure that everyone has access to good quality housing that
meets their needs
19. Achieve a more equitable sharing of the benefits of prosperity
across all sectors of society and fairer access to services, focusing on
deprived areas in the region
5. The directly adjacent green belt (Site AGB (1)), and close proximity
of Leavesden Country Park adequately provide for local green space.
Designation of Site AOS(d) Hill Farm Avenue, Leavesden will prevent
alternative development which has stronger compliance with planning
policy, specifically in helping to deliver the aims and objectives of the
Core Strategy and Strategic Objectives for the District.
I would like to reiterate that this land must be kept as open space/local
green space or village green status in order that the local children can
use it as they have for the past twenty six years since I have been a
resident here.
Of late, since the schools have broken up for the holidays and now the
Olympics is upon us it has been a hive of activity with more local
children using it for playing football and games, and at this present
moment in time from my window I can see a family of two adults and a
two children having a picnic by the right had seat, another family of
three adults and two children are having a picnic on the grass, and one
adult and one adult are in the recreation area. As I speak two of the
children who were having a picnic have now entered the recreation
area. I have also seen three dog walkers this morning.
It is obvious that this open space must stay as it is. It is never abused
and is used in a proper way, therefore, there is nothing untoward for it
to be changed. it is respected by everyone who uses it.
For houses and flats to be planted on this beautiful piece of grassland
and recreation area would be a dismissal of the type of space that it is.
There is nothing else around here for the children, and to have extra
children would create an unacceptable situation for all the children
presently living here and those new to the area. Where would they
play? There would also be a chance of a fatality, visualise the park
being smaller and the swing park being smaller and near the road, with
the new residents transport having to use the single track road of Hill
Farm Close as their only means of getting to their abodes. Fatality is
obvious. Children running everywhere - across the road.
04294

IT MUST BE KEPT AS GREEN SPACE!
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The open space at this site has a requirement by adults and children
on this and surrounding estates to stay as green space with the park
staying exactly the same. There is no need for change here as it is
used in a positive way via sports, recreation, relaxation by everyone
living here. The support for this space to be left alone is uppermost by
nurseries, school children and community centres.
I am also acting as a representative for the Save Hill Farm Close Park
Leavesden Committee. We have been fighting any proposed
development of the site by Watford Community Housing Trust and I am
attaching scanned copies of our ongoing petition. We also have a
Facebook Group - Save Hill Farm Close Park Leavesden from
development which also has many comments from local residents.
This is an open group that can be viewed by anyone but I would be
happy to copy these comments if you wish.
We have expressed that we would like to keep the site as open green
space as it has been used by the community for recreation for 60+
years. We are also in the process of applying for Village Green Status
and are hoping that Watford Community Housing Trust are willing to
work with us on an improved green space.
With regards to keeping the space at Hill Farm Avenue/Hill Farm Close
a green space, we have had unbelievable support. The space is used
by the entire community, from the very young to the very old. To give
us even greater protection for the future we will be applying to
Hertfordshire County Council for village green status and will hopefully
re-instate a village green in Leavesden.
04295
04297

04298

04301

04304
NSI/0029

SCO/0014
(Watford
Borough
Council)
SCO/0055 (St
Stephen PC)

[Copies of petition and letters sent]
Open spaces in Leavesden are fast disappearing with other
developments. We must keep this one, especially for the children.
I play football and other sports over there with my family and friends. It
would be preposterous to build on it as it is a space many people use
for such activities, dog walking etc.
My children played there as no do my grandchildren. We have been
here 38 years. Saturday I saw a group of youngsters there. There is
nowhere left where they can play safely and play ball games apart
from Hill Farm.
All the community use this space. Kids play, families have picnics,
people walk dogs, older people walk around the field for exercise and it
is a real safe place for everyone. This is the only green we have in
Leavesden.
Full support for the Leavesden councillors for the inclusion of this area
as open space and local green space within in the LDF.
The majority of the site is in TRDC. For the part of the site that is in
WBC (mostly play area), development proposals would be considered
against Policy L4 which states that "other than in exceptional
circumstances, permission will not be given for a change of use from
private or public open space to any other use.
The open space therefore is important and should be protected.
The Council is to be commended for the designation of open spaces
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SCO/0057
(Natural
England)

In general terms Natural England welcomes the new designation of
areas of publicly accessible open space. However, such sites may be
subject to greater recreational pressure than at present, which in turn
may have a detrimental wildlife impact.

Green Belt
Site AGB(1): Leavesden
Yes: 33% (3 responses)
No: 67% (6 responses)
Reference
00770

Comment
Please gain a good result to proposed Green Belt boundary
change if this will remove 400+ of new houses built.
In summary, WBSL's comments are as follows:
(a) WBSL welcomes the Council’s further review of green belt
boundaries at Leavesden and support the removal of the Studios
from the green belt;
(b) However, the Council’s proposed amendment to the green belt
boundary at AGB (1) does not go far enough. WBSL therefore
maintains its objection to the proposed revision, as it continues to
fail to accord with the recently adopted core strategy, particularly
policies PSP2 and CP11, in that it fails to make the necessary
revisions to the green belt boundary in order to ensure that the
future development needs of this nationally important employment
site are not compromised. The result of the Council’s proposed
amendment is that the draft policy is not considered to be sound
and is not justified, as it fails to remove all of the developed area
of the Studios and the Island Site (future expansion land) from the
green belt.
Proposed policy amendments
The Site Allocations DPD should be amended to reflect the
continuing importance of the Studios to the national and regional
economy, both as a local employer and as a centre intended to
contribute to the economic growth of the District for the plan
period, as set out in core strategy policies PSP2, CP11 and
paragraph 5.106. In order to satisfactorily do this, the green belt
should be revised as shown on the enclosed (previously
submitted) plans. We also enclose a plan showing the Council’s
proposed amended green belt boundary superimposed on a site
layout plan, which clearly highlights anomalies with the Council’s
approach. An aerial photograph dated July 2012 supports this
position.
Comment
1. The revised policy remains unreasonably onerous, at odds with
the realities of the position 'on the ground' and contrary to Policy
PSP2(d) of the core strategy (2011).

02127 (Warner
Bros)

2. WBSL has provided robust evidence to demonstrate the
important and significant contribution that WBSL makes to the
local, regional and national economy and the ability of WBSL to
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attract other key supply-chain businesses to the local area.
3. Whilst we are pleased that the Council has recognised the role
of the Studios through the review of the green belt designation, by
drawing the boundary so tightly around the Studios it does not
allow future development needs to be accommodated or give
Warner Bros. the confidence and certainty that they require to
continue to plan, operate, manage and continue to invest in and
expand the Studios in the future. As we have noted previously it is
of vital importance that Warner Bros. is given the appropriate level
of flexibility and certainty to do this.
4. It is also important that future expansion opportunities, provided
by the Island Site are not similarly constrained by the green belt
designation, such that it may meet the changing needs of WBSL
and the film and television industry to which WBSL must respond.
The Island Site is required by WBSL as a future expansion site for
the Studios to accommodate film, media and other associated
studio related uses - see previous representation. By retaining the
Island Site within the green belt this would have the direct effect of
creating a barrier to further investment, particularly from those key
supply-chain businesses that would otherwise gravitate towards
this core industry facility.
5. The retention of the green belt designation in this location and
as proposed by the Council, would impose considerable restraint
involving a high degree of uncertainty, inflexibility and delay to any
such development proposal and impose an unacceptable level of
restraint on Warner Bros. business operations such that it may
lead to an inability to fulfil its potential. A fetter of such a scale on
an economic asset of such importance should only be imposed or
retained where it can be fully justified.
6. By any objective measure, neither the Studios (in its entirety
excluding the Backlot), nor the Island Site contribute to the
purposes or objectives of green belt land and, as such, should be
removed from the green belt, as the designation no longer serves
any useful purpose. We note that the exceptional circumstances
to justify the revision to the green belt boundary have already
been accepted by the Council. It is inconsistent for the Council to
continue to take a partial approach to green belt review on this
important strategic site. The council’s approach is therefore
considered to be unsound and not in accordance with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).
7. Under the heading Reason for Change under site AGB (1) the
Council state:
“Current green belt boundary includes area already developed
which does not contribute to Green Belt objectives. Proposed
boundary removes existing development at Huntonbury Village,
Leavesden park, Hill Farm Avenue and Leavesden Studios from
the Green Belt. On the Leavesden Studio site, only the studio
buildings and immediately surrounding areas of hardstanding are
proposed to be removed from the Green Belt. Retaining Green
Belt designation on the rest of the Studios Site provides control
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over future development of this significant site.”
8. Green belt boundaries are required to be defensible and
endure. The revised boundary proposed by the Council meets
neither of these tests and is not sound.
9. The revised boundary has been drawn too tightly around the
Studios, incorrectly identifying the extent of hardstanding, which is
more significant than indicated on the Council’s plan, see
enclosed aerial plan. The revision of these boundaries as shown
on the enclosed plans will ensure that the WBSL is able to
continue to make its vital contribution to the economy of the
District for the plan period. The new boundaries, in accordance
with the NPPF, will provide a green belt boundary that will endure,
with Aerodrome Way providing a robust boundary edge. The new
boundaries will not have any adverse impact upon the integrity of
the green belt nor its ability to fulfil its defined purposes
10. The only reason given within the pre-submission (Additional
Sites) DPD for the failure to release all of the Studios site
(excluding the Backlot) and the Island Site relates to the Council’s
desire to control the future development of the site. Given that
planning permission for the Studios was granted as an exception
to established green belt policy by reference to the very special
circumstances test, and that neither the Island Site
nor the Studios site meets the purposes or objectives of green
belt land, it is difficult to understand the logic that underpins this
conclusion. In addition, the Council has the full range of statutory
planning controls at its disposal to effectively and reasonably
control future development of the site.
Plan & aerial photograph submitted.
I have a number of concerns over the proposal to change some of
the land to Green Belt, principally as the Council has already
agreed to building of some 425 houses on Leavesden Park;
planning references 10/2230/OUT, 12/1213/AOD and
12/1214/AOD refer.
The Council have also agreed a number of applications for
building on the Leavesden Studio site, principally the Harry Potter
experience plus all the hard standing parking and various other
parts of the new studio and if this is to be removed from the Green
Belt then the new Leavesden Park housing estate must also be
excluded from the Green Belt.
03673 (Herts
Constabulary)
04298
04301

NSO/0077
(CPRE
Hertfordshire)

I would prefer to see the studio remain as green belt land so as to
limit future expansion within this significant site.
I would like it extended to Hill Farm Avenue and Hill Farm Close
to afford us greater protection.
We do not need to lose any more Green Belt land.
CPRE Hertfordshire objects to the removal from the Green Belt of
the 250-metre wide belt of open land separating the existing
Leavesden Studio buildings at the former Leavesden Airfield from
the existing residential area to the east. Retention of this land
within the Green Belt is particularly important because planning
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permission has been granted for residential development of a
large area of the former airfield to the north of this belt of land (site
allocation H(10) which CPRE Hertfordshire considers should be
removed from the Green Belt as a result - our representation
dated March 2012) and as a result the remaining area of Green
Belt separating the Studios from North Watford will be under
threat.
Accordingly this 250-metre wide open area should be retained
within the Green Belt.
SCO/0006
(Hertfordshire
County
Council)

SCO/0014
(Watford
Borough
Council)
SCO/0055 (St
Stephen PC)
SCO/0057
(Natural
England)

No comment. Area proposed to be removed from green belt
appears to match areas already developed by Warner Bros (at
studio) and MEPC (to east of Aerodrome Way).
The proposed changes to the Green Belt boundary around
Huntonbury village and Hill Farm Avenue follow a logical
boundary. As this is a built up residential area and naturally
divided by the road it is accepted that this should be removed
from the Green Belt.
However, WBC object to the removal of the Leavesden Studio
site. By removing this area from the Green Belt designation it
weakens the GB corridor that separates Watford from Abbots
Langley. Retaining the site in the designation and treating it as a
Major Developed Site in the GB would be a preferred option.
Proposed changes to the Green Belt boundary seem sensible,
given the level of development within.
Natural England has no comment to make with respect to this
proposal.

Other Comments

Reference
Comments
03191; NSO/0054 (Canal and Rivers Trust); NSO/0078 (Chilterns
Conservation Board); SCO/0007 (Chiltern District Council);
SCO/0010 (Hertsmere Borough Council); SCO/0011 (LB
Hillingdon); SCO/0026 (English Heritage); SCO/0058 (Highways
Agency)
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No Comments.

We refer to our previous letters of 13 January 2011 and 1 March 2012,
being our client's representations in response to the Site Allocations PreSubmission Consultation with regard to the land at 'Mill End/Maple Cross Froghall Farm and adjoining land Site S(b)', hereafter referred to as 'land
at Maple Cross'.
We note that our proposals have not been included in the list of new sites
under the above consultation. In light of the representations that have
been made on behalf of our client we object to this omission.
We suggest that the most appropriate way forward for resolving the future
of the land at Maple Cross is to incorporate a provision like policy GB4
from the Local Plan into the SA DPD to cover the land at Maple Cross.
For example, adapting the wording of GB4 it would read as follows;

02153
(Maplecross
Properties
Ltd)

The Council is committed to the preparation of a comprehensive
Development Brief for land at Maple Cross which will be subject to full
consultation with the public and relevant organisations. It is considered
that development of the site may be acceptable to enable environmental,
landscape, transport and other benefits to be provided. The area will
remain in the Green Belt until formal amendment of the Site Allocations
DPD arising from adoption of the Development Brief.
The use of a Development Brief to resolve the future of complex sites has
recently been used by the Council at Langleybury/The Grove.
(Re-submission of objections to Site Allocations Preferred Options
Consultation)
Do not support policy change. DPD is not sound as it is not justified or
effective.
Fairways Farm site previously part of joint proposal with Penfold Golf
Course but rejected by Members and local residents following concerns
over scale of growth, access from A405 and loss of Green Belt. Therefore
current proposals for more modest development of 70-100 new dwellings
on Fairways Farm which are of lower scale than previous proposals, more
in keeping with the character of the existing area and minimise
development of Green Belt land.
Highways assessment has shown access from Bucknalls Lane acceptable
to Highway Authority as junction is appropriate and highway network can
accommodate development. Good public transport service close to site.
Evidence base and SA have not reassessed latest proposals so does not
take into account most up to date position on Fairways Farm. Have reappraised amended site which scores 931. Site is contained within
triangular area, and Appeal Ref: W/723/66 noted land serves no practical
purpose as part of Green Belt.
NPPF requires defendable Green Belt boundaries which should not
include land where it is unnecessary to keep permanently open. Site
would have defendable boundaries and well positioned for rail, bus, roads
and amenities in Garston.

NSI/0063

Site would be more appropriate for development than majority of sites
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identified in Site Allocations document.
Site Allocations not founded on robust or credible evidence base as not
based on up to date accurate assessment. Site scores better than
currently allocated sites and other material planning reasons for inclusion
so strategy would not be most appropriate when considered against
reasonable alternatives.
Have carried out an assessment of whether proposed allocations are
developable (against PPS3 paragraphs 54-46) and determined a number
of sites not developable in plan period as a result of site constraints,
overestimated supply and serious constraints on South Oxhey delivery.
Therefore shortfall of 264 dwellings in Council’s housing land supply, and
must plan for additional allocations to make up shortfall since DPD is not
effective as should be deliverable and flexible.
East of England Plan still in place and Core Strategy sets minimum
targets to be delivered, not ceilings. Therefore sound strategy to ensure
flexible supply of sites to exceed delivery of minimum targets.
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